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Abstract

The main purpose of Password-Authenticated Key Exchange (PAKE) is to allow

secure authenticated communication over insecure networks between two or more

parties who only share a low-entropy password. It is common practice that the secret

key derived from a PAKE execution is used to authenticate and encrypt some data

payload using symmetric key protocols. Unfortunately, most PAKEs of practical in-

terest, including three protocols considered in this thesis, are studied using so-called

game-based models, which – unlike simulation models – do not guarantee secure com-

position per se. However, Brzuska et al. (CCS 2011) have shown that a middle ground

is possible in the case of authenticated key exchange that relies on Public-Key In-

frastructure (PKI): the game-based models do provide secure composition guarantees

when the class of higher-level applications is restricted to symmetric-key protocols.

The question that we pose in this thesis is whether or not a similar result can be

exhibited for PAKE. Our work answers this question positively. More specifically,

we show that PAKE protocols secure according to the game-based Real-or-Random

(RoR) definition of Abdalla et al. (PKC 2005) allow for automatic, secure compo-

sition with arbitrary, higher-level symmetric key protocols. Since there is evidence

that most PAKEs secure in the Find-then-Guess (FtG) model of Bellare et al. (EU-

ROCRYPT 2000) are in fact secure according to the RoR definition, we can conclude

that nearly all provably secure PAKEs enjoy a certain degree of composition, one that

at least covers the case of implementing secure channels.

Although many different protocols that accomplish PAKE have been proposed

over last two decades, only a few newcomers managed to find their way to real world

applications - albeit lacking an intense and prolonged public scrutiny. As a step in the

direction of providing one, this dissertation considers the security and efficiency of two

relatively recently proposed PAKE protocols - Dragonfly and J-PAKE. In particular,

we prove the security of a very close variant of Dragonfly employing the standard FtG

model which incorporates forward secrecy. Thus, our work confirms that Dragonfly’s

main flows are sound. Furthermore, we contribute to the discussion by proposing and
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examining (in the RoR model of security) two variants of J-PAKE - which we call

RO-J-PAKE and CRS-J-PAKE - that each makes the use of two less zero-knowledge

proofs than the original protocol, at the cost of an additional security assumption.

Our work reveals that CRS-J-PAKE has an edge in terms of efficiency over J-PAKE

for both standard group choices: subgroups of finite fields and elliptic curves. The

same is true for RO-J-PAKE, but only when instantiated with elliptic curves.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The problem of finding a robust solution for secure human authentication in the

digital environment, although not fundamental as the P versus NP problem – whose

solution would have far-reaching implications in cryptography – is almost as old, orig-

inating since the early 1960s when the first computer system to deploy passwords,

The Compatible Time-Sharing System (CTSS)1, was developed at MIT [103]. Today,

with the increasing number of Internet-enabled devices and third party services that

require authentication, the need for a secure, general-purpose, and simple-to-use au-

thentication mechanism is of great importance. One can only imagine the potential

risk posed by the Internet of Things (IoT), which will soon become a reality, where

almost any object of human use, whether at home, in the office, in a public place or

within an environment in the wider sense will be internet-reachable and potentially

compromised.

The prevalence and perseverance of text passwords and pins as authentication

means of choice for humans today, despite many well-studied limitations and secu-

rity problems [93], has been mind-boggling for security researchers. During the last

fifty years, a significant number of alternatives to passwords has been proposed and

analyzed [19]. However, none of the alternative solutions has managed to eliminate

passwords from our lives. The reason for this, according to the comprehensive com-

parison study on different web authentication schemes done by Bonneau et al. [19], is

the lack of deployability of proposed alternatives in comparison to passwords. Namely,

accessibility, negligible cost-per-user, server and browser compatibility, and maturity

1In this system, a password for each account was stored in an unencrypted CTSS password file.
The same system was a victim of a software bug which caused the password file to be printed on
the terminal upon login instead of a daily message [93].
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of existing solutions are identified as factors that ease the deployment and most prob-

ably contribute to the resilience of passwords in our computer systems. Thus, despite

all the limitations of passwords and the existence of user-friendly alternatives with

better security guarantees such as Pico [113] or OpenID [99], one thing is clear: pass-

words are here to stay in the foreseeable future [62]. This fact places cryptographic

schemes that can advance the current state of affairs in password authentication -

such as Password-Authenticated Key Exchange - in the spotlight.

1.2 Password-based Authentication Protocols

Here we will briefly introduce authentication protocols and password-authenticated

key exchange. Then we will present potential attacks against which we want to defend

authentication protocols. After this, we will see how password authentication has

evolved during the last forty years. For more details on password security research,

we refer the reader to [18, 74].

1.2.1 Authentication Protocols

As in a typical human-computer authentication scenario, we will be considering two-

party authentication protocols in which a user or client has to prove its identity to

a skeptical verifier (typically a server) by submitting the correct credential. It is

assumed that the two entities share a common secret apriori. In real-world applica-

tions such as authentication over the internet, users may have a software (browser)

operating on their behalf, and the union of these two will be modelled as a client.

1.2.2 Password-Authenticated Key Exchange

Authenticated Key Exchange (AKE) is a cryptographic service run between two or

more parties over a network with the aim of agreeing on a secret, high-quality, ses-

sion key to use in higher-level applications (e.g., to create an efficient and secure

channel.) One talks of Password -Authenticated Key Exchange (PAKE) if the mes-

sage flows of the protocol itself are authenticated by means of a low-entropy secret

held by each user. Throughout our work, we will refer to the term low-entropy se-

cret – which may include passwords, pins, and passphrases – simply as a password.

Also, while password-based protocols in general may assume the existence of Public-

Key-Infrastructure (PKI), in our work we will deal exclusively with password-only

protocols. In contrast to generic authentication protocols, an additional consequence

of a PAKE execution is the establishment of a cryptographically strong session key.
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PAKE vs PKI-AKE. There are several practical advantages of using the password-

only authenticated key exchange protocols rather than PKI-based alternatives. It is

known to be very difficult to implement and maintain a functional PKI. Problems

that may arise in the PKI setting include user registration, misbehaving Certification

Authorities (CAs), certificate revocation issues, improper management of the keys,

certificate validation issues and poor usability, susceptibility to phishing attacks, etc.

On the contrary, PAKE maintenance seems to be simpler and more flexible: In the

initial phase, protocol participants should exchange passwords in a secure manner and

fix public parameters that are known to all participants (including adversary). There-

fore, in PAKE setting user registration is straightforward, there is no need for key

revocation, the process can be made user-intuitive, phishing attacks are diminished,

and participants are free of storing any secrets2.

1.2.3 Possible Attacks

An adversary’s goal in authentication protocols is to acquire one or more valid user-

name and password pairs (credentials), and there exist several known paths to achieve

this: either by directly targeting the protocol by guessing valid credentials, or by cir-

cumventing the security mechanism altogether.

Guessing Attacks. The inherent danger in the setup where passwords are used

for authentication is its vulnerability to dictionary attacks. Depending on the adver-

sarial strategy one can distinguish between two types of attacks: online and offline

dictionary attacks.

An online dictionary attack consists of repeatedly sending candidate credentials

to the verifier in order to test their validity. These attacks can be successfully curbed

with a well-designed password protection policy that would limit the number of

guesses which can be made in a given time frame.

In an offline dictionary attack, the adversary acts in two stages: in the first (online)

stage, the adversary tries to collect – either by eavesdropping or impersonating a user

– some function of credentials which will serve as the password verifier. Then, in the

second (offline) stage, the adversary will try to correlate the acquired verifier with

password guesses to determine the correct password. Notice that in contrast to a

typical brute force attack, in which a secret is assumed to be uniformly distributed over

2This claim is valid for certain practical scenarios, such as Magic Wormhole [114] in which both
(human) users input a short pin to run PAKE. On the other hand, in systems in which the server
stores the password file, this claim is false.
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the key space and searched systematically, in the second stage of the offline dictionary

attack the adversary usually chooses to traverse those possibilities which are deemed

most likely to succeed. This type of offline guessing is called password cracking and

is inhibited in case secure PAKE is used as the authentication mechanism.

Other Types of Attacks. One of the most successful types of attacks that cir-

cumvent secure authentication are (spear) phishing attacks. In an attempt to obtain

secret credentials, the adversary tries to disguise himself as a valid server when hon-

est users try to authenticate to the service. Moore and Clayton [92] estimate that

between 280 000 and 560 000 people are tricked each year into disclosing their cre-

dentials to phishing websites. This is very unfortunate, especially due to the fact that

the appropriate use of PAKEs would completely eradicate such attacks.

A simple attack that also very often works is the password sniffing attack. This

is an essentially an eavesdropping attack in which the adversary observes credentials

during their transmission, which is not encrypted. The fact that today, according to

[82], only 15.4% of the top 10 000 websites are using SSL by Default is quite surprising.

This offers a good indication that a lot of secret credentials are transmitted through

the network in an unencrypted form. PAKEs could be used to prevent such attacks.

Another way of stealing credentials is by running a malicious software on the

target’s device, whose role is to register credentials at the time of their entry. Such

attacks are known as key-logging attacks; they are out of the scope of this thesis.

1.2.4 Evolution of Password Authentication

In all password-based authentication protocols that we consider, it is assumed that

two peers share a password in advance and use it as the basis of authentication.

Over the years password-based authentication protocols have evolved rather slowly

considering their wide use and importance. Here we will briefly cover their evolution.

Passwords in Clear. Most of the password authentication methods used during

the 1980s and the first half of 1990s included sending passwords in clear over the

network. This is obviously completely insecure. Probably the most known example

is the basic access authentication method used for a client authentication when mak-

ing a connection request in Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [43]. In this case,

user credentials are only encoded with Base64 data encoding and then transmitted

over the network without any encryption or hashing operation being involved. An-

other protocol in which plaintext passwords appear on the network is the Password
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Authentication Protocol [81], known as PAP. This protocol is one of two possible

authentication mechanisms specified in Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP)3 [110].

Hash of Password. Another insecure approach that is often used today in many

network protocols applies a hash function to the user’s credentials (username and

password) before sending them over the network. The hash function may also include

a server and/or client created nonce as input. Two solutions that took this approach

in solving password authentication are the digest access authentication mechanism

and the Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP) [111]. The former is

used in HTTP as a replacement for the completely insecure basic access authentication

method, while the latter is a modest upgrade over PAP in PPP4.

It should be noted that sometimes in practice a password is used for the au-

thentication when high-entropy symmetric keys are expected (Pre-Shared Key (PSK)

based setting). Some examples of protocols where misuse of passwords is possible

include EAP-GPSK [33] and TLS-PSK [7]. These protocols, when used with a pass-

word instead of a cryptographically strong key for authentication, are susceptible to

dictionary attacks.

Password over TLS. Probably the most prominent paradigm for password au-

thentication that is deployed on the Internet today is the one for which Manulis et

al. [89] coined the term HTML-forms-over-TLS. In this approach, a Transport Layer

Security (TLS) [37] channel is first established, usually between the user’s browser

(or mobile application) and a server that offers some service (e.g. online banking,

social networks, cloud services). Further, the server sends an HTML form over the

secure channel (encrypted and server-authenticated) for the user to fill in with her

password and username in order to authenticate herself. Although this approach can

be considered secure [68, 77], there are several attacks that may circumvent secu-

rity mechanisms and allow for the adversary to acquire credentials. Namely, in TLS,

as part of server authentication, it is assumed that operational PKI is in place and

that users will correctly validate the server’s X.509 certificate before conveying their

credentials. However, in practice, an adversary may trick a user to disclose her cre-

dentials to a fake but genuine-looking website, or Certification Authorities (CAs) may

3PPP is a data link protocol used to establish a simple bi-directional link which would allow
transport of packets between two peers. This protocol is widely used in physical networks such as
phone line, fiber optic links such as SONET, and even for a customer dial-up access to the internet.

4PAP and CHAP protocols are used in PPP protocol to validate users before allowing them
access to server resources.
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issue a valid certificate to a malicious third party. Therefore, security of password

authentication on the web today practically relies on three assumptions: the security

of the TLS channel, the ability of users to verify the validity of the channel and proper

configuration and maintenance of the server.

Using PAKE. Password-Authenticated Key Exchange (PAKE) offers a relatively

mature mechanism for password authentication that could be used on its own [4, 84,

57, 41] or as a building block in more complex protocols [89, 56, 35]. This crypto-

graphic primitive provides a way to “bootstrap” a low entropy password into a strong

cryptographic key without using public key infrastructure. Well-designed PAKE ex-

plicitly prevents offline dictionary attacks and can be used as a tool to diminish

phishing attacks as well.

On its own, PAKE can be very useful in several different scenarios: A good ex-

ample would be the file-transfer service, Magic Wormhole [114]. In this protocol a

password is firstly generated and exchanged on the spot using an out-of-band chan-

nel. In the next step, this password is used in PAKE to establish a secure channel

between two computers. Similarly, in the IoT scenario, EC-J-PAKE [54] has been re-

cently proposed as a mechanism of choice for authorization of devices in the Thread

protocol [52]. The third case where PAKE could be used is to replace self-signed cer-

tificates, which represent a popular but very often insecure way to avoid CAs5. An-

other potential use of PAKEs could be attributed to point-to-point protocols where

third parties are not available.

As already mentioned, PAKE can be also used as a building block in higher-level

protocols. For instance, Manulis et al. [89] proposed an alternative to the HTML-

forms-over-TLS framework. In this newly proposed approach a secure channel pro-

vided by the TLS protocol run is composed and bound together with a PAKE exe-

cution that follows. The PKI-based server authentication, together with the mutual

password-based client and server authentication, would prevent a wide range of at-

tacks and enhance the security of the authentication process. It is yet to be seen if

such a hybrid approach will be implemented in TLS in the future.

As a small note to a surprised reader who is wondering why PAKEs are still

not quite included into the real-world applications, we point that for a long time

PAKEs were encumbered with patent issues around EKE and SPEKE patents. This

is probably one of the main reasons why PAKEs do not enjoy a wider use in systems

5Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attacks are possible if a self-signed certificate is for the first time
“introduced” to an honest client over an insecure environment (e.g. internet).
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today. Additionally, as pointed in [40], integration of PAKEs into existing architecture

and user re-education may occur as issues preventing the deployment of PAKEs.

Finally, one should keep in mind that the use of PAKE would not solve all the existing

problems with password-based authentication, such as weak password selection, issues

around reuse of password across different websites, and problems related to password

reset and recovery procedures.

Other Approaches. There exists a plethora of other mechanisms that try to im-

plement secure authentication on the Internet today and they may or may not use

passwords to do so. These range from different password managers, Single Sign-On

services using Kerberos [94], decentralized authentication protocols such as OpenID

[99], all the way to mechanisms for authorization such as OAuth [55].

1.3 Our Contributions

As already stated, the main purpose of PAKE is to allow secure authenticated com-

munication over insecure networks between two or more parties who only share a

low-entropy password. Although many different protocols that accomplish this aim

have been proposed over the last two decades, only a few newcomers managed to find

their way to real world applications - albeit lacking an intense and prolonged public

scrutiny. As a step in the direction of providing one, this dissertation considers the

security and efficiency of two relatively recently proposed PAKE protocols - Dragonfly

and J-PAKE. In particular, we prove the security of a very close variant of Dragonfly

employing the standard Find-then-Guess (FtG) model security of Bellare et al. [9] ,

which incorporates forward secrecy. Thus, our work confirms that Dragonfly’s main

flows are sound. The work presented in this thesis has contributed to the standard-

ization process of the Dragonfly protocol in Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)

[57]. Furthermore, we contribute to the discussion by proposing and examining two

variants of J-PAKE - which we call RO-J-PAKE and CRS-J-PAKE - that each makes

the use of two less zero-knowledge proofs than the original protocol, at the cost of

an additional security assumption. Our work reveals that CRS-J-PAKE has an edge

in terms of efficiency over J-PAKE for both standard group choices: subgroups of

finite fields and elliptic curves. The same is true for RO-J-PAKE, but only when

instantiated with elliptic curves.

Taking a wider perspective, it is common practice that the secret key derived

from a PAKE execution is used to authenticate and encrypt some data payload using
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symmetric key protocols. Unfortunately, most PAKEs of practical interest, includ-

ing three protocols considered in this thesis, are studied using so-called game-based

models, which – unlike simulation models – do not guarantee secure composition per

se. However, Brzuska et al. [26] have shown that a middle ground is possible in the

case of authenticated key exchange that relies on PKI: the game-based models do

provide secure composition guarantees when the class of higher-level applications is

restricted to symmetric-key protocols. The question that we pose in this thesis is

whether or not a similar result can be exhibited for PAKE. Our work answers this

question positively. More specifically, we show that PAKE protocols secure according

to the game-based Real-or-Random (RoR) definition of Abdalla et al. [3] allow for

automatic, secure composition with arbitrary, higher-level symmetric key protocols.

Since there is evidence that most PAKEs secure in the FtG model are in fact se-

cure according to the RoR definition, we can conclude that nearly all provably secure

PAKEs enjoy a certain degree of composition, one that at least covers the case of

implementing secure channels.

1.4 Outline

We will begin in Chapter 2 with a review of some of the mathematical background

necessary for the study of efficiency implications that different instantiations of our

protocols can yield. Then the focus of the chapter will shift to the concept of provable

security. Its essence will be discussed. Furthermore, we will present the formal

description of the cryptographic constructions subsequently used in our protocols.

Finally, we will finish this chapter with the survey of computational assumptions

used to prove protocols’ security.

Chapter 3 introduces password authenticated key exchange and game-based mod-

els which try to capture its desired security properties. More specifically, we will first

formally define PAKE protocols and mention a few practical PAKEs of interest. Then,

we will recall of the two most widely used game-based security models for PAKEs,

Find-then-Guess (FtG) and Real-or-Random (RoR). As part of our contribution, the

RoR model will be upgraded to accommodate for the analysis of composability of

game-based secure PAKEs. We will conclude this chapter with a discussion on the

relation between two models.

In Chapter 4, we consider the composition properties of game-based PAKE mod-

els. We will first introduce the limitations such models face in terms of composability

and explain why the composition result from [26], shown in the context of AKE, does
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not carry over to the PAKE setting. To improve this unfortunate state of affairs,

we state the model requirements for both constituents, PAKE and symmetric key

protocol, and then show how they naturally combine. The last section of this chapter

demonstrates the suitability of the Real-Or-Random secure password key exchange

protocol for composition with symmetric key protocols.

Chapter 5 contains two newly proposed PAKE protocols – the RO-J-PAKE and

CRS-J-PAKE. These two protocols can be seen as more efficient variants of the J-

PAKE protocol from [54]. Therefore, we will start this chapter by introducing the

original J-PAKE design and protocol specifications. Furthermore, we describe our new

protocols. The security proof - a crucial ingredient when proposing new cryptographic

schemes - is provided for both protocols in the game-based RoR model. At the end,

we also include some efficiency and deployment insights.

In 2013 the Dragonfly protocol was drafted in [61]. In Chapter 6, we analyzed a

very close variant of Dragonfly protocol in FtG model. The proof of security that is

provided in this chapter contributed to the protocol standardization in IETF in form

of RFC7664 [57].

Chapter 7 offers concluding remarks where we discuss the obtained security results,

highlight certain limitations of our approach and provide possible future research

directions.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

2.1 Introduction

One of the main goals of the modern cryptography is to enable secure communica-

tion between eager parties by using cryptographic schemes/protocols. A standard

way to design a cryptographic scheme is to choose existing secure atomic primitives1

(or rarely build a new one), and then, by using them as building blocks that offer

fundamental properties, design a higher-level scheme which guarantee one or more

high-level security properties. This composition should be made in such a way that

the scheme can “inherit” security from these basic primitives. Typically, under the

atomic primitive we assume either a problem which is considered to be computation-

ally hard (e.g. the discrete log problem, the integer factorization problem) or a secure

cryptographic construction that is believed to exist such as one-way function, pseudo-

random generator, block cipher, compression function, etc. The problem that can

arise with a cryptographic scheme design is that even if a good underlying atomic

primitive is used, a poor design can result in an insecure scheme. The usual way to

investigate whether a scheme inherits desired security properties from the underlying

primitives is by means of provable security.

2.1.1 Previous Work

Two works that arguably mark the birth of modern cryptography are Diffie and Hell-

man’s [38] and Rivest, Shamir and Adleman’s [101]. Later, the concept of provable

security was introduced by Goldwasser and Micali [48] in the context of probabilistic

1In this context the term “atomic” means that the primitive in question cannot be used alone
to solve a specific cryptographic problem. Commonly, it is used as a building block of higher-level
primitives.
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encryption. In this groundbreaking paper, the authors propose the notion of indistin-

guishability which will be heavily used in our work. Following these early papers, a

significant body of work has emerged over the last thirty years. For the nice introduc-

tion to provable security and core concepts that underlie the study of cryptography,

the reader is referred to [70].

2.1.2 Organization

Section 2.2 will contain a review of some of the mathematical background necessary

for the study of efficiency implications that different instantiations of our protocols

can yield. Then, in Section 2.3 we will introduce the concept of provable security.

Complexity-theoretic techniques will be discussed in 2.4. In Section 2.5, we will

present auxiliary model assumptions that allow for an easier security analysis. Section

2.6 will contain the formal description of the cryptographic constructions that we will

use in our protocols. Finally, in Section 2.7, we will present the survey of hardness

assumptions that are used throughout our work in security reductions.

2.2 Mathematical Background

In this section, we first define notation and then provide a brief introduction to some

of the concepts from group theory that will be used throughout this thesis. All of the

material presented in this section can be found in similar form in existing literature,

such as [70].

2.2.1 Notation

Let N denote the set of all natural numbers and Z denote the set of integers. For

n ∈ N, we denote the set of n-bit strings by {0, 1}n. The set of all finite, arbitrary-

length binary strings is denoted by {0, 1}∗. The concatenation of two bit strings x and

y is denoted by x|y. We denote the output y of a deterministic function f on input

x1, . . . , xn as y := f(x1, . . . , xn). Similarly, y := x denote deterministic assignment of

the value x to the variable y. We write y ← F (x1, . . . , xn; r) to denote probabilistic

process in which random coin r is chosen uniformly at random and to y is assigned

the output of F (x1, . . . , xn; r). Similarly, let a ← A denote selecting a uniformly at

random from the set A. Also, for both deterministic and probabilistic function f , the

predicate y = f(x1, . . . , xn) will be true if the output of function f on input x1, . . . , xn

is equal to the value y.
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2.2.2 Groups

Definition 2.1. Let G be a set where � is a binary operation between two elements of

G. Then, the set and operation (G, �) represent a group if the following four axioms

are satisfied:

Closure: For any two elements g and h from G, g � h is element in G.

Presence of a neutral element: There exists a neutral or an identity element e ∈
G such that for all g ∈ G holds that e � g = g = g � e.

Presence of inverses: For all g ∈ G there exists an inverse element h ∈ G such

that g � h = e = h � g.

Associativity: For all g, h, j ∈ G holds that (g � h) � j = g � (h � j).

Throughout this thesis, we will assume that group operation is known and we will

represent the group (G, �) only with the set G. We say that a group G is finite if it

has a finite number of elements. The number of elements in G, or shortly the order

of the group, is denoted by |G|. Given a group G under a binary operation �, a set

H ⊆ G is a subgroup of G if H itself forms a group under the operation �. Since

in this thesis we will exclusively work with finite, abelian groups, we introduce them

below.

Definition 2.2. A group G with operation � is abelian (also called commutative) if

the the following axiom holds:

Commutativity: For any two elements g and h from G, g � h = h � g.

Note that in case of multiplicative operation, instead of � we will be using ·
notation. Furthermore, when using multiplicative notation, we will denote group

exponentiation by gn, instead of g · · · g. In the expression h = gn, we call n the

discrete logarithm of h to base g. Then,

Theorem 2.3. Let G be a finite group of order w = |G|. Then for every element g

from the group G it holds that gw = 1.
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Cyclic Groups. Now we will introduce a notion of cyclic groups since the majority

of hardness assumptions used in cryptography rely on the cyclic property of the group.

Definition 2.4. Let G be a finite group of order w. The group G is cyclic, if there

exists a generator g ∈ G such that {g0, g1, . . . , gw−1} = G.

Loosely speaking, if G is a multiplicative cyclic group and g is a generator of the

group G, then from the definition of cyclic groups, we know every element h in G can

be written as gn for some n. One can now define the problem that underlies major

part of modern cryptography: given a group G, a generator of the group g and an

element h of G, one needs to find the discrete logarithm of h to the base g in the

group G. Note however that the discrete logarithm problem is not “hard” in all cyclic

groups.

Prime Order Groups. In this thesis, we will use groups of prime order, which

are preferred in practice for several reasons. First of all, any group G of prime order

is cyclic. Second, as a consequence of Pohlig-Hellman algorithm, the discrete log

problems are considered to be hardest in such groups. Third, from the efficiency

perspective, it is easy to find a generator of the group since all elements of group G
(except the identity) are generators of G. Fourth, the only subgroups of G are trivial

subgroups {0} and G. Lastly, in proofs sometimes it is easier to reduce the security of

some scheme or construction to decisional Diffie-Hellman problem (see Section 2.7)

when the group order is prime.

Subgroups of Z∗p. Groups of form Z∗p2, where p is a prime and the group operation

is multiplication modulo p, give rise to one class of cyclic groups in which discrete

logarithm problems are considered to be hard. This is achieved by working with q-

order subgroup of Z∗p , where p = rq + 1 and p and q are both primes and r is called

co-factor.

Theorem 2.5. Let p = rq + 1, where p and q are primes. Then

G =
{

[hr mod p] | h ∈ Z∗p
}

is a subgroup of Z∗p of order q.

This result can be generalized. Namely, the discrete problem is believed to be

hard in a multiplicative group of the finite field of a large characteristic when the

polynomial representation is used. We will use such algebraic structure in Chapters

5 and 6.
2An upper-script (∗) shows that the zero element is excluded from a set.
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Elliptic Curves (EC). In addition to the groups that are directly based on mod-

ular arithmetic, such as Z∗p or the multiplicative group of s finite field, another class

of groups that are useful in cryptography are groups that consist of points on elliptic

curves. These groups offer more efficient implementation than previous candidates

while providing the same level of security. As our work is only slightly concerned with

elliptic curve groups, we keep the discussion minimal; a more extensive discussion can

be found in Hankerson et al. [53].

Definition 2.6. Let p be a prime such that p ≥ 5. An elliptic curve E is of the

form

y2 = x3 + Ax+B mod p,

where A,B ∈ Zp are constants and equation 4A3 + 27B2 6= 0 mod p holds.

Let E(Zp) include the set of pairs (x, y) ∈ Zp × Zp that fulfill equations from the

definition above together with the point of infinity O. A pair that is the element of

E(Zp) represents a point on the elliptic curve E. Most importantly, the set of points

E(Zp) with specific additive operation form an abelian group, where O is the identity

element. Further, if few conditions are fulfilled, the decisional Diffie-Hellman problem

is believed to be hard in elliptic curve groups of large prime order.

2.3 Provable Security Paradigm

Fundamentally, the goal of provable security is to provide a strong mathematical

guarantee that a cryptographic scheme cannot be broken by a class of attackers in

a specified security model that tries to capture the real-world scenarios. In practical

terms, the provable security approach allows us to prove the security of higher level

scheme – such as key exchange protocol – under some well-established assumptions

which include the hardness of the discrete logarithm type problems coupled with the

security of the underlying digital signature scheme and/or hash function, for instance.

This means that as a result of applying provable security framework we actually (in

most cases) do not provide an absolute proof of security. What is provided, in fact,

is a reduction of the security of the scheme to the security of some underlying atomic

primitive. Therefore, the term that maybe better reflects the essence of this approach

is reductionist approach.

The steps one should take when using such reductionist approach are the following:
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1. Formally define a security notion one wants to achieve for a particular scheme

or primitive of interest.

2. Choose a formal adversarial model that is suitable for a concrete security goal.

3. Clearly state and define any assumption or atomic primitive upon which the

security of scheme relies.

4. Once all three previous steps are fulfilled, one has to exhibit a security reduction

which shows that the only practical way to defeat the scheme is to break the

underlying assumption (or atomic primitive).

Security proofs derived in such a way give the guarantee that an assumption is

enough for security: if some adversary can break the higher-level scheme, one can

use such adversary to break the underlying assumption or atomic primitive. This

practically means – under the assumption that the security reduction (or proof) is

correct – that if there exists some security flaw in the scheme, there must be a

weakness in the underlying atomic primitive as well. And vice-versa, if we believe

that the atomic primitive is secure, then we will know that the scheme must be secure

with respect to the desired security notion. An additional benefit of the reductionist

approach is that it makes cryptanalysis of the schemes simpler, since its focus after

having a proof of security should be placed on the atomic primitive.

To summarize, there are two principal aims of the provable security approach.

The first is associated with the introduction of notions and their definitions which

practically entails classification of protocols and atomic primitives, while the second

is related to providing the security arguments. Most of the security arguments in this

thesis will be based on security reductions.

2.4 Complexity Theory Techniques

When analyzing some cryptographic protocol or a primitive, one needs to quantify the

level of security such scheme may provide. In the ideal case, a cryptographic scheme

would be information-theoretically secure i.e., it could not be broken even when the

adversary has unlimited computing power. However, in most of the real-world appli-

cations, the trade-off between security and efficiency would prevent such schemes to

become feasible. Thus, to model practical scenarios today, cryptographers are using

computational security approach, which takes into account the computational power

relevant adversaries may have, and admit a negligible probability of failure. In other
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words, when using computational approach – in contrast to information-theoretical

approach – the security is only guaranteed in presence of efficient adversaries that

run for some feasible amount of time, and that have some very small probability of

success. Depending on how detailed we define what efficient adversary means, we

distinguish between two types of computational approach: the asymptotic security

and the concrete security.

2.4.1 Asymptotic Security

Borrowed from the complexity theory, asymptotic security approach is widely used

when studying the security of cryptographic schemes. In this framework, an algo-

rithm is considered to be efficient when it runs in polynomial time3. Furthermore, a

security parameter – in this thesis denoted by the Greek letter κ and sometimes pro-

vided in unary notation (1κ), (often implicitly) parametrizes all of the (probabilistic)

algorithms that are involved in the analysis: honest parties, the adversary, a cryp-

tographic scheme under analysis, a key generation algorithm and even the security

reduction. The inclusion of the security parameter allows us to talk about efficient

algorithms, e.g. the adversary’s running time and success probability can be repre-

sented as a function of security parameter. Therefore, the efficient adversary matches

with probabilistic algorithm running in time polynomial in the security parameter.

Similarly, a practical scheme needs to be designed with polynomial-time algorithms.

To quantify very small success probability that is allowed for the adversary in

computational security framework, we use the term negligible success probability which

stands for a probability that is smaller that any inverse polynomial in the security

parameter. Finally, a security result provided by the asymptotic approach would

typically take the following form: A cryptographic scheme is secure with respect

to some security notion if any probabilistic polynomial-time adversary succeeds in

breaking that security notion with at most negligible probability.

2.4.2 Concrete Security

While the polynomial-time approach is quite favorable in the theoretical domain,

in practice it is more desired (or even crucial) to provide concrete numbers, which

bound the maximum success probability of any adversary when investing some spe-

cific amount of computational power. This framework is called concrete security

framework [8] and it captures the quantitative nature of security. Let us illustrate

3Note that an efficient algorithm is able to call other efficient algorithms as subroutines.
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the difference between concrete and asymptotic security on the following example.

Consider the key generation algorithm KGen. When using asymptotic approach key

generation algorithm would take as input security parameter KGen(1κ) whereas the

key-length provided as a fixed value would be the parameter of choice when using

concrete security approach. As another point of comparison, a security result yielded

by the concrete security approach would typically take the following form: A crypto-

graphic scheme is (t, ε)-secure with respect to some security notion if any adversary

running in time t succeeds in breaking that security notion with probability at most

ε. The reason asymptotic security approach is more widely used in the academic

community is because of extra difficulty to obtain precise concrete guarantees.

2.4.3 Security Resistance and Attacks

In the provable security framework, attacks and security resistance are the comple-

ments of each other. Attacks measure the degree of insecurity while quantitative

bounds measure the degree of security. More precisely, while the proof of security

provides a lower bound, cryptographic attacks provide an upper security bound on

the complexity of breaking scheme under some assumption. When these two bounds

meet, the security property of the scheme is identified and the bound is declared as

tight.

2.4.4 Reductions

As we mentioned before, cryptographers usually use the reductionist approach to

prove that their protocols are secure in the computational model. The security re-

duction from problem P1 to problem P2 can be seen as an algorithm that solves

problem P1 when running as subroutine an algorithm solving problem P2. In our

work, we will consider efficient security reductions, i.e. polynomial-time reductions.

2.5 Model Assumptions

The difficulty of exhibiting a security proof of higher-level protocols or primitives

solely under cryptographic hardness assumptions has forced cryptographers to intro-

duce certain assumptions on the environment in which a scheme executes. These

include idealized assumptions, setup assumptions, and possibly restricted models of

computation. Aforementioned assumptions are introduced to provide an additional
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power to the security reduction over the environment when reasoning about the se-

curity of cryptographic protocols.

Probably the most influential idealized assumption used in cryptography is Ran-

dom Oracle (RO), a model in which an object of idealization is a hash function [11].

Other cryptographic objects that were assumed to be ideal in literature range from

block ciphers [9, 5], compression functions [5], all the way to to permutations [112],

etc. When mentioning setup assumptions, one usually means on Common Reference

String (CRS). Roughly, in CRS model it is assumed that all the participants have

access to a string that is drawn according to some specified distribution. Lastly,

under the term restricted model of computation, we assume a model in which one

considers only generic algorithms, those that can not exploit the properties of the

representation of the algebraic structure under consideration. As examples of such

models, we include those of Shoup [108] and Paillier and Vergnaud [95], the latter

being more relevant to our work.

Terminology. The model of computation in which the adversary is only limited

by the amount of time and computational power available – is the most desirable

one. As we pointed before, cryptographic schemes are often based on cryptographic

hardness assumptions4. Those schemes whose security reduction is possible using

only cryptographic hardness assumptions are said to be secure in the plain model.

Although a proof in the plain model brings stronger security guarantees than other

techniques, usually in practice it is quite difficult to complete this type of proof. This

is especially true when the computational efficiency of the resulting cryptographic

scheme is paramount. One speaks about a standard model if the CRS assumption is

admitted in addition to hardness assumptions. In case RO assumption is used, one

is dealing with the random oracle model, or more general the ideal model. Note that

it is possible that one model encompasses all three types of the assumptions on the

environment.

2.5.1 Random Oracle Model (ROM)

In order to allow the design of more practice-oriented provably-secure cryptographic

schemes, Bellare and Rogaway formally introduced the random oracle framework in

[11]. In this framework, hash functions (see below) are modeled as public, random

functions - with co-domain {0, 1}n or some particular group - that the adversary has

4Under cryptographic hardness assumptions we consider an assumption on the hardness of the
underlying problem (e.g. the discrete log problem, the integer factorization problem).
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query access to. Answers to new queries are selected randomly, while answers to

previously asked queries are repeated. Notice that by using prefixes one can generate

multiple random oracles from a single random oracle. More formally,

Definition 2.7. A random oracle is a public hash function that maps inputs of

arbitrary size to outputs of finite size, or R : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n, where the outputs are

drawn uniformly at random from the range space and accessible by all algorithms in

a black-box manner.

When using the random oracle model one needs to be aware that the random

oracle assumption is the strongest assumption possible for hash functions. As a

consequence, the security guarantees provided by the random oracle model are not

as strong as those obtained in the plain or standard model. For more details on how

random oracle is used in the proofs of security check Chapter 5 and see Figure 5.4.

What are the advantages of this approach? The main advantage of the random

oracle model is that it allows us to prove efficient-in-practice cryptographic schemes

secure. Furthermore, even though the random oracle assumption is strong, the results

obtained in the random oracle model provide valuable security guarantees (e.g. exclu-

sion of certain generic attacks, the absence of security flaws in the design, etc.). For a

nice discussion on justification, history, and power of random oracle assumption, we

refer the reader to [75].

2.5.2 Common Reference String (CRS)

As with the RO model, a CRS model is very useful when it comes to designing

cryptographic schemes and trying to prove them secure. The CRS model has been

introduced by Blum et al. [15] to allow for the construction of Non-Interactive Zero-

Knowledge (NIZK), which was shown to be impossible in the plain model [15, 16].

Another instance where CRS turned out to be valuable is when constructing Univer-

sally Composable (UC) primitives and protocols [27]: constructing UC bit commit-

ments [28] and UC secure PAKEs [29] is known to be impossible in the plain model.

Let us now define CRS model.

In the CRS model, a public, trusted value – called the common reference string

– is selected at setup time according to some predefined distribution and given to

all participants and the adversary, under the assumption that no extra information

about the common reference string is available to anyone. More formally,
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Definition 2.8. Let T be an efficient probabilistic algorithm that outputs string σ

of finite size according to arbitrary probability distribution C when given as input a

security parameter κ. Then, σ is called a common reference string if it is made

available to all algorithms.

This will simply mean that all algorithms involved will have CRS as an extra

input. In practice, one can think of it as a common parameter that is defined in

the setup phase, such as the description of a group. However, the true power of

CRS assumption comes to life when making security arguments: Namely, the secu-

rity reduction algorithm (or simulator) may associate properly looking CRS with an

underlying secret trapdoor by using unnoticeably different CRS generation algorithm.

This gives the simulator that is in possession of the secret trapdoor extra abilities

during the security reduction. For a nice example of CRS assumption use, which is

relevant to our work, we point the reader to [71]. We will also use this assumption to

prove CRS-J-PAKE secure in Section 5.5.3.

2.5.3 Restricted Models of Computation

As Maurer points out in [90], some restricted models of computation can be mean-

ingful in cryptography. One that is usually used is the generic model, which assumes

that the representation of the elements of the algebraic structure under consideration

(usually group) can not be exploited. By the term representation we mean the way

group elements are encoded in order to allow computation over them. Remember also

that the cyclic group of p elements is typically instantiated with an additive group of

integers, a multiplicative group of integers or a subgroup of an elliptic curve group.

Even though these groups are isomorphic, they have very different computational

properties. In cryptography, we usually use bitstrings to encode the elements of a

group. A generic algorithm is an algorithm that works independently of the group’s

representation and only admits two operations that any representation inherently has:

equality testing and a total order relation.

Note that by using restricted models we can abstract away from the specific group

and work over some generic, unspecified group. This approach works well with discrete

logarithm problems and is not applicable to those that are RSA based.

Generic Group Model (GGM). The first to apply this model in cryptography

was Shoup [108]. Interestingly, in his model he assumes that access to group elements
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is via a randomly selected representation. This differs from Maurer’s more general ap-

proach in [90], which allows for certain additional information from the representation

of the elements (e.g. the availability of a Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) oracle)5.

In generic group model, it is assumed that in the case of a group in which the

discrete logarithm problem is intractable, an adversary can perform group operations

only by means of an oracle that he has access to. The oracle is constrained to return

correct results. On his own, the adversary can only test for equality of two elements.

To see how strong GGM model assumption really is, let us compare an oracle for

an elliptic curve group and an oracle for a generic group. Since elliptic curve point

and its inverse share the same x-coordinate, two oracles will be easily distinguished

from each other. However, when looking at security consequences we see that the

one who tries to exploit the representation of group elements does not perform better

than generic algorithms (i.e. Pohlig-Hellman and Pollard’s algorithm6) - in case of the

discrete logarithm problem on general7 elliptic curves [23]. An example of non-generic

algorithm for discrete logarithm problem is index calculus algorithm that applies on

subgroups of Z∗p, where p is prime.

As a final note, a security result for some scheme in GGM implies that one can

break the scheme only by exploiting particular representation of the group elements

and not by using generic algorithms.

Algebraic Model. In our work, we will use the algebraic model from Paillier et

al. [95]. In algebraic model, similarly to GGM, an adversary can perform group

operations on the elements of the group G only via oracle(s). These group operations

include:

1. Equality testing: ET (g, h)→ 1 if g = h and 0 otherwise.

2. Group operation: GO(g, h)→ g · h.

3. Exponentiation operation: EO(g, α)→ gα.

5Introducing this oracle can help answering the following question: Does a DDH-oracle help in
computing discrete logarithms?

6Although Pohlig-Hellman algorithm and Pollard’s algorithm are generic, in order to use their full
power, different encoding of group elements should be used: Pohlig-Hellman takes the advantage of
bitstring encoding of group elements which facilitates the use of fast sorting and searching techniques,
while on the other hand, efficiency of Pollard’s algorithm relies on the assumption that group elements
use a randomly selected encoding.

7Note that for some particular elliptic curve groups different group representation can be ex-
ploited.
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4. Inverse operation: IO(g)→ g−1.

This means, for instance, that the adversary can not set the last bit of a group

element to the value of his choice (when using bitstring representation), which in

practice could help him to gain some additional information. To make it clear, the

adversary can apply arbitrary operations on all the other data types, except the group

elements in G. In contrast to the generic group model of Shoup [108], an algebraic

model of Paillier et al. does not make any assumption on the representation of group

elements. Also, one does not need to assume that the discrete logarithm is hard.

Therefore, the algebraic model can be considered as weaker than the generic group

model. Again, a security result for some cryptographic scheme in the algebraic model

tells us that if the adversary wants to break the scheme, he must find some way to

exploit intricate, non-algebraic relations within the group G.

At the end of this section, it should be noted that schemes that have proofs of

security in idealized or restricted models are not necessarily weak, but the proof of

security should be considered only as a heuristic guide to the security of the algorithm.

2.6 Cryptographic Building Blocks

In this section, we introduce those cryptographic constructions that will be used as

building blocks in higher-level protocols our thesis is concerned about, namely Pass-

word Authenticated Key Exchange (PAKE). We will start this section by introducing

hash functions and the concept of computational randomness extractor. Then we

will deal with zero-knowledge proofs, or more specifically with certain types of non-

interactive zero-knowledge proofs. Lastly, we will present Schnorr signatures.

2.6.1 Hash Functions

In order to eliminate an ambiguity that exists between cryptographic hash functions

(in which we are interested in) and general-purpose hash functions, we start with the

formal definition of the former8.

Definition 2.9. A hash function is a deterministic function that maps an input of

finite arbitrary size to an output of finite fixed size n. Formally, H: {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n.

8Note that in our work we will be dealing with keyless hash function. In contrast, keyed hash
functions take as input an additional key k and are denoted as Hk(M) or H(k,M). Note that in
practice the key is usually chosen in advance and omitted.
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In his PhD thesis [91], Merkle defined the three main security notions of hash

functions. These basic notions of security were revisited and formalized in a wider

context in [102]. At this point, commonly used informal definitions of the three main

security notions are provided:

• collision resistance (Coll) – it is hard to find any two distinct inputs M and

M ′ which hash to the same output, such that H(M) = H(M ′).

• second-preimage resistance (Sec) – it is hard to find any second input which

has the same output as any specified input, i.e., given M , to find a second-

preimage M ′ 6= M such that H(M) = H(M ′).

• preimage resistance (Pre) – it is hard to find any input which hashes to that

output, i.e., to find any preimage M ′ such that H(M ′) = Y .

Since we will be exclusively concerned with the notion of collision resistance in

this thesis, we will only present the expected security of hash function relative to this

notion. For more details on other two notions we refer reader to [112].

Collision Resistance. Here we want to show the security results that hold for hash

functions in general, which means that we do not want to focus on any particular

hash design. In order to achieve this, we will consider a hash function which act as

the random oracle (see 2.5.1). Interestingly, we can equate the problem of finding

a collision on a hash function with the birthday paradox. If we map the birthday

paradox to our collision problem, such that our range length is 2n possible values, it

is clear that after
√

2n = 2n/2 queries to hash function, collision is going to be found

with the probability higher than 50%. The same problem can be seen from a different

angle: If an adversary is trying to find a collision, he can start by sending queries and

receiving outputs from the random oracle. If the outputs of distinct random oracle

queries coincided, he would find a collision. After the adversary sends q queries

to random oracle, he can make a list which consists of q(q − 1)/2 random oracle

output pairs. Due to the bit-length of the random oracle output, each pair results in

collision with probability 2−n. This means that the probability of finding collisions

between random oracle outputs grows almost quadratically with the number of queries

adversary asks and is inversely proportional to the bit-size of random oracle output.

Therefore, the adversary’s probability of success is upper bounded with roughly q2

2n
.
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2.6.2 Computational Randomness Extractor

Apart from collision resistance, cryptographic hash functions exhibit some other prop-

erties that are very useful for different practical purposes. For instance, they are con-

sidered to provide randomness-like properties such as the independence of input from

output, or output unpredictability in case of partially unknown input. Thus, one of

the relevant real-world applications of secure cryptographic hash function, typically

keyed one, is to act as a Key Derivation Function (KDF). An objective of the key

derivation function is to derive one or more secret keys from a shared secret value

which can originate from a variety of sources: it can come as a result of a key ex-

change protocol, or it can be a previously established secret such as a master key, a

password, or a passphrase. KDF can be also used to transform secret in a required

format or to expand keys such they reach a desired length.

In our case, we will be using KDF to convert a group element that is the result

of a Diffie-Hellman style key exchange into a symmetric key that can be used with a

block cipher. In security proofs, especially those that are relevant in the context of

game-based password key exchange, a hash function that is used for key derivation is

usually modeled as a random oracle. However, it was shown in [1] that in case of J-

PAKE protocol [54] such heuristic assumption is too strong and that a computational

randomness extractor for random group elements from [76] is sufficient. Let us define

the requirements for such derivation function.

Definition 2.10. A randomness extractor extR is a function that for some t ≥ 0

maps {0, 1}t × G → {0, 1}k. The extractor is said to be secure if a polynomial-

time adversary A’s advantage in distinguishing extR(e, r) – where (e, r) is randomly

sampled from {0, 1}t ×G – from a random bit-string in {0, 1}k given e is negligible.

For more details on a computational randomness extractors, see [76].

2.6.3 Zero-Knowledge Proofs

Informally, a Zero-Knowledge proof (ZK), as defined by Goldwasser, Micali and Rack-

off [49], is an interactive probabilistic protocol between two parties, a prover and a

verifier, that allows the prover to convince the verifier that a given statement is true,

without leaking any other information except the fact that the statement is indeed

true.
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Non-Interactive Zero-Knowledge (NIZK). In our work, we are interested in

NIZK proofs that are a variant of zero-knowledge proofs in which interaction between

a prover and a verifier is deemed unnecessary. In the random oracle model, NIZK

proofs can be obtained from interactive zero-knowledge proofs using the Fiat-Shamir

heuristic [42]. In [15], Blum et al. showed that computational NIZK can be also

achieved by using a common reference string.

Let us now recall definitions from [50] that are extended in [1] to the case of

labeled Non-Interactive (NI) proof systems.

Definition 2.11. Let R be an efficiently computable relation with a binary output

and two inputs (x,w), where x and w are called the statement and the witness, re-

spectively. Let L be the NP-language with respect to R that consist of statements

L := {x | ∃w, R(x,w) = 1}. A common reference string σ is produced after running

setup algorithm T . Then, on input (σ, x, w), where relation R(x,w) = 1, the prover

produces a proof π ← PK(σ, x, w, l) for some label l. The verifier, or anyone holding

σ, x, π, and l, can verify the proof by running algorithm V K(σ, x, π, l), which outputs

1 if the proof is valid, and 0 otherwise. We call (T, PK, V K) a labeled NI argument

or proof system for a relation R, where k is security parameter and ε is negligible, if

the following two conditions hold:

Completeness: For all adversaries A we have:

Pr
[
σ ← T (1κ); (x,w, l)← A(σ); π ← PK(σ, x, w, l) :

V K(σ, x, π, l) = 1 if R(x,w) = 1
]
≈ 1.

(2.1)

Soundness: For all probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) adversaries A we have:

Pr
[
σ ← T (1κ); (x, π, l)← A(σ) : V K(σ, x, π, l) = 1 if x /∈ L

]
≤ ε. (2.2)

Loosely speaking, the completeness property captures the probability that an

honest verifier accepts a correct proof. Proof systems that we use in Section 5 will

satisfy perfect completeness i.e., a correct proof will be accepted with probability

1. On the other hand, the soundness property captures the probability that the

verification procedure accepts an incorrect proof of the statement as true (under

condition that the statement is not in language). For our purpose, a non-interactive

argument (computational proof system) is sound if there exists no polynomial time

adversary A that can prove a false statement with non-negligible probability. The

perfect soundness would be achieved when the probability that verifier accepts the

false proof is equal to 0. Next property that we recall is knowledge extraction.
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Definition 2.12. We call (T, PK, V K) a labeled NI Proof of Knowledge (PoK)

for a relation R if there exist a knowledge extractor E = (E1, E2) with the following

properties:

Knowledge Extraction: For all adversaries A we have:

Pr
[
σ ← T (1κ) : A(σ) = 1

]
≈ Pr

[
(σ, ξ)← E1 : A(σ) = 1

]
. (2.3)

Also, for all adversaries A we have:

Pr
[

(σ, ξ)← E1(1κ); (x, π, l)← A(σ); w ← E2(σ, ξ, x, π, l) :

V K(σ, x, π, l) = 0 or R(x,w) = 1
]
≈ 1.

(2.4)

where S ′(σ, τ, x, w) = S2(σ, τ, x) for R(x,w) = 1.

This property intuitively captures the following: if the prover or the adversary can

succeed in making the verifier accept, then there exist another algorithm called the

extractor, that can communicate with the prover and can produce a valid witness from

any accepting proof. In security proof, usually for extraction to work the extractor has

to run the prover several times using the same randomness. This technique is called

rewinding, and is not possible under normal circumstances since it could jeopardize

the zero-knowledge property (see below). Now we can provide formal definition for

Non-Interactive Zero-Knowledge (NIZK) proof (system).

Definition 2.13. We call (T, PK, V K) a labeled NIZK proof for a relation R if

there exist a simulator S = (S1,S2) with the following property:

Zero-Knowledge: For all polynomial-time adversaries A we have:

Pr
[
σ ← T (1κ) : APK(σ,·,·,·)(σ) = 1

]
≈ Pr

[
(σ, τ)← S1(1κ) : AS′(σ,τ,·,·,·)(σ) = 1

]
(2.5)

where S ′(σ, τ, x, w) = S2(σ, τ, x) for R(x,w) = 1.

To clarify the definition, an NIZK proof is zero-knowledge if from the adversary’s

perspective simulated proofs (proofs formed by the simulator) are indistinguishable

from real proofs (proofs formed by the honest prover). In other words, the proof

system is zero-knowledge if any information a verifier could learn by interacting with

the honest prover, the verifier could also learn itself. Finally, perfect zero-knowledge

is achieved if for all (x, w) pairs such that R(x,w) = 1 two probability distributions

are identical.
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Next property that we will recall is called simulation soundness, which ensures

that the soundness of the proof system remains intact even in case the adversary sees

the simulation of a proof for a false statement.

Definition 2.14. We call (T, PK, V K) a simulation sound (labeled) NIZK proof

for a relation R if there exist a simulator S = (S1,S2) with the following property:

Simulation Soundness: For all polynomial-time adversaries A we have:

Pr
[

(σ, τ)← S1(1κ); (x, π, l)← AS2(σ,τ,·,·)(σ) : (x, π, l) /∈ Lsim
and x /∈ L and V K((σ, x, π, l)) = 1

]
≤ ε,

(2.6)

where Lsim is the list that collects query-response pairs ((xi, li), πi) of size i.

To put differently, an NIZK proof is simulation sound if an adversary is not able to

prove any false statement even after seeing simulated proofs of arbitrary statements.

Simulation-Sound Extractable NIZKPoK (SSE-NIZKPoK). The last prop-

erty that we recall here combines two previously defined properties: zero-knowledge

and knowledge extraction. We will call such system a Simulation-Sound Extractable

NIZK Proofs of Knowledge (SSE-NIZKPoK).

Definition 2.15. Consider (T, PK, V K) to be a labeled SSE-NIZKPoK for a rela-

tion R if there exist a simulator S = (S1,S2) and an extractor E = (E1, E2). Let SE1
be an algorithm that, on input 1κ, outputs (σ, τ, ξ) such that (σ, τ) is distributed iden-

tically to the output of S1. An NIZK proof of knowledge (T, PK, V K) is simulation

sound extractable if the following property holds:

Simulation Sound Extractability: For all polynomial-time adversaries A we have:

Pr
[

(σ, τ, ξ)← SE1(1κ); (x, π, l)← AS2(σ,τ,·,·)(σ, ξ); w ← E2(σ, ξ, x, π, l) :

(x, π, l) /∈ Lsim and R(x,w) = 0 and V K((σ, x, π, l)) = 1
]
≤ ε,

(2.7)

where Lsim is the list that collects query-response pairs ((xi, li), πi) of size i.

Loosely speaking, ZK property ensures that simulated proofs are indistinguishable

from real one, while knowledge extraction guarantees that there exists an extractor

algorithm that can extract a witness from any adversary-generated proof (even if

the adversary can see simulated proofs). Therefore, to defeat the property, an ad-

versary that is allowed to see simulated proofs (of potentially fake statements) must

provide valid looking proof for adaptively chosen statements in such a way that an
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extractor cannot obtain witnesses. Groth indicated in [50] that the simulation sound

extractability implies simulation soundness. Namely, if the extractor can produce

a valid witness from the adversary’s proof, then the statement must belong to the

language in question.

2.6.4 Schnorr Signatures (Proofs of Knowledge)

In 1989, Schnorr [105] presented his very efficient identification protocol which pro-

vides means to prove knowledge of the discrete logarithm of a publicly known group

element without revealing it (exponent). In the same paper, Schnorr showed that by

applying Fiat-Shamir transform [42] (with respect to a hash function) to his iden-

tification scheme one can obtain non-interactive signature scheme - which is known

as Schnorr signature. Using the forking lemma and modeling a hash function as the

random oracle allowed Pointcheval and Stern [97] to prove the security of Schnorr sig-

nature against chosen message attacks. Let us now formally define Schnorr signature

scheme.

Definition 2.16. A Schnorr signature scheme consists of three polynomial-time

algorithms:

Key generation algorithm: Select a random x ← Zq and compute Y := gx. The

secret key is x, while Y ∈ G acts as the public key.

Signing algorithm: For a given message m ∈ {0, 1}∗ and label l, the signature

algorithm Sig picks a random k ← Zq, computes R := gk, c := H(m,R, l) and

s := k + cx mod q. On input Sig(m, l) algorithm outputs (s, c).

Verification algorithm: If H(m, gsY −c, l) = c, the verification algorithm V er on

input (m, (s, c), l) returns 1. In case equality does not hold, V er returns 0.

Application. In Section 5, we will use Schnorr proofs of knowledge as the instanti-

ation of SSE-NIZKPoK in our protocols. As can be seen from Definition 2.15, simula-

tion sound extractability is typically enabled in NIZK proof systems by generating two

trapdoors for some additional CRS at the setup time. However, in Schnorr signature

scheme such trapdoors are not directly available. Fortunately, it was shown in [1]

that Schnorr signature scheme satisfies both properties under the following condi-

tions: ZK stems from the programmability of the random oracle, while for knowledge
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extractability the adversary has to be assumed algebraic, and all the bases used in

protocol must be hard-linear9.

2.7 Cryptographic Hardness Assumptions

Here we state the hardness assumptions upon which the security of protocols that

we analyze in this thesis rests. As mentioned earlier, models of security that we

use here are computational: the running time and success or advantage probabilities

of algorithms involved are modeled as functions of security parameter κ. Security,

therefore, is only given for reasonable choice of the security parameter(s)10.

In our work, we consider the hardness assumptions over prime order groups11.

All the assumption that we use are commonly used in cryptography, except maybe

Decisional Inverted-Additive Diffie-Hellman (DIDH) assumption. We will first present

an assumption that is based on a computational problem (a search problem) within a

cyclic group - Computational DiffieHellman assumption (CDH). Then we will present

stronger, decisional discrete logarithm assumptions.

For a given security parameter κ, let G be a finite multiplicative group of prime

order q, such that |q| := κ. Let g be a generator of G. When we sample elements from

Zq, it is understood that they are viewed as integers in [1 . . . q], and all operations on

these are performed mod q. We say that the assumption holds over G if there does

not exist a (t, ε)-solver for polynomial t (in the security parameter κ governing the

size of G) and non-negligible ε.

2.7.1 Computational Assumptions

Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH). Informally, we state CDH problem as

follows: On input g, gx, gy, compute gxy. Formally,

Definition 2.17. Let B be a probabilistic algorithms trying to break a hardness as-

sumption while running in time t and let ε ∈ [0, 1]. For DHg(g
x, gy) := gxy, we say

9To be more precise, Abdalla et al. in [1] use a weaker form of simulation-sound extractability,
called algebraic-simulation-sound extractability. Further, the authors of [1] had to use algebraic
model to achieve knowledge extractability property, since rewinding technique from [97] would induce
an exponential blow-up in the security reduction of J-PAKE (and likewise of RO-J-PAKE and CRS-
J-PAKE)

10When making a claim that something is hard with respect to the security parameter κ, this
means that there exists no algorithm that can solve the problem in time that is polynomial in κ.

11As previously mentioned, the group of interest is either a Subgroup of Finite Fields (SFF) or
Elliptic Curve (EC) group. Throughout this paper, protocols will be presented multiplicatively.
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that B is a (t, ε)-CDH solver if

SuccSucccdhg,G(B) := Pr[B(g, gx, gy) = DHg(g
x, gy)] ≥ ε , (2.8)

where x and y are chosen uniformly at random from Zq.

2.7.2 Decisional Assumptions

Since all decisional assumptions that we define here will have the same presentation

format, we first provide a general formula and then define the specifics of each of the

assumptions.

Definition 2.18. For ∗ ∈ {ddh, dtgdh, didh, dsdh}, let C be a challenger and let D be

a probabilistic algorithms trying to break ∗ hardness assumption by playing the ∗-game

against C while running in polynomial-time t and let ε ∈ [0, 1]. We say D is a (t, ε)-∗
solver if

AdvAdv∗g,G(D) := SuccSucc∗g,G(D)− 1

2
≥ ε, (2.9)

where SuccSucc∗g,G(D) := Pr[b′ = b] in the ∗-game.

Decision Diffie-Hellman (DDH). Set DHg(g
x, gy) := gxy, for any x, y and z

from Zq. Set ∗ = {ddh}. DDH-game is played as follows.

First, C flips a bit b, and chooses uniformly at random values x, y, and z in Zq.
Then, X := gx and Y := gy are computed and Z is set as follows: Z := gz if b is equal

to 0 and Z := DHg(X, Y ) otherwise. Now, D gets as input (g,X, Y, Z) and tries to

distinguish whether Z is the real Diffie-Hellman value DHg(X, Y ) or a random group

element of G. At the end of the game, D outputs a bit b′.

Decision Triple Group Diffie-Hellman (DTGDH). For any x, y and z from Zq,
set DHg(g

x, gy) := gxy and TGDHg(g
x, gy, gz) := gxyz. Set ∗ = {dtgdh}. DTGDH-

game is played as follows.

First, C chooses x, y, z, and w uniformly at random in Zq and flips a bit b. C
computes X := gx, Y := gy, and Z := gz. The value W is set to gw if b = 0, or

W := TGDHg(X, Y, Z) otherwise. D gets (g, X, Y , Z, DHg(X, Y ), DHg(X,Z),

DHg(Y, Z), W ), and tries to tell whether W is a Triple Diffie-Hellman value or a

random group element. At the end of the game, D outputs bit a b′.
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Decisional Inverted-Additive Diffie-Hellman (DIDH). For x and y in Z∗q,
where x + y 6= 0, set IDHg(g

1/x, g1/y) := g1/(x+y). Set ∗ = {didh}. DIDH-game is

played as follows.

First, x, y, and z are chosen uniformly at random from Z∗q and a bit b is flipped. Let

X := g1/x and Y := g1/y. If b = 0, C sets Z := g1/z, and if b = 1, Z := IDHg(X, Y ).

D gets as input (g,X, Y, Z) and tries to tell whether Z is equal to IDHg(X, Y ) value

or it is equal to Z := g1/z. At the end of the game, D outputs bit a b′.

Decision Square Diffie-Hellman (DSDH). For x from Zq, set SDHg(g
x) = gx

2
.

Also, set ∗ = {dsdh}. DSDH-game is played as follows.

First x and y are chosen uniformly at random from Zq and a bit b is flipped by

C. Let X := gx. If the bit b that C holds is equal to 0, then Y := gy. Otherwise, set

Y := SDHg(X). Now, D gets as input (g,X, Y ) and tries to distinguish whether Y

is a square Diffie-Hellman value or a random group element of G. At the end of the

game, D outputs a bit b′.

2.7.3 Relation between Hardness Assumptions

When the reductionist approach is used, one needs to be aware that the proof of secu-

rity typically does not provide absolute proof. Crucially, the scheme provides security

guarantee relative to underlying assumption(s). As we said before, a precisely stated

assumption is a prerequisite for the meaningful security analysis. When designing the

cryptographic scheme and “choosing” underlying assumptions, preference is made to

those assumptions that are well-studied and have stood the test of time. Also, a proof

of security is more valuable when the assumption is weaker (i.e. it is implied by other,

stronger assumption).

Now that we have introduced the comparable feature regarding security, we can

compare security reduction results, i.e. if two schemes are proven secure, the one mak-

ing weaker assumptions is preferable. However, it is not always possible to compare

the strength of the assumptions. Luckily for us, all the assumptions that we use in

this thesis are discrete logarithm based and therefore suited for comparison.

Comparison of discrete logarithm assumptions. In [1], the authors provide a

comprehensive overview of known relations between different discrete logarithm based

assumptions. In Figure 2.1, we will recall some of them.
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Figure 2.1: Relations between discrete logarithm assumptions

An arrow in Figure 2.1 will indicate an implication – if DDH is hard, then CDH

must be hard, too. Thus, the assumptions on the top of the figure are believed

to be stronger than those on the bottom; e.g. DSDH is belied to be the strongest

assumptions out of all presented. From this figure we can also see that, in general, the

assumptions that are based on a computational problem (i.e. CDH, CSDH, and CIDH)

are believed to be weaker than their decisional counterparts (i.e. DDH, DSDH, and

DIDH). We also have ordered assumptions by their “well-knownness”. For instance,

DIDH is less-known than DDH assumption. For the clarity of presentation, some of

the known relations do not appear in Figure 2.1; e.g. [83] shows that DIDH is as hard

as the Decisional Diffie-Hellman problem in generic groups.
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Chapter 3

Password Authenticated Key
Exchange

3.1 Introduction

Password Authenticated Key Exchange (PAKE) offers a cryptographic service that

allows secure authenticated session key establishment over insecure networks between

two or more parties who only share a low-entropy password. More specifically, in-

volved parties, as a result of executing PAKE protocol, “boost” their low-entropy

secret into a short-term, cryptographically-strong session key.

Loosely speaking, from the security perspective, we expect a PAKE protocol to

be free of offline dictionary attacks against the user’s password while limiting online

password guessing attempts to a constant number per impersonation attempt. In

other words, eavesdropping on PAKE communications leaks no password information

to the adversary, and online interaction leaks the validity or invalidity of only a

constant number (ideally, one) of password guesses1.

3.1.1 Problem

Most PAKEs that are used in practice and appear in relevant standards – i.e. ISO [66],

IETF [61], IEEE [65] – are studied using game-based models of security. Two most

commonly used such models are Find-then-Guess (FtG) model of Bellare, Pointcheval,

and Rogaway [9] and Real-or-Random (RoR) definition of Abdalla, Fouque and

Pointcheval [3]. It is widely believed that these models render PAKE protocols that

are well-balanced with regard to a trade-off between security they provide versus

computational cost they require. However, the proof statements that are derived for

1Note that this is a purely algorithmic guarantee, independent of the implementation of a feature
locking an account after too many failed login attempts.
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PAKE protocols, after they have been analyzed in game-based models, suffer from

several known limitations. Namely, the security analysis performed in such models

typically considers PAKE protocol executed in protected environment, i.e., in iso-

lation. As a consequence, the moment a PAKE protocol is composed with other

protocols or primitives, and therefore input/output channels and the internal state of

the global protocol principal are shared across multiple executions of different sub-

protocols and primitives, security guarantees that FtG and RoR model provide are

not sufficient2. Another downside of such models is the common assumption that is

being made on the distribution of the passwords: typically is it assumed that user

passwords are selected independently from each other and are uniformly distributed

over a password dictionary.

Furthermore, the internal state within these models is usually underspecified.

Thus, in order for us to better understand composition properties of those PAKE

protocols that are developed through the game-based framework, a slightly richer

model of security is necessary; one which is able to represent input/output relations

and local data in more detail.

3.1.2 Our Contribution

In this chapter, we present two well-established game-based models for PAKE, RoR

and FtG, which we will use throughout this thesis. As our contribution, we provide

a more detailed description of the internal state that is maintained during PAKE

protocol execution within RoR security game. As it will become clear later in Section

4, this well-defined internal state will allow us to track more clearly an information

flow between different algorithms when trying to establish composition guarantees for

RoR secure PAKE protocols. We will also slightly modify the definition of acceptance

and termination from [9], taking into account the fact that one should start using the

session key only after the key exchange protocol is finished, and all checks are valid.

3.1.3 Previous Work

Key exchange research – even restricted to the case of passwords as a long-term au-

thentication mechanism – is too vast to survey fully even for the purpose of this thesis.

Hence, we shall briefly go over the landmark results for PAKEs, mostly focusing on

papers that cover two party PAKEs.

2This, of course, does not mean that the security of the global protocol is automatically compro-
mised in case of PAKE protocol composition or that the global protocol could not be secure in an
adequate model of security.
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PAKE, in general, has been very heavily studied in the past twenty-five years.

Bellovin and Meritt pioneered the idea of PAKE in [13]. Their EKE protocol was

the first of its kind to suggest that withstanding offline dictionary attacks was pos-

sible. Jablon’s SPEKE protocol [67] soon followed with novel PAKE design insights.

However, neither of these works contain formal security analysis. The first reasonable

security models for PAKE appeared in [9] and [20] around the same time. While the

latter (simulation based) has been used only in a few subsequent works [83, 87], it

is the former (game-based) that has established itself as the model of choice when

analyzing PAKEs.

Later, Katz et al. [71] showed how to practically realize provably secure PAKE

without random oracles (but using a common reference string). This result has been

used by Gennaro and Lindell in [46] to provide a general framework for PAKE in the

common reference string model, making use of Smooth Projective Hash Functions

(SPHF) from Cramer and Shoup [36]. In parallel to this, in more theoretical work

Goldreich et al. [47] showed that PAKE is possible just using general complexity

assumptions and no trusted setup whatsoever (i.e. in the plain model).

In [3], Abdalla et al. have shown that a stronger security notion (RoR) in the

password case is needed if one aims for three-party PAKE3. The work that has con-

tributed to secure composition of password-based key exchange with other protocols

is one by Canetti et al. [29], in which authors have introduced the definition of Uni-

versally Composable (UC) PAKE. They also provided a construction based on the

protocol from [71] that satisfies their UC definition. Finally, while all proposed PAKE

protocols from previously mentioned works require a constant number of communi-

cation rounds to implement PAKE, Katz et al. [73] were first to propose a practical

one-round PAKE.

The list of works that we covered is still incomplete; more relevant works on

PAKE research can be found in Pointcheval’s survey paper [96]. For a recent work

that includes findings of more general field of password-based security and treats

password registration problem, see Kiefer’s thesis [74].

3.1.4 Organization

In Section 3.2, we formally define PAKE protocols and then mention those that are

proven secure following the game-based models. Then, in Section 3.3 we first recall the

FtG model from [9]. Then, we present extended Real-or-Random model (RoR) that

3In this 3-party PAKE setting, an honest-but-curious server plays as intermediary between num-
ber of clients that wish to communicate with each other, but only hold a single password.
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was originally described in [3], making use of some notational elements from [26].

After describing two models for modeling PAKE, we introduce security properties

which PAKE protocols should satisfy. Finally, we conclude the chapter in Section 3.4

with a discussion on the relation between two models.

3.2 PAKE Protocols

The objective of two-party password authenticated key exchange protocol is to al-

low two users who only share a low-entropy password to establish a high-entropy

ephemeral session key despite the presence an unauthorized network-controlling ad-

versary that does not posses the actual password. We formally define PAKE protocols

as follows.

3.2.1 Definition

A PAKE protocol can be represented as a pair of algorithms (PWGen,P): a pass-

word generation algorithm PWGen and an algorithm P that defines the execution

of the PAKE protocol. PWGen takes as input a set of possible passwords PassPass,

equipped with a probability distribution P . For simplicity of exposition, we make the

assumption that P is the uniform distribution on PassPass, and that user passwords are

selected independently. We denote N the cardinality of PassPass.

We can assume that P specifies several sub-algorithms, one of which is the ini-

tialization procedure that generates the system’s public parameters common to all

principals and initiates the internal state for each principal independently.

3.2.2 Real-World Protocols

As we mentioned before, there exists a plethora of PAKEs in the literature that

were analyzed under game-based models of security for which our composition results

from Section 4 may apply. Prominent examples include EKE [13], AuthA [12], PAK

and PPK [84], SPAKE2 [4], KOY [71], the Denial-of-Service resistant OMDHKE

[21], AugPAKE [107], TP-AMP [78], SNAPI [88], Dragonfly [79], J-PAKE [1] and its

variants RO-J-PAKE and CRS-J-PAKE [80], Ring-Learning-with-Errors (RLWE)-

based PAKE [39]. Note that SPEKE protocol from [67] has been proven secure by

MacKenzie [83] in simulation-based model of [20]. Even though this model is claimed

to be stronger than game-based models, there exists no formal proof of such claim.

Nevertheless, the proof of Dragonfly from [79] (see also 6) that has been exhibited
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using game-based definition provides a good indication that similar result should hold

for SPEKE since the structure of these two protocols is very similar. Another relevant

PAKE protocol that is included in ISO 11770-4 [66] and IEEE P1363.2 [65] standards

is SRP from [116]. However, to date, no security proof has been provided in the

literature for SRP protocol.

When considering relation between values that two communicating parties provide

as input to the protocol, we distinguish between two forms of PAKEs: balanced

PAKE also known as symmetric, in case of which two parties use the same value

(password) to authenticate; and augmented PAKE (a.k.a verifier-based or asymmetric

PAKE), which refers to a PAKE in which the server only stores a verifier of the actual

password. With the exception of AugPAKE and TP-AMP, all the other cited protocol

are balanced PAKE. However, for most of the mentioned protocols, an augmented

version has been proposed.

3.3 Game-based PAKE Security Models

In this section, we present two game-based models that we will use in this thesis.

First, we start by introducing the general setup and the security game mechanism

that two models share. Second, we recall of Find-then-Guess (FtG) model from [9]

that we will use in Section 6. Then, we will present extended Real-or-Random model

(RoR) from [3], which will be used in Sections 4 and 5. Our variant of RoR model will

additionally include a detailed description of the internal state in RoR security game.

Also, minor changes are brought to the model in order to accommodate for forward

secrecy. Finally, we introduce three standard security properties PAKE protocols are

expected to satisfy together with the partner matching property which will make use

of in Section 4.

Notation. Let us denote a game that represents †-security model of the PAKE for

† ∈ {FtG,RoR} as G†. For such a game, there exist a challenger CH† that will keep

the appropriate secret information away from an adversary A while administrating

the security experiment.

Participants and passwords. In the two-party PAKE setting, each principal or

user U is either from a Clients set or a Servers set, which are finite, disjoint,

nonempty sets. The set IDpake represents the union of Clients and Servers. Further-

more, we assume that each client C ∈ Clients possesses a password pwC , while each
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server S ∈ Servers holds a vector of the passwords of all clients pwS := 〈pwC〉C∈Clients.
Following the convention in Section 3.2, these passwords are sampled independently

and uniformly from PassPass at the beginning of G†.

Protocol execution. The protocol P is a probabilistic algorithm that specifies

the reaction of principals to network messages. In reality, each principal may run

multiple executions of P with different users, thus in the model each principal is

allowed an unlimited number of instances executing P in parallel. We denote U i the

i-th instance of principal U . In some places, where distinction matters, we will denote

client instances Ci and server instances Sj.

When assessing the security of P, we assume that the adversary A has complete

control of the network. In practice, this means that principals communicate solely

through the adversary, who may consider delaying, reordering, modifying, and drop-

ping messages sent by honest principals, or injecting messages of its choice in order

to attack the protocol4. Moreover, A has access to principals’ instances through the

game’s interface, which is offered by CH†.

3.3.1 The Find-then-Guess Model

In FtG model, while playing the security game, A provides the inputs to CHFtG –

who parses the received messages and forwards them to corresponding instances – via

the following queries :

• SendSend(U i,M): A sends message M to instance U i. As a response, U i processes

M according to P, corresponding internal state is updated, and instance outputs

a reply that is given to A. A SendSend(U i, StartStart) has instance U i output P’s first

message. SendSend query models active attacks.

• ExecuteExecute(Ci, Sj): This triggers an honest run of P between client Ci and server

Sj, and the transcript of the protocol execution is given to A. It covers passive

eavesdropping on protocol flows.

• RevealReveal(U i): As a response to this query, A receives the current value of the

session key skiU . A may do this only if U i holds a session key and a TestTest query

has not been made to U i or its partner. This query captures potential session

key leakage as a result of its use in higher level protocols. Also, it ensures that

if some session key gets exposed, other session keys remain protected.

4This model assumes that the passwords setup procedure is private (secure).
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• TestTest(U i): Upon receiving this query, a bit b is flipped by CHFtG. If b = 1, A
gets skiU . Otherwise, it receives a random string from the session key space.

Note that only a fresh instance can be a target of a TestTest query. Restriction in

this model is that at any time during the execution A may only make one such

query. This query measures skiU ’s semantic security.

• CorruptCorrupt(U, (pwA, V )): The password pwU is given to A if U is a client, and

the list of passwords pwU in case U is a server. Optionally, the adversary may

replace the value of password from client U with the value pwA in the list of

passwords used by server V . This models compromise of the long-term key and

captures forward secrecy notion (see below)5.

As can be seen above, the adversary is allowed to send multiple SendSend, ExecuteExecute, RevealReveal

and CorruptCorrupt queries to the challenger, and only a single TestTest query. Note that the

validity and format of each query are checked upon receipt.

Accepting and terminating. In the FtG model from [9], an instance U i accepts

(acciU := 1) if it holds a session key skiU , a session ID sidiU and a partner ID pidiU . An

instance U i terminates (termi
U := 1) if it will not send nor receive any more messages.

U i may accept and terminate once.

Partnering. We say that instances Ci and Sj are partnered if: (1) acciC = 1 and

accjS = 1; (2) sidiC = sidjS 6= ⊥; (3) pidiC = S and pidjS = C; (4) skiC = skjS; and (5)

no other instance accepts with the same sid.

Freshness. Freshness captures the idea that the adversary should not trivially know

the session key being tested. An instance U i is said to be fresh (without forward

secrecy) if: (1) the instance has computed and accepted a session key (acciU := 1); (2)

no RevealReveal query was made to U i nor to its partner U ′j (if it has one); (3) no CorruptCorrupt

query has been made since the beginning of the game. If we consider forward secrecy,

an instance is said to be fs-fresh if rules (1) and (2) from above definition are satisfied

and if (3) no CorruptCorrupt(U ′) query was made before the TestTest query and a SendSend(U i,M)

query was made at some point, where U ′ is any participant.

5This is the weak-corruption model of [9].
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3.3.2 The Real-Or-Random Model

In RoR model, while playing the security game, A provides the inputs to CHRoR –

who parses the received messages and forwards them to corresponding instances – via

the following queries :

• SendSend(U i,M): A sends message M to instance U i. As a response, U i processes

M according to P, the corresponding internal state (see below) is updated, and

the instance outputs a reply that is given to A. A SendSend(U i, V ) query has

instance U i output P’s first message, destined to principal V . The purpose of

the SendSend query is to model active attacks.

• ExecuteExecute(Ci, Sj): This query triggers an honest run of P between client Ci and

server Sj, and the transcript of the protocol execution is given to A. It covers

passive eavesdropping on protocol flows6.

• RevealReveal(U i): As a response to this query, A receives the current value of the

session key skPi
U . A may do this only if U i holds a session key (i.e., has

accepted, see below) and a TestTest query has not been made to U i or its partner

instance (see below). This query captures potential session key leakage as a

result of its use in higher level protocols. It ensures that if some session key

gets exposed, other session keys remain protected.

• TestTest(U i): A hidden bit b is randomly selected by CHRoR at the very beginning

of GRoR and the same bit is used for all TestTest queries. If b = 1, A receives skPi
U

as an answer to the TestTest(U i) query. Otherwise, A receives a random string

from the session key space7. Note that in contrast to the FtG model, some

additional care must be taken in case the TestTest keys are random (b = 0): CHRoR

needs to make sure that two partnered instances will respond with the same

random value. Note that only a fresh instance can be a target of a TestTest query.

This query measures the semantic security of session keys.

• CorruptCorrupt(U): The password pwU is given to A if U is a client, and the list of

passwords pwU in case U is a server. This query models compromise of the

long-term key and captures forward secrecy (see below).

6Note that SendSend and ExecuteExecute queries are exactly the same as in FtG model.
7Thus, the session keys that are forwarded to A in response to TestTest queries are either all real or

all random.
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As can be seen above, the adversary is allowed to send multiple SendSend, ExecuteExecute,

RevealReveal, CorruptCorrupt, and TestTest queries to the challenger. Note that the validity and format

of each query are checked upon receipt.

Internal state and initialization. In the interest of running a sound simulation,

the challenger CHRoR maintains two types of internal state in the form of certain

random variables, and updates it as (1) the actual network interactions between A
with the instances running P on the lower level and (2) the security game GRoR on the

higher level, progress. The first type of internal state contains the necessary data for

the actual execution of P by the instances. It is called the execution state ESTpake.

The another kind of state is called the game state GSTpake; it stores information used

by CHRoR to keep track of and administer the game, as well as define security (e.g. a

hidden bit, flags that indicate corruptions, etc). Figure 3.1 lists all of these variables,

which we also detail below. Notice that variables may be user-specific (e.g. pass-

words), others are defined per instance (e.g. statusPi
U , sidiU , skPi

U), and yet others

are global to the game (e.g. the TestTest bit).

Execution state. Let U be a user and U i an instance. U holds – and instance U i

uses – the long-term keying information pwU , set at the beginning of the game. The

session identifier sidiU uniquely labels the protocol session U i wishes to establish with

some other instance. It starts out set to ⊥. U i holds a partner identifier pidPi
U , rep-

resenting the identity of the principal with which U i believes it shares a session key.

It also starts out set to ⊥. The value statusPi
U tracks the status of an instance U i,

i.e whether it is running (waiting for the next protocol message), has accepted (thus

holds a session key), or has rejected. It is initially set to running. A variable infoPi
U

stores any additional information U i needs in order to perform its computations (e.g.

exponents for Diffie-Hellman-type terms). Finally, the variable skPi
U , which starts

out at ⊥ holds the session key which U i may establish during a protocol run.

Game state. Concerning the game state, we first have the test bit b which is flipped

by CHRoR at the beginning of the game. The flag riU indicates the status of a session

key held by U i, thus showing if the instance has been a target of a RevealReveal query or

not. It is set to ⊥ until skPi
U is non-⊥; then it is by default set to hidden. Similarly,

tiU shows if an instance has been the target of a TestTest query. It is set to ⊥ until

skPi
U is non-⊥; then it is by default set to untested. The variable pnrPi

U , which

starts out as ⊥, stores the identity of the partner instance. Freshness of an instance
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(defined below) is tracked with f iU ; this is set to ⊥ until skPi
U is non-⊥. Then, it is

set by default to fresh. Lastly, the corruption flags are maintained: (1) the value δ

indicates if a CorruptCorrupt query has been made so far; (2) the flag δiU , which starts out

set to honest, shows whether the instance U i received a message after some password

disclosure has occurred8: the value of the flag switches from honest to corrupted only

if a SendSend(U i,M) query was made while δ = 1 and statusPi
U = running. Note that

in particular, if U i is the target of an ExecuteExecute query while δ = 1, then δiU remains set

to honest.

Internal State: For U ∈ IDpake, C ∈ Clients, S ∈ Servers, and i ∈ N, the
internal state is maintained as follows:

• Execution State ESTpake

? pwC ∈ PassPass; pwS := 〈pwC〉C
? statusPi

U ∈ {running, accepted, rejected}
? sidiU , skPi

U , infoP
i
U ∈ {0, 1}

∗ ∪ {⊥}; pidPi
U ∈ IDpake ∪ {⊥}

• Game State GSTpake

? b ∈ {0, 1}; riU ∈ {⊥, hidden, revealed}; tiU ∈ {⊥, untested, tested}
? pnrPi

U ∈ IDpake × N ∪ {⊥}; f iU ∈ {⊥, unfresh, fresh}
? δ ∈ {0, 1}; δiU ∈ {honest, corrupted}.

Figure 3.1: The internal state of PAKE in RoR model

Initialization. In an initialization phase (see Fig. 3.2), which occurs before the

execution of a protocol, public parameters and the internal state are fixed. The

appropriate sub-algorithm of P, called ParamGen, is run to generate the system’s

public parameters ParamsP. From the adversary’s perspective, an instance comes

into being after SendSend(U i, StartStart) query with the StartStart is asked. For each client a secret

pwC is drawn uniformly (and independently) at random from a finite set Pass of size

N and is given to all servers.

8Note that here we mean that any CorruptCorrupt query may have been asked and not necessary one
that targets the principal U .
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InitialPAKE(1k): The Clients and Servers set are fixed in advance. For U ∈
IDpake, C ∈ Clients, S ∈ Servers and i ∈ N, the initialization procedure is
performed as follows:

• Generate ParamsP

? ParamsP← ParamsGen(1k)

• Initialize ESTpake

? pwC ← PassPass; pwS[C] := pwC

? statusPi
U := running

? sidiU , skPi
U , infoP

i
U , pidPi

U := ⊥

• Initialize GSTpake

? b← {0, 1}; riU , t
i
U := ⊥

? pnrPi
U , f

i
U := ⊥

? δ := 0; δiU := honest

• Return ParamsP.

Figure 3.2: The initialization procedure for PAKE

Accepting, rejecting, and continuing. Since in practice one should start using

the session key only after the key exchange protocol is finished, we took the definition

from the FtG model (see Section 3.3.1) and collapsed “terminating” into “accept-

ing”. As a result, we started tracking this event with the variable statusPi
U which

in addition to running and rejected, can take value accepted. The variable statusPi
U

is changed to accepted once an instance U i sets skPi
U to a non-⊥ value. It then no

longer accepts or sends any messages. This change brings only minor alterations to

standard partnering and freshness definitions. We require that if U i accepts, then

sidiU is non-⊥, and we also require that if sidiU 6= ⊥, then pidPi
U 6= ⊥. However, it

can be that sidiU 6= ⊥ and skPi
U = ⊥.

When statusPi
U = running, the instance has neither accepted a session key nor

rejected. It simply is waiting for the next protocol message. When statusPi
U =

rejected, it stops sending and receiving messages and refuses to generate a session

key. Note that an instance can very well reject even if sidiU 6= ⊥.
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Partnering and semi-partnering. It is necessary to distinguish partnering from

semi-partnering in order to properly deal with authentication (see below). Specifically,

semi-partnering is used to bind an instance that has accepted to the instance that

could become its partner if the last protocol message is delivered. Of course, this

delivery is entirely up to A.

Semi-partnering. We say that instance U i is a semi-partner instance to Sj and vice

versa if: (1) U is a client and V is a server or vice versa, (2) sid := sidiU = sidjV 6= ⊥,

(3) pidPi
U = V and pidPj

V = U , and (4) no other instance has a non-⊥ session identity

equal to sid.

Partnering. We say that instance U i is a partner instance to V j and vice versa

if: (1) U i is a semi-partner to V j, (2) statusPi
U = statusPj

V = accepted, and (3)

skPi
U = skPj

V .

Freshness. Freshness captures the idea that the adversary should not trivially know

sessions keys being tested. Recall that by default, an instance that has accepted has

the flag f iU set by default to fresh. (Before acceptance, it is ⊥.) This value switches

to unfresh if any of the following conditions holds: (1) riU = revealed, or (2) if U i

has a partner instance V j and rjV = revealed, or (3) δiU = corrupted.

An instance is said to be fresh if it has accepted and f iU = fresh.

3.3.3 Security Properties

Now that we have defined accepting, partnering, freshness and all the queries available

to the adversary A, we can formally define the authenticated key exchange (ake)

advantage of A against P, authentication properties, forward secrecy and partner

matching for both security games, GRoR and GFtG.

AKE security. Eventually, A ends the game and outputs a bit b′. We say that A
wins and breaks the ake security of P if b′ = b, where b is the hidden bit selected at

the beginning of the protocol execution in GRoR, or once the TestTest query was asked in

GFtG. We denote the probability of this event by P[b′ = b]. In both security games,

GRoR and GFtG, the ake-advantage of A in breaking P is usually defined as

AdvAdvakeP (A) := 2 · P[b′ = b]− 1. (3.1)

It turns out to be more convenient for us later to reformulate the ake-advantage

function. Let b be a bit. For † ∈ {FtG,RoR}, we denote G†−b the game played

exactly as G†, except that (1) the bit b has been fixed in advance and (2) at the end
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of the game G†−b outputs a final bit denoted b′′ computed as follows: b′′ := 1 if and

only if b = b′. (Recall that b′ is the bit output by A.) Using Pb to denote probabilities

in the space defined by game G†−b, it is then easy to see that AdvAdvakeP (A) as defined

in Eq. 3.1 can be re-written as

AdvAdvakeP (A) := P1[b′′ = 1]− P0[b′′ = 0]. (3.2)

Finally, we say that P is ake-secure if there exists a positive constant B such that

for every probabilistic, polynomial-time adversary A it holds that

AdvAdvakeP (A) ≤ B · nse
N

+ ε (3.3)

where nse is an upper bond on the number of SendSend queries Amakes, and ε is negligible

in the security parameter. Recall that N is the cardinality of PassPass and that passwords

are assigned uniformly at random to users. This formula adequately captures the idea

that an adversary’s advantage in breaking a PAKE should only significantly grow if

the adversary actively tests candidate passwords against user instances. In particular,

offline dictionary attacks are completely ruled out.

Authentication. Another of A’s goals is violating authentication. As in [9], we

define three notions of authentication: client-to-server, server-to-client, and mutual.

We denote by c2sc2s (respectively, s2cs2c) the event that some server (resp., client) instance

has accepted before any CorruptCorrupt query without being semi-partnered to a client (resp.,

server) instance. The adversary is said to violate mutual authentication if there exists

some instance that has accepted before any CorruptCorrupt query without a semi-partner.

We denote by mama this event. The c2s-advantage, s2c-advantage, and ma-advantage

of A in breaking P are respectively

AdvAdvc2sP (A) := P[c2sc2s], AdvAdvs2cP (A) := P[s2cs2c], and AdvAdvmaP (A) := P[mama]. (3.4)

We say that the protocol P is ?-secure for ? ∈ {c2s, s2c,ma} if for every efficient

adversary A, A’s advantage function AdvAdv?P(A) is upper bounded as in Eq. 3.3.

Forward Secrecy. While being considered an advanced security feature, Forward

Secrecy (FS) is a valuable property in the context of key exchange protocols. It

provides the guarantee that past session keys will not be automatically divulged by

the compromise of long-term keys (obviously assuming that past session keys are

deleted from memory before the compromise).
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In game-based models for key exchange protocols, the notion of forward secrecy

is captured by allowing the adversary to make a CorruptCorrupt query, which may come

in different flavors. Namely, several types of CorruptCorrupt queries have appeared in the

literature, based on the amount of secret information the adversary learned or had

the opportunity to modify. We present them in Fig. 3.3.

Full disclosure: The adversary may learn all information in the memory of the
targeted user. This includes the long-term secret key of the user, as well as all
the internal state values of the execution state (of all instances) and session
keys stored in the memory.

Partial disclosure: The adversary may learn only partial information from the
memory of the targeted user. In this case the adversary may ask two types
of CorruptCorrupt queries: CorruptCorrupt1(U) which leaks some secret information of user
U and CorruptCorrupt2(C, S, pw) which allow the adversary to modify information
stored in user’s (typically server’s) memory. In the password setting, based
on the types of queries that are available to the adversary and their strength
we distinguish between following cases:

1. only CorruptCorrupt1(C): the targeted client C returns his password pw, while
servers are not vulnerable to this type of query [1],

2. both CorruptCorrupt1(C) and CorruptCorrupt2(C, S, pw) are possible: the targeted
client C returns his password pw, while the targeted server S may al-
low the adversary to modify passwords stored on S without learning the
value of the old password [72],

3. only CorruptCorrupt1(U): the targeted client C returns his password pw, while
the targeted server returns the list of passwords pwS[C] [84],

4. both CorruptCorrupt1(U) and CorruptCorrupt2(C, S, pw) are possible: disclosed infor-
mation from previous case (3) + the adversary is allowed to modify pass-
words stored in the server’s memory [9].

Figure 3.3: Different types of Corrupt query in PAKE

The strength of FS property can be additionally fine-tuned through the freshness

definition or the power given to the adversary. For the latter, imagine a (weak) type

of FS which is guaranteed for any session key that is established without the active

intervention of the attacker (except for eavesdropping on communications). In that

case, the session key is forward secure as soon as it is erased from memory. The

HMQV protocol, for instance, satisfies this type of FS.
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Partner Matching Here, we define partner matching, which is an additional prop-

erty PAKE protocol may need to satisfy. Informally, we say that a PAKE protocol

satisfies partner matching if an observer of network communications can deduce which

instances are partnered according to our definition.

More formally, we define an efficient partner matching algorithm M that enables

the observer of the security game (either FtG or RoR) to identify partner instances

by outputting a partnering list LpnrP that consists of pairs of user instances (U i, V j),

one of which is marked as ⊥ if an instance does not have a partner yet. The input to

the algorithm M includes all the queries the challenger receives from the adversary A
and all the replies the challenger returns to A together with all the public values.

Note that in the FtG model of [9], the session identifier sid is given to the adversary

after instance accepts and therefore is a public information. In [26], this is claimed to

be enough to assume that a partner matching algorithm is available. This happens

to be often true in the PAKE case. Indeed, most PAKEs in the literature rely on

session identifiers built as concatenations of sent and received messages and identities

to determine partners. This makes partner matching immediate.

3.4 Model Comparison

In this section we discuss about the relation between existing models: First we com-

pare FtG model [9] with the original RoR model [3]. Then, we explain the changes we

made to the original RoR model to allow the treatment of forward secrecy. Finally,

we show how this changes influence the relation between FtG and our RoR.

3.4.1 FtG vs RoR Model

As could be seen so far, the Real-Or-Random model (RoR) is very close to the Find-

Then-Guess model (FtG). The main difference between them is that the RoR model

allows the adversary to send multiple TestTest queries to different fresh instances, instead

of a single TestTest query that is available in the FtG security game. Consequently, several

modifications are brought to RoR in relation to the TestTest query handling. For example,

a hidden bit b is randomly selected by a challenger CHRoR at the very beginning of an

RoR game and the same bit is used for all received TestTest queries. Another divergence

of the two models is around the RevealReveal query. In the original RoR model [3], the

RevealReveal query is disallowed, while misuse of the keys (session key leakage) is modeled

with the TestTest queries. In both models, FtG and RoR, we say that two party PAKE

protocol P is secure in ake sense if the advantage of an adversary is only negligible
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larger that B·nse
N

, where B is some constant, nse counts as the adversary’s online

attacks and N is the size of the dictionary.

When considering relation among two game-based models of security for PAKE,

Abdalla, Fouque, and Pointcheval in [3] have proven that the RoR security implies

the FtG security by showing that a security proof in the RoR model can be translated

into one in the FtG model with loss in the reduction of only a factor of 2. For the

other direction, they shown that there exists a loss of a non-constant factor in the

reduction, that cannot be avoided, which in the case of password-based key exchange

is troublesome.

3.4.2 Original RoR vs Our RoR Model

Recall that the RevealReveal query was disallowed in the original RoR model [3]. There,

misuse of the keys (session key leakage) was modeled solely using TestTest queries. Nev-

ertheless, as in the recent works [1] and [80], in our RoR model we again allow the

adversary to make the RevealReveal query. This change is essential to accommodate cor-

ruption queries in the RoR model. More specifically, the reason for re-inclusion of the

RevealReveal query is the following. After the corruption of any principal, the adversary is

no longer allowed to make TestTest queries to unfresh instances. Therefore, the RevealReveal

query is needed to model misuse of those keys as well.

3.4.3 FtG vs Our RoR Model

Now, let us consider the RoR model with the RevealReveal query as in our RoR model

presented above and in [1, 80]. This means that in the security reduction from [3]

(Lemma 1), ARoR is allowed to ask the RevealReveal query, which will in turn allow perfect

simulation of AFtG so factor 2 can be dropped (ARoR does not have to pick his bit in

the reduction anymore, only CHRoR). In the other direction, we still have the same

non-preserving security reduction. Therefore, in case a RevealReveal query is allowed in the

RoR model, the RoR security model is strictly stronger than the FtG security model.

Forward secrecy comparison. Regarding forward secrecy, a CorruptCorrupt query in

one model can be simulated with a CorruptCorrupt query in the other (assuming they are

of same strength according to Figure 3.3). Since no significant change is made in the

RoR model, neither to the definition of freshness nor the definition of partnership,

with respect to forward secrecy, the two models are equivalent.
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However, in combination with multiple TestTest queries certain differences in the pro-

tocol security analysis may arise. Namely, sometimes due to the CorruptCorrupt query in

AKE proofs, for the reduction to work, the challenger needs to guess the target in-

stance – the instance that is the target of the TestTest query (FTG model) – in which

to plant the hardness assumption challenge. As a consequence, the quality of the re-

duction is affected: degradation of the security in the number of initialized instances

occurs. This security degradation is more hurtful in the FtG model than in RoR,

where the challenger CHRoR(at the same time the adversary against the hardness as-

sumption) has plenty of target instances to choose from, due to multiple TestTest queries.
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Chapter 4

Composability of Game-based
PAKE Protocols

4.1 Introduction

Even though there may be other applications of PAKE, it is common practice that

the secret key derived from a PAKE execution is used to authenticate and encrypt

some data payload using symmetric key primitives and protocols. For example, two

certificate-less TLS proposals that integrate PAKE as a key exchange mechanism

have recently appeared on the IETF [35, 58]1. When looking at these two proposals

through the lense of composition, one sees that both of them suggest the PAKE be

followed by Authenticated Encryption (AE) algorithms (namely AES-CCM and AES-

GCM). Another project that makes use of PAKE is Magic Wormhole [114], the file

transfer protocol in which PAKE is composed with NaCl’s crypto secretbox containing

the stream cipher XSalsa20 and MAC algorithm Poly1305. Consequently, being able

to guarantee the overall security of a composed protocol, consisting of first running a

PAKE and then a symmetric key application, is very important.

4.1.1 Problem

Unfortunately, a provably secure composition is difficult to automatically obtain with-

out using complex, usually simulation-based models. Furthermore, most PAKEs in

the literature are studied using so-called game-based models, which – while being

workable in order to obtain acceptable proofs – do not guarantee secure composition.

The most common such model used is the Find-then-Guess (FtG) model of Bellare

1The reason behind this integration - and not using PAKE with some symmetric cipher over TCP
- is to circumvent the need to establish a network protocol for data transfer (i.e. TCP or UDP) and
to negotiate symmetric key algorithms (or protocols) on their own.
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et al. [9]. However, up until now, the only known composition guarantees provided

by this model are of the weakest type: the concurrent self-composition.

The composition result for game-based AKE. In [26], Brzuska et al. show

that a middle ground is possible in the case Public-Key Infrastructure-based key

exchange (PKI-KE) that is secure in the FtG model from [10], which is the AKE

model analog to one from [9] that covers PAKEs. Among other things, they define a

framework for PKI-KE that (1) is game-based and (2) allows to prove that, if a public

matching algorithm exists (see Section 3.3.3), secure composition holds when the class

of higher-level applications is restricted to symmetric-key protocols. To develop this

further, we briefly explain the theorem of Brzuska et al. [26] and then show where

passwords cause trouble.

Let S be some arbitrary, two-party, symmetric key protocol and P; S denote its

“natural” composition with P. The main theorem established in [26] for the PKI-KE

case states that for every efficient adversary A playing a suitably defined security

game against P; S there exist efficient adversaries B against P and C against S such

that following formula holds:

AdvAdvP;S(A) ≤ q · AdvAdvFtGP (B) + AdvAdvS(C), (4.1)

where q is the maximum number of instances in play in the key exchange game. Of

course, in [26]’s framework, security of the composition holds when the left-hand term

is negligible. Therefore, the upper bound implies this under the condition that P and

S are secure. Indeed, observe that q is at most polynomial in the security parameter

and that AdvAdvFtGP (B) is supposed to be negligible when using PKI-KE. (And, of course,

S is secure if AdvAdvS(C) is negligible for all C.) This effectively shows that the security

of the composition P; S is guaranteed by the stand-alone security of P and S. Let us

now examine whether their result carries over to PAKE setting.

Two immediate password problems. It is well-known that already when deal-

ing with “basic” PAKE definitions, the usual low-entropy nature of the long-term

authentication material causes definitional headaches. It is, therefore, no surprise

that similar issues should be encountered here.

There are two main obstacles to overcome when trying to get a password analog

of Eq. 4.1 to work, and both stem from the non-negligible term in Eq. 3.3. First, it

is clear that the term q ·AdvAdvFtGP (B) cannot be negligible anymore. Thus, it makes no

sense to try and deduce from Eq. 4.1 that the left-hand side is ultimately negligible.
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The only way out of this is to “boost” the left-hand side. Fortunately, there is a

natural way to do this. Indeed, intuitively it should be clear that the composed

protocol will also suffer from a breach in the event A guesses a password and mounts

an online attack. Thus, it is the definition of security for the composed protocol that

has to change, in that it needs to incorporate the same non-negligible bound as in

Eq. 3.3. In other words, at best we can only require by definition that:

AdvAdvP;S(A) ≤ B · nse
N

+ ε, (4.2)

where B is some constant, ε is negligible, and nse counts A’s online attacks. In short,

our first problem is handled at the definition level. But, Eq. 4.2 leads into our second

problem.

If we simply plug our optimal FtG PAKE bound into the right-hand side of Eq. 4.1,

we obtain

AdvAdvP;S(A) ≤ B · q · nse
N

+ AdvAdvS(C). (4.3)

This is not what we want: The q factor is still making the desired upper bound too

large for our purpose! Therefore, an open question that we tackle in this chapter is

whether or not a similar result to one from [26] can be exhibited for PAKE.

4.1.2 Our Contribution

We answer this question positively by essentially adapting the framework in [26] to the

password-based case. Namely, in the proof of the main theorem in [26], the authors

need to make use of a hybrid argument indexed by the instances in play: The idea

is to have the simulator plant the only available TestTest query at the randomly chosen

index. This is what makes the q come out. Our observation is that by using the

RoR model – in which multiple TestTest queries are allowed – we can avoid having this

parasite factor appear.

In short, our main theorem says that for every efficient adversaryA playing against

P; S there exist efficient adversaries B and C such that:

AdvAdvP;S(A) ≤ AdvAdvRoRP (B) + AdvAdvS(C), (4.4)

and from this theorem we get that if P and S are actually secure, the optimal bound

stated in Eq. 4.2 holds2.

2Note that the presence of passwords has no effect on the security of S as a stand-alone primitive.
This is why AdvAdvS(C) should remain negligible.
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More concretely, we show that PAKE protocols secure in the sense of the game-

based Real-or-Random (RoR) definition of Abdalla et al. [3] allow for automatic,

secure composition with arbitrary, higher-level symmetric key protocols according to

a security definition very similar to that in [26]. Since in [3] the authors provide

evidence that most PAKEs secure in the FtG model of [9] are in fact secure according

to RoR, we can conclude that nearly all provably secure PAKEs enjoy a certain degree

of composition, one that at least covers the case of implementing secure channels.

It should be noted that for our result to hold, we also need the public matching

algorithm mentioned earlier to be fulfilled. However, we emphasize that to the best

of our knowledge, for nearly all published PAKEs this is always the case. Prominent

examples include EKE [13], PAK [84], SPAKE2 [4], Dragonfly [79], and J-PAKE [1]

and its versions [80].

4.1.3 Previous Work

From a strict PAKE standpoint, the work most relevant to ours is [3], where it was

shown among other things that allowing multiple TestTest queries in the model – as

opposed to only one (as in [9]) – yields a strictly stronger security notion in the

password case.

Composition of game-based key exchange. All key exchange models devised in

the last two decades (e.g. [10, 109, 9, 20, 30, 3]) support concurrent self-composition of

key exchange protocols3. Although key exchange protocols proven in the game-based

setting of Bellare and Rogaway (BR) [10] remained mostly used in practice, it took

almost a decade before someone started addressing the problem of studying the com-

posability properties of this setting. The first to successfully provide a framework in

the game-based setting that grants stronger composition guarantees were Canetti and

Krawczyk [30]. Indeed, they identified a security notion (SK-security) that is suffi-

cient to yield a secure channel when appropriately composed with a secure symmetric

encryption algorithm and MAC. As far as we know, this result was never adapted to

the password-based case.

Next step in the same direction was made by Brzuska et al. in [26, 115, 24]. They

presented a more general framework which allowed showing that BR-style secure key

exchange protocols are composable with a wide class of symmetric key protocols under

the condition that a public session matching algorithm for the key exchange protocol

3See also [32] for relevant work coming from formal methods community.
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exists. In subsequent work [25], the authors have shown that even a weaker notion

for key exchange protocols than BR-security would still be enough for composition,

and apply this to the TLS handshake. As far as we aware, no similar study has been

conducted in the password-based setting. With this work, we aim to beginning filling

this gap, by first adapting the results of [26].

Composition of simulation-based key exchange. It is known that a simulation-

based formalism typically offers stronger security guarantees than its game-based

counterpart. In that regard, the simulation-based models of Shoup [109] (for ordinary

key exchange) and Boyko et al. [20] (for PAKE) claim to have a “built in” composition

guarantee, but this only been informally argued. Later, applying the methodology of

Universal Composability (UC) for key exchange [31], a second, stronger simulation-

based notion – Universally Composable PAKE – was proposed by [29]. These mod-

els’ very strong composition guarantees are appealing, but unfortunately the models

themselves are harder to work with than the simpler, game-based models. Another

shortcoming of this approach is its restrictive nature which yields not overly efficient

protocols. For a nice discussion on the limitations of UC and simulation-based AKE

in general, we point reader to [25] and [30].

4.1.4 Organization

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 we state which model we

use in the rest of the chapter and provide further discussion on the public matching

algorithm needed for our result to hold. Section 4.3 states the definition of Sym-

metric Key Protocols (SKP) and presents the security game for SKP according to

the definition of [26]. We discuss in Section 4.4 how the composition of PAKE and

SKP protocols is achieved. Section 4.5 demonstrates the suitability of the Real-Or-

Random secure password key exchange protocol for composition with symmetric key

protocols.

4.2 PAKE Model

4.2.1 Model

As already explained in the introduction, for our composition result to hold we need

to work with a PAKE model that is stringer than the FtG model from [9], namely

the RoR model that we described in Section 3.3. This model guarantees that the
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adversary who does not know the correct password cannot distinguish any honestly

generated session key from a random key drawn from the key space. In contrast,

in the FtG model, only the session key that is targeted by the single available TestTest

query is indistinguishable from random. It will become obvious later in Section 4.5

why this difference matters, i.e. why a stronger model is necessary.

4.2.2 Forward Secrecy

As introduced in Section 3.3.3, Forward Secrecy (FS) provides the guarantee that

past session keys will not be automatically divulged by the compromise of long-term

keys, which in case of PAKE are passwords.

In practice, this property is very useful for data transfer protocols such as TLS

or for the composed protocols we are interested in. For example, if forward-secure

TLS cipher suites had been systematically used, the impact made by the Heartbleed

security bug would have been of a lesser degree - private key leakage would not have

jeopardized the session keys of past communications.

Note that in our model we use the weakest notion of corruption (that which only

releases password information, see [9] and Fig. 3.3) on purpose to make our result

stronger by showing that even PAKEs proven secure in the weaker model can be

safely composed with symmetric key protocols.

4.2.3 Partner Matching

As in [26], for our composition result to hold, we need the underlying PAKE protocol

to satisfy an additional property that we call partner matching (see Section 3.3.3).

Roughly, this property ensures that when observing many PAKE interactions over a

network, it is publicly possible to determine pairs of communicants holding the same

session key.

Let us now explain the reason we need this property to hold for RoR secure

PAKEs in order to take advantage of our composition result. In our reductionist

proof presented in Section 4.5, we will specify an algorithm, the RoR adversary B,

which will simulate the appropriate security game for the adversary A it is using as

a subroutine, in the RoR security game (see Figure 4.8). While only observing and

forwarding the communication between A and the RoR challenger CHRoR, B has to

be able to assign the same key to two partner instances for the rest of A’s simulation

to be sound. To accomplish this, B would need to be capable, at any time, to output

a list of all partnered instances. However, even if the PAKE protocol is RoR secure,
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this ability is not guaranteed. In other words, RoR security does not imply partner

matching.

Finally, recall that in Section 3.3.3 we defined an efficient partner matching al-

gorithm M that as a result returns a partnering list LpnrP containing full partnering

information.

Practical implications. It should be noted that partner matching is closely related

to partnering definition from Section 3.3.2. Often in PAKE research, partnering is

basically defined using session identifiers that are locally computed. In practice, most

published PAKEs define these identifiers simply by concatenating the PAKE message

flows with their identities. Clearly, this is a publicly checkable criteria. Hence, the

condition causes no real limitation to our result.

4.3 Symmetric Key Protocols

In [26], the authors introduced the notion of Symmetric Key Protocols (SKP) as an

umbrella term that encompasses two-party protocols whose execution relies solely

on a shared symmetric secret key (e.g. authenticated encryption protocols). In our

work, we focus on the same class of protocols, or, more precisely, on the security

of their composition with PAKEs. This study is of practical value, since in real

world applications session keys that originate from PAKEs are typically used in SKP

protocols. In this Section, following [26], we first formally define what an SKP entails,

and then present the model that captures generic security requirements of SKP.

4.3.1 Symmetric Key Protocol

We formally define an SKP protocol as a pair of algorithms (KGen, S), where KGen

is a randomized key generation algorithm, and S is an algorithm that defines the

execution of the SKP protocol. The KGen algorithm outputs the session keys from

the key space K according to some probability distribution K when given as input a

security parameter κ.

4.3.2 Security Model

We denote Gsym a game that captures the security of the symmetric key protocol.

Loosely speaking, the security game should allow the adversary to initialize a new

honest instance that is equipped with a fresh session key unknown to the attacker.
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Then, being in the two-party symmetric setting, the adversary should also be able

to initialize a new instance and partner it with another already existing one - this

models the prior result of two partner instances having established the same session

key4. Additionally, the attacker may create as many dishonest instances as it desires

equipped with a secret key of its choice.

Participants. In two-party symmetric key protocols, each principal W comes from

a finite, nonempty set IDskp. Note that we do not make any assumption on the

principal’s possession of a long-term secret.

Protocol execution. Similarly to the PAKE case, the protocol S is a probabilistic

algorithm that specifies the reaction of parties involved in SKP to messages that

appear on the network. The security game mechanism and the assumption on the

power of the adversary are analogous to those for PAKE. Thus, we assume that an

adversary A has complete control of the network. Naturally, each principal may run

multiple executions of S with different partners and thus we allow an unlimited supply

of instances to be initialized for each principal. In this model, the adversary A may

make at least the following queries:

• InitHInitH(U i): Upon receiving this query, the challenger CHsym initiates an instance

U i with a new session key from the KGen algorithm.

• InitPInitP(U i, V j): This query initiates an honest instance U i and assigns to it the

key held by V j, making them partners. A restriction in this model is that at

any time during a protocol execution A may only make one such query per

instance. Note that this query faithfully models the asymmetry at the time of

key acceptance, since in key exchange there is always one instance waiting for

the last protocol message.

• InitCInitC (U i, skS): As a result of this query, a dishonest instance U i is initialized

with the session key of the adversary’s choice skS.

• SendSend(U i,M): The message M is sent to instance U i by the adversary A. As

a response, U i processes M according to S, updates its corresponding internal

state, and outputs a reply. In this model a SendSend(U i, ·) query is valid only if the

instance U i has been already initialized with one of the three InitInit queries. A

4The number of instances sharing the same key should be at most two.
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SendSend(U i, StartStart) query causes the instance U i to output S’s first message. As in

PAKE, the purpose of the SendSend query is to model active attacks.

In addition, the validity and format of each query is checked upon receipt.

We emphasize that this is the minimal set of queries A has access to. Addi-

tional queries may be needed depending on the specification of the service S provides.

Also, we shall see that the SendSend query holds a special role in the definition secure

composition.

Internal state and initialization. As in the PAKE setting, the internal state for

Gsym, presented in Fig. 4.1, is maintained by the challenger CHsym.

Internal State: For U ∈ IDskp and i ∈ N, the internal state is maintained as
follows:

• Execution State ESTskp

? statusSiU ∈ {pending, running, aborted}
? skSiU ∈ {0, 1}

∗ ∪ {⊥}; pidSiU ∈ IDskp ∪ {⊥}
? infoSiU ∈ {0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥}

• Game State GSTskp

? siU ∈ {⊥, private, known}; pnrSiU ∈ IDskp × N ∪ {⊥}
? addSiU ∈ {0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥}.

Figure 4.1: The internal state of Symmetric Key Protocols

Execution state. The execution state, necessary for the execution of the protocol S for

every user instance, includes at the very least a session key skSiU , a partner identifier

pidSiU , and the variable statusSiU that shows the status of an instance. Depending on

the concrete scheme, the execution state may also include additional values, stored

in infoSiU .

Game state. As in [26], the game state, which stores information relevant to the

security game’s administration, is left under-specified, due to the generic nature of

the model. Therefore, in GSTskp we only include a flag siU that tracks the status

of the session key held by U i, and a variable pnrSiU that stores the identity of the
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partner instance. Both values are set to ⊥. The status of the session key is upon

initialization set to private, except in two cases: (1) the instance came into being

through an InitCInitC query, and (2) the instance was partnered with a dishonest instance

through the InitPInitP query. In these two cases the status is set to known. Finally, we

include addSiU , for any additional values the game state may require.

Initialization. The initialization procedure of SKP is slightly different than one from

PAKE, since here the adversary uses dedicated queries in order to fully initialize an

instance. As shown in Fig. 4.2, the internal state is updated based on the type of

initialization query.

InitialSKP(1k): For U ∈ IDskp and i ∈ N, the initialization procedure is performed
as follows:

• Initialize ESTskp

? statusSiU := pending

? skSiU , pidSiU := ⊥

? infoSiU := ⊥

• Initialize GSTskp

? siU , pnrS
i
U := ⊥

? addSiU := ⊥

Then, if the adversary ask one of InitInit queries, statusSiU is set to running and rest
of the internal state is updated as follows:

• if InitHInitH(U i): skSiU ← KGen; siU := private

• if InitCInitC(U i, skS): skSiU := skS; siU := known;

• if InitPInitP(U i, V j): skSiU := skSjV , pidSiU := V ; siU := sjV , pnrS
i
U := V j.

Figure 4.2: The initialization procedure for SKP

Partnering. We say that instance U i is a partner instance to V j and vice-versa if:

(1) statusSiU = running and statusSjV = running; (2) pidSiU = V and pidSjV = U ;

and (3) skSiU = skSjV .

SYM security. The definition of sym security depends on the protocol in use. In

general, we say that A wins and breaks the sym security of S, if he triggers some

event that a particular security definition deems bad. We denote this bad event symsym.
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The sym-advantage of A in breaking S is

AdvAdvsymS (A) := P[symsym]−4, (4.5)

for some constant 4 that depends on S. (Typical values include 1/2 and 0 for e.g.

encryption and MACs respectively.) Note that in contrast to the PAKE case, here it

is natural to define security as requiring that the adversary’s advantage be negligible.

4.4 Composition of PAKE with SKP

In Sections 3.3.2 and 4.3.2 we defined Password Authenticated Key Exchange (PAKE)

and Symmetric Key Protocols (SKP), and presented their security models. In this

section, we first show how the composition of the two is realized on the algorithmic

level and then we present a way to model its security. In this composition, PAKE is

responsible for the authenticated key establishment between two users. Afterward,

the composition runs a SKP that may serve different purposes, such as providing

authenticated or confidential channels (or both), etc. In a similar fashion as in [26],

the composition works as follows.

4.4.1 Composed Protocol

Recall that in Sections 3.2 and 4.3 we defined a password authenticated key ex-

change protocol and symmetric key protocol as pairs of algorithms (PWGen,P) and

(KGen, S), respectively. Given these, we now define a composed protocol as a pair

(CGen,C). We instantiate the CGen algorithm as PWGen, i.e. the long-term keys

of the composition are those from the key exchange, which in the PAKE case are

passwords. For simplicity, we shall assume that these are independent and uniformly

distributed. In contrast to CGen, algorithm C is instantiated as the “natural” com-

position of both P and S. More precisely, C first runs the PAKE protocol P and when-

ever an instance accepts after running P, a freshly generated session key is passed

as input to the protocol S, which is thereupon performed. The algorithm C will

choose appropriate algorithms to run based on the status of an instance, which can

be checked through the statusPi
U and statusSiU variables. Namely, if the statusPi

U of

an instance is set to running, the P algorithm will be executed. On the other hand,

in case statusPi
U = accepted, S will be performed.
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4.4.2 Security Model for Composition

Now, given a composed protocol (CGen,C), the next step is to define a security model

for it. We denote by Gcom a security game for the composed protocol, for which there

exists a challenger CHcom that will keep the appropriate secret information away from

an adversary A while administrating the security experiment, like in Fig. 4.3. As one

may expect, the composed game will borrow elements from both GRoR and Gsym.

A

CHv

PAKE

com

passwords

link

SKP

Figure 4.3: Security game for composed protocols

Following [26], we assert that the adversary’s ultimate goal against the composition

is to break the security of the symmetric key protocol that follows the PAKE. However,

since the authentication means in this composed protocol are passwords, it is natural

to expect that the best we can hope for in case of an active attacker is that the

security definition of the composition is “broken” as soon as a password is guessed.

Participants. The two-party composition of PAKE and SKP inherits PAKE’s par-

ticipant format of disjoint clients and servers. Thus, we will assume that the sets

IDpake and IDskp are equal and we denote this single set IDcom.

Protocol execution. The protocol C is a probabilistic algorithm that specifies the

reaction of principals to network messages. The adversary A is allowed to interact

with multiple distinct executions of both the key exchange and symmetric key proto-

cols. Therefore, we keep the notion of instance intact: An instance of the principal

that holds the password - denoted as before U i - will participate in the execution of

the composed protocol. Of course, we also give A access to certain queries. These

are a combination of those in GRoR and Gsym.
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From GRoR, A gets access to the CorruptCorrupt and ExecuteExecute queries, but is no longer

allowed to make RevealReveal or TestTest queries. The reason is that in GRoR these latter two

queries model session key leakage in higher-level protocols. Since in the composed

game the higher-level protocol in question is specified, inheriting these from GRoR is

not necessary.

From Gsym, A no longer has access to InitHInitH, InitPInitP, and InitCInitC. This is because in-

tuitively, in the composition, symmetric-key-protocol instance initialization coincides

with session-key acceptance. However, A does have access to any supplementary

query available in Gsym relevant to S’s exact definition. (See the last paragraph of

“protocol execution” in 4.3.2.)5

Finally, A still has access to the SendSend query, in order to deliver arbitrary messages

to instances. Whether these messages are treated as PAKE messages or symmetric

protocol messages depends on the status of the targeted instance: before the instance

accepts a session key, it is in “PAKE mode”, and after it accepts a session key, it is in

“symmetric mode”. Upon receipt, a SendSend(U i,M) query - having the same structure

in both phases of composition - is first parsed and checked for validity, and then the

message M is processed according to C. Once this is finished and the corresponding

internal state of U i and its partner (if it has one) is updated, the instance outputs a

reply that is given to A.

Internal state and initialization. As before, the challenger CHcom will maintain

the execution and game state; for Gcom, these are detailed in Fig. 4.4.

Execution state. The execution state ESTcom for the composition includes all previ-

ously defined variables from that of PAKE and SKP.

Game state. As we mentioned before, we consider the security of the composition

to fail if the security of the underlying symmetric key protocol is breached, either

directly as in Gsym, or via a correct password guess. Therefore, the game state of

the composition GSTcom includes all Gsym-specific variables used to measure Gsym-

security. Of course, some of the flags from GSTpake – such as the partner instance

variable, the freshness flag and corruption flags – are also included in GSTcom.

5In particular, if A has a kind of RevealReveal query in Gsym, this is incorporated into the composition
game.
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Initialization. To initiate the PAKE portion of the internal state we put in use the

procedure from Fig. 3.2. As for the SKP portion of the internal state, except statusSiU
variable that is set as pending, most other variables are set to ⊥ at the start of the

game. Only those variables used to measure SKP’s security which are initialized at

the beginning of Gsym are also initialized at the beginning of Gcom.

Internal State: For U ∈ IDcom, C ∈ Clients, S ∈ Servers and i ∈ N, the internal
state is maintained as follows:

• Execution State ESTcom

? pwC ∈ PassPass; pwS := 〈pwC〉C
? statusPi

U ∈ {running, accepted, rejected}
? sidiU , skPi

U , infoP
i
U ∈ {0, 1}

∗ ∪ {⊥}; pidPi
U ∈ IDcom ∪ {⊥}

? statusSiU ∈ {pending, running, aborted}
? skSiU ∈ {0, 1}

∗ ∪ {⊥}; pidSiU ∈ IDcom ∪ {⊥}
? infoSiU ∈ {0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥}

• Game State GSTcom

? pnrPi
U ∈ IDcom × N ∪ {⊥}; f iU ∈ {⊥, unfresh, fresh}

? δ ∈ {0, 1}; δiU ∈ {honest, corrupted}
? siU ∈ {⊥, private, known}; pnrSiU ∈ IDcom × N ∪ {⊥}
? addSiU ∈ {0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥}.

Figure 4.4: The internal state of composed protocols

Bridge between two models. Above, we have shown how the internal state of

the composed protocol is defined. Now we need to fuse the two models and proto-

cols together by connecting the queries and the internal states from different phases

(PAKE and SKP) with each other.

First, we start by modifying a SendSend query’s influence on the internal state. As can

be seen in Fig. 4.5, in case the instance U i accepts as a result of a SendSend query, the

corresponding SKP portion of the internal state is initialized by linking it with the

internal state from the PAKE phase. Also, it may happen that an instance U i that
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has just accepted with f iU = unfresh (due to corruption6) has a partner instance V j

with f jV = fresh. In this case, even though U i is unfresh, we will keep the key siU
as private (this is incorporated in the partnered case in Fig. 4.5). This is so, since

the adversary in this case is not able to influence or learn the session key without

breaking the partnering definition. The behavior of the composed game in response

to other queries is described in Fig. 4.6.

In addition to the rules from PAKE and SKP for SendSend queries, if an instance
U i changes its statusPi

U to accepted – upon processing its last PAKE message –
CHcomupdates the internal state as follows:

• Link ESTcom

? statusSiU := running

? skSiU := skPi
U ; pidSiU := pidPi

U

• Link GSTcom

? pnrSiU := pnrPi
U

? siU is initialized as presented below

The status of U i’s session key siU will be initialized (linked) differently depending
on which of the following cases occur:

• if there exists a partner instance V j (according definition from 3.3.2) then:

? siU := sjV

• else if f iU = unfresh (implies δiU = corrupted) then:

? siU := known

• otherwise,

? siU := private.

Figure 4.5: Linking of the internal state between two phases for the Send query

6Notice that in the case an instance has accepted following a SendSend query (see Fig(s). 4.5, 4.7 and
4.10), the flag f iU that tracks freshness is solely determined by the corruption flag δiU . This means
that if δiU = corrupted, then f iU := unfresh, and if δiU = honest, then f iU := fresh. This is so,
because it is already assumed for the instance to have statusPiU set to accepted, and the RevealReveal
query is no longer available.
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An ExecuteExecute(Ci, Sj) query is simulated by successively running the honest simula-
tions of SendSend queries up until the acceptance for both instances. The PAKE internal
state is linked as it is for SendSend queries, and siC and sjS are both set to private.

As a result of the CorruptCorrupt(U) query, if U ∈ Client the simulator returns the pass-
word pwC , and otherwise the vector of passwords pwS := 〈pwC〉C . The corruption
flags are affected according to the rules specified in Section 3.3.2.

Figure 4.6: Linking of the Execute query and simulation of the Corrupt query

COM security. As mentioned above, the composition game’s security is measured

by examining if the protocol S is broken or not. This means that the adversary A
against the composed game Gcom wins if he satisfies the winning condition for the

security game of the underlying symmetric key protocol. Formally, A’s advantage in

breaking the composition is defined as

AdvAdvcomC (A) := P[symsym]−4, (4.6)

where symsym denotes the same bad event the adversary tries to cause in game Gsym.

This definition is perfectly valid, since the game state as defined for the composed

game incorporates the necessary variables from Gsym.

Yet, it is clear that the composed protocol will inherit the limitations built into

the use of passwords as key exchange authenticators. Therefore, the best that we can

expect is to declare C secure if there exists some positive constant B such that the

com-advantage of A in breaking C satisfies

AdvAdvcomC (A) ≤ B · nse
N

+ ε, (4.7)

where ε is negligible, and nse is an upper bound on the number of SendSend queries A
makes to instances where statusPi

U = running. This last point is crucial: Indeed,

only those SendSend queries that involved the key exchange phase of the composed protocol

should be counted here, since the password’s authentication role only plays a part in

this phase. Notice that, just like in the case of plain PAKE, this bound implies that

ExecuteExecute queries do not significantly contribute to the adversary’s advantage.

4.5 Composition Result

This section is devoted to a proof of the following theorem:

Theorem 4.1. Let (PWGen,P) be a password authenticated key exchange protocol

outputting keys according to a distribution K, that is secure according to the RoR game
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GRoR, and for which an efficient partner matching algorithm exists. Let (KGen,S) be

a symmetric key protocol secure according to the game Gsym. If the keys used in the

symmetric key protocol algorithm S are distributed according to K, then the composed

protocol (CGen,C) is secure according to Gcom and the advantage of any efficient

adversary A against composed protocol satisfies

AdvAdvcomC (A) ≤ AdvAdvRoRP (B) + AdvAdvskpS (C) (4.8)

for some efficient adversaries B and C.

Proof. Let us fix a polynomial-time adversary A attacking the protocol C in the

security game Gcom. Our proof is given as a sequence of three hybrid games to bound

the advantage of A. Recall that the KGen algorithm outputs the session keys from

the key space K according to some probability distribution K when given as input a

security parameter κ.

To prove Theorem 4.1, we first argue that all the session keys computed by the

PAKE can be randomized, since the protocol is assumed to be RoR-secure (with

weak forward secrecy)7. With this step, we will practically decouple the PAKE and

SKP phases of the composed protocol, because the session keys that used in the

SKP phase of the composition will, from that point on, be completely independent

of those computed in the PAKE phase. Then, in the next step, we will show that the

advantage of an adversary against the resulting composed game (with random keys)

is upper bounded by the advantage of an adversary against the security game of the

underlying symmetric key protocol. Let us now proceed with a detailed proof.

Game Gcom
0 : (The original game.) Let this be the game defined in Sect. 4.4.2 for

the composed protocol (CGen,C0) described in Sect. 4.4.1.

Recall that in this game the adversary A may make multiple SendSend, ExecuteExecute, and

CorruptCorrupt queries to the challenger. These queries are simulated as described in Sec-

tions 3.3.2 and 4.4.2 and Figures 4.5 and 4.6.

Game Gcom
1 : (Key randomization game.) In Gcom

1 , all the session keys skP

derived from the PAKE protocol and later used in the SKP portion of the composed

protocol are replaced by random keys drawn according to the output distribution

of the symmetric key protocol’s key generation algorithm, with partnered instances

7Note that we do not actually need authentication property to be satisfied for our result to hold.
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getting the same random key).

We first explain how the game Gcom
1 differs from Gcom

0 . First, from now on, we

assume that the underlying PAKE of the composed protocol C1 is forward secure

in the RoR model. As the RevealReveal and TestTest queries are not available to A and the

CorruptCorrupt query does not have influence on the security of session keys (due to forward

secrecy), the modification brought to Gcom
1 is only related to the SendSend and ExecuteExecute

queries and is shown in Fig. 4.7.

SendSend query modifications:

While all the other rules for internal states remain the same, an instance U i whose
statusPi

U changed to accepted – upon processing its last PAKE message – sets the
session key as follows:

• if there exist the partner instance V j (according definition from 3.3.2) then:

? skPi
U := skPj

V

• else if f iU = unfresh then:

? as before: the session key is computed according to the protocol P (real key)

• otherwise,

? skPi
U ← K.

ExecuteExecute(Ci, Sj) query modifications:

The client instance Ci and the server instance Sj are assigned the same random key
drawn according to the output distribution K of the symmetric key protocol’s key
generation algorithm KGen.

Figure 4.7: The modification of the Send and Execute queries in Gcom
1

The following lemma will show that by invoking RoR-security, the two games are

indistinguishable to the adversary.

Lemma 4.2. Let (PWGen,P) be a password authenticated key exchange protocol

outputting keys according to a distribution K, that is secure according to the RoR game

GRoR, and for which an efficient partner matching algorithm exists. Let (KGen,S) be

a symmetric key protocol, where the keys used in algorithm S are distributed according

to K. The advantage of any efficient adversary A in distinguishing games Gcom
0 and
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Gcom
1 satisfies

AdvAdvcomC0
(A) ≤ AdvAdvcomC1

(A) + AdvAdvRoRP (B) (4.9)

for some efficient adversary B.

Discussion. Before we prove this result, it is worth explaining its contents a bit more.

Fundamentally, it is in the statement and proof of this lemma that using the RoR

model is important, and where we differ from what is done in [26].

The games Gcom
0 and Gcom

1 are distinct in that the “honest keys” are all real in

Gcom
0 and all random in Gcom

1 . If we were to use the FtG model to get from the first

game to the second, the fact that FtG only makes one TestTest query available to the

adversary implies that we would have to use a hybrid argument to gradually replace

the real keys by random ones. This yields an additional security degradation. How-

ever, the RoR model lets us move directly from Gcom
0 to Gcom

1 by replacing all of the

real keys in one swoop. Thus, the degradation vanishes.

Proof. Given an adversary A against the original game Gcom
0 , we construct an algo-

rithm B that attempts to break the RoR-security of PAKE (i.e. guess the hidden

bit selected by challenger CHRoR) by running the adversary A as a subroutine, as

presented in Figure 4.8. We know that A asks at most nse SendSend, nex ExecuteExecute, and

nco CorruptCorrupt queries to its challenger (B in this case) (resp.) from the composed game

interface8.

A

CHv

CHv
B

PAKE PAKE

M

com

RoR

partner info

passwords

link

SKP

Figure 4.8: Security reduction in Gcom
1 to prove Lemma 4.2

8The dashed box indicates that B is not actually running PAKE, only tracking the internal state
associated with the PAKE phase of the composition.
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Main idea behind simulation. Now we need to show that B can faithfully simulate A’s

security game. The main idea is the following: B directly forwards to the challenger

CHRoR all of A’s queries that are related to the PAKE phase of the composition, while

queries from the SKP phase are directly processed by B using session keys obtained

from GRoR. Please note that to this end, we adopt the convention that B makes an

appropriate query to recover a session key as soon as the instance accepts. (Whether

this query is a TestTest or RevealReveal query depends on the situation, see further below and

Fig(s). 4.10 and 4.11.) When looking in more detail at the simulation, notice that B,

in order to safely simulate the SKP phase of the composition, has to initiate and track

the internal state of this game (not only session keys) while not having an access to

the internal state of GRoR, which will be denoted as (ESTpake, GSTpake)CHRoR . On the

bright side, B has at her disposal all the RoR queries together with the partner match-

ing algorithm. This allows her to keep track of the variables from the internal state

of PAKE and store them in (ESTpake, GSTpake)B. These variables are necessary for

the initialization of the internal state of the SKP phase (ESTskp, GSTskp)B, which is

done through linking of the variables from two phases as defined in Fig(s). 4.5 and 4.6.

Internal state tracking. In Fig. 4.9 is described how B can obtain information on

the internal state of the PAKE protocol that is run by CHRoR. In short, B does

this in three ways: statusPi
U , δ, δiU , and f iU are tracked by observing A’s queries

and CHRoR’s answers; skPi
U , tiU , riU , and pw are tracked by making queries such as

TestTest, RevealReveal or CorruptCorrupt; and sidiU , pidPi
U , and pnrPi

U are tracked using the public

matching algorithm.

Simulation. B runs the simulation for A by first, B initiates her copy of the inter-

nal state for both phases of the composition as described in Sect. 4.4.2. Then, the

challenger CHRoR randomly selects a hidden bit b. After this, A is allowed to start

making queries. B answers to A’s SendSend queries as described in Fig. 4.10. Our as-

sumption that the PAKE protocol is secure in RoR model implies that at least the

PAKE partnering definition is satisfied and therefore we can be sure that only two

partners from a partnering list LpnrP will share the same key. B’s simulation of rest

of the queries A may ask is covered in Fig. 4.11. It is interesting to see that in the

case of eavesdropping adversary (no SendSend query), the matching session algorithm is

not needed. Notice also that there may exist other possible queries that A may make

– which are added depending on a particular symmetric key protocol. Nevertheless,
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B can obtain information on the internal state of the PAKE protocol as follows:

statusPi
U The list LstatusP is maintained and B learns through the inputs of the

SendSend queries A asks if the instance is running. Also, the RoR model
requires that the challenger CHRoR provide information to B if some in-
stance accepted or rejected.

sidiU Formally, it is not necessary for B to know this value once she has available
partnering information pnrPi

U through M. (But, in practice this is easily
derived from the message flows.)

skPi
U B can issue a TestTest or RevealReveal query targeting an instance of A’s interest

that has accepted, thus obtaining the session key skP needed for the
simulation.

pidPi
U This comes from the partner matching algorithm where pnrPi

U is parsed
and the identity of the partner user is assigned to pidP.

b This is the bit B has to try to guess at the end of the game.

tiU B may make TestTest(U i) queries, thus he has information about which in-
stance is tested or not.

riU The RevealReveal query is not available to for A. Therefore, B does not have
to track this variable.

pnrPi
U Partnering information is acquired through the partner matching algo-

rithm that returns a partnering list LpnrP.

δ B knows when A makes a CorruptCorrupt query.

δiU B can check if statusPi
U = running in time when δ changes to 1, and

then wait for a SendSend(U i,M) to update the value assigned to δiU .

f iU Looking at the definition of freshness, condition (1) can be checked since B
tracks statusPi

U , (2) is always satisfied since A cannot ask RevealReveal queries,
and condition (3) information on δiU is available to B.

pw B may ask the CorruptCorrupt query himself and acquire the password or vector
of passwords.

In the case of an ExecuteExecute(Ci, Sj) query, Ci and Sj are automatically set to accepted
and fresh, the CorruptCorrupt query cannot do any harm, and the partnering of the
instances is clear from the very nature of the query (thus in this case the partner
matching algorithm is not needed).

Figure 4.9: A copy of the internal state for the PAKE portion of the composition
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B can perfectly simulate these queries by using (ESTskp, GSTskp)B.

Upon receipt of a SendSend(U i,M) query, B first checks the value of statusPi
U in his

copy of the internal state. Then, if statusPi
U = running, the SendSend(U i,M) query

is forwarded to CHRoR, whose response (statusPi
U
′
, M ′) is given back to A. After

that, B updates the state value to statusPi
U
′

and stores the output message M ′ in
his list of made queries and responses. Furthermore, in case in the received value
statusPi

U
′

= accepted, B first calls the partner matching algorithm to obtain a
partnering list LpnrP and then does the following:

• if there exist the partner instance V j (B looks at LpnrP) then:

? set skPi
U := skP j

V , where skP j
V was already previously set as a response to a

RevealReveal or TestTest query from the cases below.

• else if f iU = unfresh

? a RevealReveal(U i) query is sent to CHRoR to recover skPi
U .

• otherwise,

? a TestTest(U i) query is sent to CHRoR that answers with skPi
U . Note that the

value of the received skPi
U depends on the hidden bit b.

After acquiring the session key, B initiates (links) the internal state of SKP for the
instance U i (including siU) according to Fig. 4.5 and continues with the simulation.

Figure 4.10: A Send query simulation by B

Reduction argument. Now, we argue that if the TestTest query that B issues to CHRoR

returns a real key, then this simulation coincide with the game Gcom
0 . At the same

time, if CHRoR after receiving the TestTest query returns a random key drawn according

to K, then B simulates the Gcom
1 game. W.l.o.g. we will assume that at some point

A will terminate. If A wins against the composed game, B will submit b′′ := 1 to

CHRoR, and b′′ := 0 otherwise. Therefore we have

P0[b′′ = 0] := AdvAdvcomC1
(A) and P1[b′′ = 1] := AdvAdvcomC0

(A). (4.10)

By applying Eq. 3.2 we have
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Upon receipt of an ExecuteExecute(Ci, Sj) query, B forwards it to CHRoR, whose response

(statusPi
C
′
:= accepted, statusPj

S

′
:= accepted, M ′) is given back to A. After that,

B issues a TestTest query to CHRoR targeting either Ci or Sj. Upon receipt of skP,
whose value depends on the hidden bit b, B may initiate (link) the internal state of
SKP for the instances Ci and Sj according to 4.6 (i.e. set siC and sjS to private)
and continue with the simulation.

In case A makes a CorruptCorrupt(U) query, B forwards this query to CHRoR. As an
output, the challenger CHRoR returns the long term secret of the user U , which can
be either a password or a vector of passwords. If this is the first CorruptCorrupt query
A has asked, B sets δ := 1 in his copy of the internal state. Recall that other
corruption flags are changed after corresponding SendSend query is made.

Figure 4.11: Simulation of the Execute and Corrupt queries

AdvAdvRoRP (B) := P1[b′′ = 1]− P0[b′′ = 0] := AdvAdvcomC0
(A)− AdvAdvcomC1

(A). (4.11)

Thus we can bound the increase in the advantage of the adversary A from Gcom
0 to

Gcom
1 by using a reduction from RoR security of PAKE (with forward secrecy). With

this we conclude our proof of Lemma 4.2.

Game Gcom
2 : (Reduce Gcom

1 to Gsym.) Following lemma will show that the Gcom
1

game in which all session keys coming from PAKE are randomized can be reduced to

the security of the symmetric key protocol game Gsym.

Lemma 4.3. Let Gcom
1 be the composed game in which all session keys held by in-

stances running the RoR secure PAKE are computed as per the rules of Fig. 4.7 using

a distribution K. Let (KGen, S) be a symmetric key protocol, where the keys that are

used in algorithm S are distributed according to K. The advantage of any efficient

adversary A′ in winning the Gcom
1 game is bounded by

AdvAdvcomC1
(A′) ≤ AdvAdvskpS (B′), (4.12)

for some efficient adversary B′.

Proof. Given an adversary A′ against the game Gcom
1 , we construct an algorithm B′

that attempts to break the security of the game Gsym by running the adversary A′

as a subroutine. The main idea behind the proof is the following: Since the session

keys used in the SKP phase of composed protocol are independent from those coming
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from the PAKE phase, B′ can internally simulate the PAKE execution for A′ and

then play his game Gsym with A′’s SKP phase queries. It is then easy to see that if

A′ wins Gcom
1 game, B′ will win his.

Simulation. To prove Lemma 4.3, we need to formally show that B′ can faithfully

simulate the security game A′ is attempting to break. To accomplish this, B′ main-

tains the internal state of the complete composed game Gcom
1 . The simulation of A′’s

game goes as follows: First, B′ initiates the PAKE portion of the internal state. Then

B′ allows A′ to make query calls. For all queries that A′ makes for the PAKE phase,

B′ executes the PAKE algorithm. Once an instance, during the PAKE execution,

changes its status to accepted, B′ proceeds according to the rules from Fig. 4.12.

As can be seen in the same figure, B′ just forwards A′’s SKP phase queries towards

CHsym and returns the response.

Upon receipt of a SendSend(U i,M) query, B′ first checks the value of statusPi
U in his

copy of the internal state and does the following:

• If statusPi
U = accepted, then B′ forwards the SendSend(U i,M) query directly to

CHsym and returns the response back to A′.

• Otherwise, B′ executes the P protocol, updates the internal state, and returns
the response (statusPi

U
′
, M ′) to A. Furthermore, in case the new status of the

instance U i is set to statusPi
U
′
:= accepted, B′ does the following:

– if there exists the partner instance V j, then B′ sends InitPInitP(U i, V j) query
to CHskp.

– else if f iU = unfresh, then B′ issues InitCInitC (U i, skP ) query to CHskp, where
skP is the key from the internal state of B′.

– otherwise, B′ makes an InitHInitH(U i) query to CHskp.

Note that after acquiring the session key by executing the PAKE, B′ initiates (links)
the internal state of SKP for the instance U i (including siU) in a similar way as
in Fig.4.5.

Upon receipt of a ExecuteExecute(Ci, Sj) query, B′ issues first an InitHInitH(Ci) query to CHskp,
which is then followed with InitPInitP(Ci, Sj) call. Thus, the client instance Ci and
the server instance Sj are assigned random keys drawn according to the output
distribution K of KGen.

Figure 4.12: The modification of the Send and Execute queries in Gcom
2
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Reduction argument. Now, let us compare two games Gcom
1 and Gcom

2 in relation to

the distribution of the session keys used in the SKP phase of the composition. This

can be done by looking at Fig.(s) 4.7 and 4.12. There exist three cases to cover: In

case of honestly generated keys, in both games, keys that are used in the SKP phase

are drawn according to the probability distribution K (either selecting them directly

or through InitHInitH query). In case of an unfresh (corrupted) instance, the protocol

in both games is using real keys, computed according to the specifications of the

protocol9. Finally, in case of an instance that has accepted and already has a partner

instance, the key from the instance in question gets assigned that partner’s session

key value, which happens in both games. Therefore, we can conclude that session

keys are identically distributed in both games and that the simulation is sound.

W.l.o.g. we will assume that at some point A will terminate. It is then easy to

see that if A′ wins Gcom
1 game, B′ will win Gsym. Therefore, we have

AdvAdvcomC1
(A′) ≤ AdvAdvskpS (B′). (4.13)

With this we conclude our proof of Lemma 4.3.

Finally, by combining the Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 we obtain Theorem 4.1.

An immediate consequence of our theorem is that preceding a secure symmetric

key algorithm with an optimally RoR-secure PAKE yields an optimally secure com-

posed protocol according to our definition of composition security. Also, note that to

obtain this result, it is absolutely critical to avoid any kind of security degradation in

Lemma 4.2. This seems to only be possible by working with RoR rather than FtG.

9As an input to InitCInitC, B′ provides a key that comes from true simulation of the PAKE protocol
execution.
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Chapter 5

J-PAKE Revisited

5.1 Introduction

Since the seminal work of Bellovin and Meritt [13], many different protocols have

been proposed in the literature to accomplish password-authenticated key exchange.

Among them, the J-PAKE protocol [54] has been noticed by practitioners and consid-

ered for a wider use in the real-world applications, such as Internet of Things (IoT),

due to its patent-free nature, straightforward implementation, and a distinctive de-

sign.

5.1.1 Problem

The J-PAKE protocol is quite unique because it integrates Non-Interactive Zero-

Knowledge proofs of knowledge (NIZKs in the rest of the chapter) - specifically,

Schnorr proofs of knowledge [105] - effectively into its design. However, the presence

of these proofs is actually one of the main arguments of J-PAKE’s detractors: In-

deed, they add more exponentiations to a protocol that already contains many. To

make things worse, the communication cost of J-PAKE further burdens the power

consumption of the device, which can have significant consequence in case of IoT.

A question that can be asked therefore is whether variants of J-PAKE using fewer

proofs of knowledge can be found, and how they compare in terms of efficiency to the

original protocol.

5.1.2 Our Contribution

We answer these questions by exhibiting two new protocols - which we call RO-J-

PAKE and CRS-J-PAKE - that are very similar to J-PAKE, but each uses two less

zero-knowledge proofs. We explicitly prove the security of RO-J-PAKE, following a
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similar strategy to that of Abdalla et al. in their recent analysis of J-PAKE [1], and

show how the proof can be adapted to the case of CRS-J-PAKE. We also provide

a more refined analysis of these protocols’ efficiency relative to J-PAKE’s. We do

this by explicitly examining costs depending on which groups are used to deploy the

protocol. This is especially important for RO-J-PAKE since it requires hashing into

the group in question. Indeed, while on paper, this appears to have no importance, in

practice it requires some attention. We treat the cases of Elliptic Curve (EC) groups

and Subgroups of Finite Fields (SFFs), since all three protocols require the Decisional

Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption to hold. In more detail, our findings are as follows.

• In terms of provable security: RO-J-PAKE and CRS-J-PAKE are asymptot-

ically as secure as J-PAKE against the same kind of adversaries, namely, algebraic

adversaries. However, RO-J-PAKE enjoys a looser security proof than J-PAKE and

CRS-J-PAKE, essentially because of the addition of a random oracle. CRS-J-PAKE

has the tightest proof of the three protocols. See the bounds in Theorems 5.1 and

5.3.

• In terms of computational and communication efficiency: The apparent

computational gain in efficiency that RO-J-PAKE and CRS-J-PAKE enjoy due to

their having two less zero-knowledge proofs than J-PAKE can be summarized as

follows:

• When all three protocols are instantiated with ECs, CRS-J-PAKE and RO-J-

PAKE cost a total of about 8 group-sized exponentiations less than J-PAKE, as

shown in Table 5.1. CRS-J-PAKE has a slight edge over RO-J-PAKE, because

the latter requires hashing into an EC group. However, experimental results

(see Section 5.6) using recent research by Brier et al. [22] shows that this edge

can be practically ignored.

• When all three protocols are instantiated with SFFs, CRS-J-PAKE takes 8

group-sized exponentiations less than J-PAKE, but RO-J-PAKE suffers from

two additional exponentiations of size comparable to that of the base field’s

prime - which is typically way larger than the actual group - thus making it

much less efficient than J-PAKE in practice, see Table 5.2. This is also due

to the need to hash into an SFF. Thus, unless an efficient hashing method is

devised, this instantiation of RO-J-PAKE may only have theoretical interest.
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• Regardless of the group instantiation, both RO-J-PAKE and CRS-J-PAKE are

more efficient than J-PAKE in terms of communication, as they both send four

less group elements and two less scalars than J-PAKE does.

RO-J-PAKE and CRS-J-PAKE have a few other (dis)advantages related to their

deployability, and that are worth mentioning. See Section 5.7 for more details.

5.1.3 Previous Work

The work most relevant to ours is that by Hao and Ryan [54] introducing J-PAKE. The

protocol is under consideration to be included in the ISO/IEC 11770-4 standard [66].

Also, it has been deployed in several commercial products and software libraries

(e.g. in Firefox sync [45] (later discontinued), OpenSSL [44], PaleMoon [98], and

the Thread network protocol [52] (EC version)), mainly because of its simplicity and

patent-free nature. Note that in the original paper the authors only informally argue

the security of J-PAKE proposal. The formal analysis of its security had remained

elusive until the work of Abdalla et al. in [1]. Our work is heavily inspired by theirs.

Some other work has been devoted to making PAKE more practical for deploy-

ment. For instance, in [85] MacKenzie has revisited the PAK protocol [84], show-

ing how to optimize the underlying protocols with EC and SFF implementations.

The use of short exponents has also been considered, see [86]. Yet another line of

research involved determining the lowest communication costs for standard-model-

secure, CRS-based PAKE, see [73, 69]. More recently, work by Abdalla et al. [2] has

shown that the computation costs (in terms of number of exponentiations) of many

of these protocols can be diminished as well.

5.1.4 Organization

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 we present the original J-

PAKE design and protocol specifications. In Sections 5.3 and 5.4 we describe our new

protocols, while Section 5.5 provides respective proofs of security. A detailed efficiency

analysis of proposed protocols, when deployed with EC and SFF, is presented in

Section 5.6. Finally, we conclude the chapter in Section 5.7 with the notes that

contain a vision of potential deployment issues.
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5.2 The J-PAKE Protocol

As described in [54] and analyzed in [1], the original J-PAKE protocol consists of two

message rounds and offers implicit authentication.

Notation. Note that in the description of all three protocols below we will use the

following notation. For a given security parameter κ, let G be a finite multiplicative

group1 of prime order q, such that |q| := κ. When we sample elements from Zq, it

is understood that they are viewed as integers in [1 . . . q], and all operations on these

are performed mod q. Let H0 will be a full-domain hash mapping {0, 1}∗ to G. H1

is a hash function from {0, 1}∗ to {0, 1}κ. A function f is used to ensure that both

parties sort values identically. This can be done in various ways (e.g. using max or

min functions). Further, we will assume that the client and server always check if

the received message is well-formed and if the validity of NIZK proof holds under

appropriate label. PK will be an algorithm that generates NIZK proofs and V K will

an algorithm used to verify them.

Protocol Description. In the first round, each party generates two random group

elements and sends them together with corresponding NIZK proofs of the chosen

exponents. A client receives X3 and X4 values and computes α := (X1X3X4)
x2pw,

while a server receives X1 and X2 values and computes β := (X1X2X3)
x4pw. In the

second round, the client and the server exchange these α and β values, again with

corresponding NIZK proofs. In order to compute the shared secret, both parties first

cancel the gx2x4pw factor from the received value, and then exponentiate what is left

to either x2 (client) or x4 (server). If everything goes according to the protocol’s

specification, both parties end up with K := (X1X3)
x2x4pw. Finally, the secret key

is computed by hashing a pair (e,K), where e is the public random value that has

been added to J-PAKE protocol in [1] in order to remove unnecessary random oracle

assumption and replace it with a computational randomness extractor. Note that

the labels in the original proposal from [54] only include identities of the message

originators.

1As previously mentioned, the group of interest is either a SFF or EC group. Even though EC
group operation is in fact addition, for our convenience protocols will be presented multiplicatively.
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Client A Server B

Initialization

Public: G, g, q, e; H1 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}κ

Secret: pw ∈ Zq, pw 6= 0

x1, x2 ← Zq x3, x4 ← Zq
X1 := gx1 , X2 := gx2 X3 := gx3 , X4 := gx4

π1 ← PK((X1, g), x1, A) π3 ← PK((X3, g), x3, B)

π2 ← PK((X2, g), x2, A) π4 ← PK((X4, g), x4, B)

A,X1, X2, π1, π2

B,X3, X4, π3, π4
abort if X4 = 1 abort if X2 = 1

check V K((X3, g), π3, B) check V K((X1, g), π1, A)

check V K((X4, g), π4, B) check V K((X2, g), π2, A)

DA := X1X3X4 DB := X1X2X3

D′B := X1X2X3 D′A := X1X3X4

α := Dx2pw
A β := Dx4pw

B

πα ← PK((α,DA), x2pw,A) πβ ← PK((β,DB), x4pw,B)

α, πα

β, πβ

check V K((β,D′B), πβ, B) check V K((α,D′A), πα, A)

K := (βX4
−x2pw)x2 K := (αX2

−x4pw)x4

skP := H1(e,K) skP := H1(e,K)

Figure 5.1: The J-PAKE protocol

5.3 The RO-J-PAKE Protocol

When looking at J-PAKE specification on Figure 5.1, one can observe that the expo-

nents x1 and x3 are never explicitly used to compute α, β, or K. Parties only need

to use the X1 and X3 values to generate what can be considered as a random base

TK := g(x1+x3) for a Diffie-Hellman (DH) transform2. Our idea is to exploit this fact

and change the protocol such that the number of NIZK proofs in protocol can be

reduced. However, as in the proof of the original J-PAKE (see [1]), we still need to

know the discrete logs of X1 and X3 for the reduction to work (i.e. in order to simulate

the protocol in a sound way). A solution for this is to employ a random oracle taking

2To be exact, we should also include pw into the formula for computing the base TK and thus
have g(x1+x3)pw, but this does not change our claim.
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as input fresh messages from each party to provide a random base with exponents

known only to the simulator. This idea gives rise to the RO-J-PAKE protocol below.

Protocol Description. A mathematical description of RO-J-PAKE is shown in

Fig. 5.2. Next, we rephrase the protocol informally.

After initialization in which public parameters are fixed and a password different

from zero is shared between the client and server, the protocol runs in two phases. In

the first phase, each party generates one group element and corresponding NIZK

proof and sends them – along with its ID – to the other party. In the second

phase, upon receiving the first message, both parties compute a common base D

as H0(f(A,B,X1, X2)). Then, each party computes and sends to other party its

commit message that consists of α := (DX2)
x1pw and corresponding NIZK proof πα

under label lA in case of client, and β := (DX1)
x2pw and πβ under label lB in case of

server. The value of labels are lA := (A,B,X1, X2) and lB := (B,A,X2, X1). Upon

receipt of the second message, each party derives a shared secret K, which should be

an element of group G, and then a bit-string skP, which will act as a session key.

Remarks. The purpose of function f is to preserve the symmetry and keep the

protocol within two message rounds by making sure that both parties sort values

identically and compute the same D. In Sections 5.6 and 5.7, we discuss the instan-

tiation of the hash function H0, while H1 with a pair (D,K) as input can be seen as

a computational randomness extractor (see Section 2.6.1).

It is worth mentioning that RO-J-PAKE’s design prevents the weird-but-benign

case of swapping instances which happens in the original J-PAKE protocol if the

values X1 and X2 (or X3 and X4 in case of server) are flipped. In that case, the NIZK

proof πβ (or πα resp.) from second message round would still be valid (since the base

for the β and α values stay as intended), however, the derived keys would not be the

same. A simple solution, proposed in [1], is to expand the NIZK proof labels and add

to them all the received values. In RO-J-PAKE, the swapping case does not occur

even with the labels left out. However, we strongly advise using the labels in NIZK

proofs to ensure that the messages from different rounds are bound together. This

additionally makes the proof significantly tighter.
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Client A Server B

Initialization

Public: G, g, q; H0 : {0, 1}∗ → G; H1 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}κ

Secret: pw ∈ Zq, pw 6= 0

x1 ← Zq x2 ← Zq
X1 := gx1 X2 := gx2

π1 ← PK((X1, g), x1, A) π2 ← PK((X2, g), x2, B)

A,X1, π1

B,X2, π2
abort if X2 = 1 abort if X1 = 1

check V K((X2, g), π2, B) check V K((X1, g), π1, A)

D := H0(f(A,B,X1, X2)) D := H0(f(A,B,X1, X2))

α := (DX2)
x1pw β := (DX1)

x2pw

lA := (A,B,X1, X2) lB := (B,A,X2, X1)

πα ← PK((α,DX2), x1pw, lA) πβ ← PK((β,DX1), x2pw, lB)

α, πα

β, πβ

check V K((β,DX1), πβ, lB) check V K((α,DX2), πα, lA)

K := (βX2
−x1pw)x1 K := (αX1

−x2pw)x2

skP := H1(D,K) skP := H1(D,K)

Figure 5.2: The RO-J-PAKE protocol

5.4 The CRS-J-PAKE Protocol

The observation that J-PAKE’s X1X3 value can be in a sense replaced by a random

group element that neither party has control over can be exploited in another direction

as well: We can simply add to the protocol’s setup a randomly generated value U ∈ G
that is fixed once and for all, and plays the role of X1X3 in J-PAKE and D in RO-

J-PAKE for all protocol executions. Hence, we can also consider the CRS-J-PAKE

protocol, described fully below. Just like RO-J-PAKE, we eliminate two of the NIZK

proofs by design. The name comes from the value U , which is a Common Reference

String (CRS). In particular, it carries with it an underlying secret - i.e. the discrete

log u of U to the base g - which must be unknown to all parties. In the security proof

however, the simulator does get access to u, similarly to the way it knows the discrete

logs of the outputs of hash values in the case of RO-J-PAKE (by programming the

RO in this way).
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Protocol Description. CRS-J-PAKE specification is shown in Fig. 5.3. In com-

parison to RO-J-PAKE, the major difference is the adoption of the common ref-

erence string U , which will be securely chosen in the initialization phase and be

hard-coded into the protocol implementation. The client composes its label as lA :=

(A,B,X1, X2, U) while the server’s label is lB := (B,A,X2, X1, U).

Client A Server B
Initialization

Public: G, g, q, U ∈ G, e← {0, 1}t; H1 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}κ

Secret: pw ∈ Zq, pw 6= 0

x1 ← Zq x2 ← Zq
X1 := gx1 X2 := gx2

π1 ← PK((X1, g), x1, A, U) π2 ← PK((X2, g), x2, B, U)

A,X1, π1

B,X2, π2
abort if X2 = 1 abort if X1 = 1

check V K((X2, g), π2, B, U) check V K((X1, g), π1, A, U)

α := (UX2)
x1pw β := (UX1)

x2pw

πα ← PK((α, UX2), x1pw, lA) πβ ← PK((β, UX1), x2pw, lB)

α, πα

β, πβ

check V K((β, UX1), πβ, lB) check V K((α, UX2), πα, lA)

K := (βX2
−x1pw)x1 K := (αX1

−x2pw)x2

skP := H1(e,K) skP := H1(e,K)

Figure 5.3: The CRS-J-PAKE protocol

Remarks. As in RO-J-PAKE, swapping instance case does not occur by design.

Furthermore, since we no longer need to hash into the underlying group, in contrast

to RO-J-PAKE, CRS-J-PAKE has no efficiency issues with respect to a hash imple-

mentation. However, the need to generate and trust the hard-coded value U poses

its own deployment issues (see Section 5.7).
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5.5 Proofs of Security

In this section we present the security proofs for RO-J-PAKE and CRS-J-PAKE. Due

to their similarity with the J-PAKE protocol, we are able to structure the proofs in the

vein of [1] with the goal to simplify proofreading. The proofs that are demonstrated

here are slightly simpler than the original J-PAKE proof. This is true even in case

the labels lA and lB only contain the identity of the originator of the NIZK proofs πα

and πβ (see later Section 5.5.2), as in the original J-PAKE.

Model. We study the security of RO-J-PAKE and CRS-J-PAKE in the RoR model

presented in Section 3.3 that originates from [3]. Being the strongest assumption

necessary, we will assume the Decisional Square Diffie Hellman (DSDH, see para-

graph 2.7) holds over G. Throughout our analysis, we will assume that the NIZK

proofs used are SSE-NIZKPoK (see Section 2.6.3). This is crucial, since it will allow

the simulator to tell apart correct and incorrect password guesses and simulate all

queries made by the adversary. As in J-PAKE, we keep Schnorr proofs of knowledge

as the instantiation of SE-NIZK in our protocols. In [1], they are shown to be SSE-

NIZKPoK in the algebraic adversary model with random oracles under one additional

condition: the hard-linearity property of bases used in proof must be exhibited. Since

the security of our protocols rests on the same hardness assumptions as those in [1],

the hard-linearity property of bases is preserved. Additionally, for the proofs to go

through, it is as well crucial that the discrete logs of D in RO-J-PAKE (from the

RO) and of U in CRS-J-PAKE (the CRS) are known to the simulator. Finally, in the

original J-PAKE paper [54], the hash function used for key derivation is implicitly

modeled as a random oracle. However, it was shown in [1] that a computational ran-

domness extractor for random group elements from [76] is sufficient. We will follow

their lead in our work.

Additionally, for easier comparison with the bounds from [1] we reformulate zero-

knowledge property and knowledge extraction property from 2.6.3 and consider it as

advantage functions AdvAdvuzkNIZK and AdvAdvextNIZK , respectively.

5.5.1 The Proof of Security for RO-J-PAKE

To exhibit the security of RO-J-PAKE, we will bound the adversarial advantage in

attacking the ake security of the studied protocols by using sequence-of-games ap-

proach. Starting from the original attack game G0 – which is played between a
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challenger CHRoR and an adversary A – we will make a small change to a corre-

sponding protocol P0 and thus define the next game. Our goal is to prove that A’s

advantage is proportional to that of the “dummy” online guesser by showing that A
has negligible advantage to distinguish between two successive games with the excep-

tion of game G4, where guessing-the-right-password event occurs with non-negligible

probability.3

Simulation. Going further, the challenger CHRoR takes the role of a simulator

that executes the protocol for A. The protocol execution begins by an initialization

phase that is presented in Figure 5.5. Then, the simulator gives to A all public

values generated in the initialization phase. Upon receiving an oracle query from

A, CHRoR will respond by executing the appropriate algorithm as in Fig. 5.4. All

state information generated during the execution of protocol will be recorded by the

simulator.

Theorem 5.1. Consider RO-J-PAKERO-J-PAKE as specified in Fig. 5.2, with a password set of

size N . Let A be an adversary that runs in time at most t, and makes at most nse,

nex, nre, nte, nh0 queries of type SendSend, ExecuteExecute, RevealReveal, TestTest and RO queries to H0.

It holds that

AdvAdvakero−j−pake(A) ≤ nse
N

+ O

(
(nse + nex + nho)

2

q
+

n2
h0

q
+ AdvAdvdsdhg,G (t′)

+ (nex + n2
se)AdvAdvdtgdhg,G (t′) + 2nh0nseAdvAdvddhg,G(t′)

+ (nre + nte)AdvAdvcompextR
(t′) + AdvAdvuzkNIZK(t′) + AdvAdvextNIZK(t′)

)
,

and where t′ = O(t + (nse + nex + nho)texp) with texp being the time required for an

exponentiation in G.

Proof. From now on, the values that are received by an honest party and possibly

coming from A will be denoted as X ′1, α
′, etc. We say that instance is matching if

X1 = X ′1 and X2 = X ′2. In that case, the client’s hash output DA will be equal to the

server’s DB. Also, we say that instances are fully matching, if both message rounds

are honestly forwarded by A.

Game G0 : (Original protocol) This game is faithful to Fig. 5.2.

3This is where the cost is paid for using a small entropy secret for authentication instead of
cryptographically strong authenticator.
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Game G1 : (Simulation and extraction) As defined in Sect. 3.3.2, we simulate

SendSend, ExecuteExecute, RevealReveal, CorruptCorrupt, and TestTest queries that A may make, with the dif-

ference now that for SendSend queries, the simulator runs an extractor Ext, which takes

as input a NIZK proof that is produced by A, and outputs a corresponding wit-

ness. If the extraction fails, so does A. Also, all hash queries to H0 are answered by

maintaining a list Lh0 (see Fig. 5.4).

H0: For each hash query H0(w), if the same query was previously asked, the simu-
lator retrieves the record (w,D, d) from the list Lh0 and answers with D. Otherwise,
the answer D is chosen according to the following rule:

? Rule H
(1)
0

Choose d← Zq. Compute D := gd and write the record (w,D, d) to Lh0.

Figure 5.4: Simulation of the hash function H0

From now on, we assume that an instance receiving a non-valid NIZK proof aborts.

More importantly, the simulator – by running the extractor Ext – can obtain discrete

logs x′1, x
′
2, x

′
1pw

′, and x′2pw
′ (and thus pw′) from corresponding NIZK proofs that

are generated by A. Note that we assume that the simulator knows the discrete

logarithms of the outputs of H0 queries.

AdvAdvakero−j−pake(A) = AdvAdvakeP1
(A) +O

(
AdvAdvuzkNIZK(t′) + AdvAdvextNIZK(t′)

)
. (5.1)

Game G2 : (Force uniqueness and avoid collisions) In this game, collisions on

the partial transcript ((A, X1, π1),(B, X2, π2)) and the H0 random oracle are avoided.

More precisely, if a value X1 or X2 is repeated in the protocol execution or has

already appeared in the random oracle query made by A, the protocol halts and A
fails. The same happens if the outputs of distinct H0 random oracle queries coincide.

Both events are bounded with the birthday paradox:

AdvAdvakeP1
(A) = AdvAdvakeP2

(A) +O

(
(nse + nex + nh0)

2

q

)
+O

(
nh0

2

q

)
. (5.2)

Game G3 : (Allow instance linking) Same as G2.
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As we can see in Fig. 5.2, the values A, B, X1 and X2 are all included in the labels

lA and lB. This renders the game G3 from the J-PAKE proof unnecessary. Moreover,

we show in Section 5.5.2 that the security of RO-J-PAKE still holds even if labels

that contain only the identity are used.

AdvAdvakeP2
(A) = AdvAdvakeP3

(A) . (5.3)

Game G4 : (Check password guesses) If before a CorruptCorrupt query, A makes a SendSend

query to a non-matching instance containing α′ or β′ that corresponds to a correct

password guess, the protocol halts and A succeeds.

The crucial observation here is that the simulator can check whether the password

guess is correct or not. This is so, since the simulator can obtain discrete logs of X ′1,

X ′2, α
′ and β′ by running Ext on the corresponding NIZK proofs. The extraction does

not work for the value coming from a reduction, which we will call a simulated value,

otherwise the simulator could break the hardness assumption trivially. To determine

if the password guess is correct, the simulator can proceed as follows: 1) if both X ′1

and α′ (or X ′2 and β′ in the case of server impersonation) come from A, the simulator

extracts two discrete logs from the corresponding NIZK proofs (e.g. x′1 from π1 and

x′1pw
′ from πα), divides them and checks whether the result is equal to pwA; or 2) if

one of the values that instance receives is a simulated value (X ′1 or α′ and X ′2 or β′),

the simulator extracts one discrete log of the value coming from A and combines it

with the correct password pwA to perform a check against the simulated value.

AdvAdvakeP3
(A) ≤ AdvAdvakeP4

(A) . (5.4)

Game G5 : (Randomize session keys for wrong password guesses) In case of

an false password guess to a non-matching instance, K is set randomly.

Main idea. The proof is split into two parts. In the first, we set K randomly only in

the non-matching client instances in case of a wrong guess – we will call those tar-

get client instances. We construct an algorithm D that given a tuple 〈X, Y 〉, where

X ← gx and Y ∈ G, attempts to break the DSDH assumption by running A as a

subroutine. The algorithm D simulates the protocol for A by setting K randomly for

all target client instances, and computing K normally for all other client instances as
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follows.4

Reduction. For a given DSDH instance 〈X,Y〉, any client instance Ai chooses a, b← Z∗q
and sets X1 = Xagb. When Ai receives a SendSend(Ai, (B, X ′2, π

′
2)) query, the simulator

extracts x′2 from π′2, computes DA and sets α = Xa(d′+x′2)pwA gb(d
′+x′2)pwA . After

receiving SendSend(Ai, (β′, π′β)) and extracting a witness from π′β, the client instance Ai

computes K = Xad′x′2pw
′
gbd
′x′2pw

′
Y a2x′2(pw

′−pwA) X2abx′2(pw
′−pwA) gb

2x′2(pw
′−pwA). Note

that the value pw′ is obtained by dividing extracted witnesses from the NIZK proofs

pw′ = Ext(π′β)/Ext(π′2), while d′ comes from the list Lh0 (see Fig. 5.4). In case of

matching instances or a correct password guess K = XdApwAx
′
2 gbd

′x′2pw
′
, since pw′ is

equal to pwA. If Y is a real DSDH challenge, then the value K will be computed

as in G4. On the other hand, if Y is random and an incorrect password guess is

made, then K will be random, since x′2 6= 0 (checked in the protocol, see Fig. 5.2)

and a(pw′ − pwA) 6= 0.

Now we show that the simulation is sound for any instance of B that generates

X2 and receives possibly simulated X ′1 or α′. If any of the two received values is not

from Ai, the simulator can extract a witness from the NIZK proof and check whether

the password is correct or not. Moreover, if both received values are from Ai, the

instances are matching, otherwise πα would not be valid. Thus, there is no need to

check the password in this case. Since the reduction for the second part of proof in

case of relevant server instances is analogous, we get the following bound:

AdvAdvakeP4
(A) = AdvAdvakeP5

(A) + AdvAdvdsdhg,G (t′) . (5.5)

Game G6 : (Randomize session keys for paired instances) In case of a match-

ing instance, set K randomly (and matching instances get the same K).

Main idea. We use DTGDH (see Sec. 2.7) in a hybrid argument. We build an algo-

rithm D that randomly chooses indexes i, j ← {1, 2, . . . , nse} and simulates the proto-

col by computing K randomly for all (lexicographically) previous instances (Ai
′
, Bj′)

that are fully matching, and setting K normally for all later (Ai
′
, Bj′).

Reduction. For a pair (Ai, Bj), Ai sets X1 = X, Bj sets X2 = Y , while the value

Z is embedded as the output of H0(A
i, Bj, X, Y ). If instances Ai and Bj match, Ai

4Due to the labels lA and lB , the random self-reducibility of the DSDH assumption can be used.
This affects the tightness of the proof: we do not need to use a hybrid argument, so the factor nse
in front of AdvAdvdsdhg,G (D) in the Theorem 5.1 does not appear.
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sets α = (DHg(X,Z)DHg(X, Y ))pwA and Bj sets β = (DHg(Y, Z)DHg(X, Y ))pwA . If

they fully match, the shared secret is computed as K = W pwA . If W = gxyz then this

simulates computing K normally. If W is random, then K is random since pwA 6= 0.

We now need to check if the simulation is sound for other possible queries to Ai

and Bj. If Ai (resp. Bj) receives non-simulated values X ′2 and β′ (resp. X ′1 and

α′), it can extract witnesses from the NIZK proofs, check the password guess, and

respond accordingly. If Ai (resp. Bj) receives an X ′2 (resp. X ′1) value from A and a

simulated β (resp. α), πβ (resp. πα) would not be valid due to the labels lB (resp.

lA). Conversely, if after the first message flow the instances are matching (X1 = X ′1

and X2 = X ′2), but α′ or β′ are from A, the password guess will be wrong. In case

a password guess is correct and the simulation continues, a CorruptCorrupt query has been

made due to G4. Since the simulator can extract x′1 or x′2 in case of impersonation,

K can be computed as A expects it to be. Therefore,

AdvAdvakeP5
(A) = AdvAdvakeP6

(A) + (nex + n2
se)AdvAdvdtgdhg,G (t′) . (5.6)

Game G7 : (Randomize α and β) If there was no CorruptCorrupt query, set α and β

randomly in all instances. In the case of a correct password guess to a non-matching

instance (after CorruptCorrupt query), compute K as the other party would.

Main idea. Again the proof is split into two parts. Firstly, using a reduction from

DDH, the α values are set randomly. We construct an algorithm D that randomly

chooses i← {1, 2, . . . , nse} and j ← {1, 2, . . . , nho}, and simulates the protocol for A
by setting an exponent x1pwA in α to be random for all client instances prior to Ai

and computing α normally for all client instances after Ai as follows.5

Reduction. Ai sets X1 = X, and the challenge Y is embedded as the output of the

jth H0(A,B,X1, X
′
2) query. After receiving SendSend(Ai, (B, X ′2, π

′
2)), the simulator

extracts x′2 to compute α = ZpwAXx′2pwA . Clearly, if Z is random, so is α, and if

Z = DHg(X, Y ), α is computed as in G6. If A succeeds (by guessing b or the correct

password), D’s guess to the DDH challenger is b1
′ = 1, and 0 otherwise.

Note that upon receiving β which corresponds to a correct password guess (either

from A or from B), the simulator can make other instances of A compute the key as

5In addition to factor nse, which appears in the proof of original J-PAKE [1], there is a security
degradation of factor nho, since in this reduction the simulator also needs to guess the ‘right” random
oracle query.
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A or B would, even if α is random. This is possible since it can extract x′2, x
′
2pw

′

from the proofs, check the password guess, and run A accordingly.

We now show the simulation is sound for any instance of B that generates X2 and

receives a possibly simulated X ′1 or α′ from Ai: 1) if both values are from Ai, set K

randomly (due to G6); 2) if either value is not from Ai, the simulator can extract

witnesses from the proof, checks if the password is correct (and satisfies G4) or not

(and sets K randomly due to G5); 3) if some α′ corresponding to a correct password

guess submitted to an instance of B is not from Ai and the execution continues (a

CorruptCorrupt query has been made), the discrete log of X1 is known and the simulator can

compute the shared secret KB as A would.

Since the reduction for the second part of proof in case of relevant server instances is

analogous, we get the following bound:

AdvAdvakeP6
(A) = AdvAdvakeP7

(A) + 2nh0nseAdvAdvddhg,G(t′) . (5.7)

Game G8 : (Randomize session keys skP) Set skP randomly in all instances in

which K is set randomly (the matching instances get the same skP).

Remember that skP is computed as H1(D,K) and that D is the output of a

random oracle. The games are computationally indistinguishable, since K is random

and H1 is a computational randomness extractor.

AdvAdvakeP7
(A) = AdvAdvakeP8

(A) + (nre + nte)AdvAdvcompextR
(t′) . (5.8)

This concludes the proof.

5.5.2 The Proof of Security for RO-J-PAKE with Partial La-
bels

Here we prove the security of RO-J-PAKE protocol, even in case that labels lA and lB

only contain an identity of the originator of NIZK proofs πα and πβ, as in originally

proposed J-PAKE. In this case, the major difference occurs in the game G3 where

we need to show that the adversary can not manipulate X1 and X2 values such that

non-matching client and server instances compute the same bases for α or β. Also,

without full labels, we need to use a hybrid argument in G5 to reduce to DSDH

assumption.
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Theorem 5.2. Consider RO-J-PAKERO-J-PAKE as specified in Fig. 5.2 with labels lA and lB

only containing the identity A and B respectively. Let A be an adversary that runs

in time at most t, and makes at most nse, nex, nre, nte, nh0 queries of type SendSend,

ExecuteExecute, RevealReveal, TestTest and RO queries to H0. It holds that

AdvAdvakero−j−pake(A) ≤ nse
N

+ O

(
(nse + nex + nho)

2

q
+

n2
h0

q
+ nseAdvAdvdsdhg,G (t′)

+ (nex + n2
se)AdvAdvdtgdhg,G (t′) + 2nh0nseAdvAdvddhg,G(t′)

+ (nre + nte)AdvAdvcompextR
(t′) + AdvAdvuzkNIZK(t′) + AdvAdvextNIZK(t′)

)
,

and where t′ = O(t + (nse + nex + nho)texp) with texp being the time required for an

exponentiation in G.

Game G3 : (Disallow same-base attacks) In case of the client instance Ai that

generate X1 and the server instance Bj that generate X2, the following events are

avoided:

1. If X2 6= X ′2 after A has made a SendSend(Ai, (B,X ′2, π
′
2)) query, and Ai and Bj

compute the same base for α.

In this case, the values DA = H0(A,B,X1, X
′
2) and DB = H0(A,B,X

′
1, X2) are

distinct (even if X1 = X ′1), since we avoid collisions on H0 in G2. The client will

compute a base for α as TαA = DAX
′
2, while the server will compute the same base

as TαB = DBX2. Remember that πα contains TαA , which server must check before

verifying the validity of πα. The probability that TαA = TαB , or more precisely, that

the output of a hash function H0(A,B,X1, X
′
2) is equal to the bad value DBX2/X

′
2

is nho/q. Notice also that in sub-case when X1 = X ′1, the base for β computed by the

client T βA = DAX1 can not be equal to the same base T βB = DBX1 computed by the

server – also due to G2.

2. If X1 6= X ′1 after A has made a SendSend(Bj, (A,X ′1, π
′
1)) query, and Ai and Bj

compute the same base for β.

As in case above, the output of a hash function H0(A,B,X
′
1, X2) is equal to the bad

value DAX1/X
′
1 with the probability of nho/q. Notice that in sub-case when X2 = X ′2,

tαA 6= tαB since this would mean that DA = DB for distinct inputs, which is avoided in

G2.

3. If X1 6= X ′1 and X2 6= X ′2 after A has made a SendSend(Bj, (A,X ′1, π
′
1)) and a

SendSend(Ai, (B,X ′2, π
′
2)), such that TαA = TαB or T βA = T βB.
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The third case is practically covered with previous two, and the analysis is analogous.

In the case either of the above three events occur, the protocol halts and A fails.

AdvAdvakeP2
(A) = AdvAdvakeP3

(A) +O

(
nh0
q

)
. (5.9)

Game G5 : (Randomize session keys for wrong password guesses) In case of

an incorrect password guess to a non-matching instance, K is set randomly.

Main idea. In this game, the reduction is very close to the one in [1]; we use similar

hybrid argument, and split the proof in two parts. At first we set K randomly only

in the non-matching client instances in case of a wrong password guess – we will call

those target client instances. We construct an algorithm D that given a tuple 〈X, Y 〉,
where X ← gx and Y ∈ G, attempts to break DSDH assumption (i.e. determine

whether Y is random or Y = gx
2
) by running the adversary A as a subroutine. The

algorithm D chooses a random index i ← {1, 2, . . . , nse} and simulates the protocol

for A by setting K randomly for all target client instances prior to Ai, and computing

K normally for all client instances after Ai as follows.

Reduction. For a given DSDH instance 〈X,Y〉, the client instance Ai sets X1 = X.

When Ai receives SendSend(Ai, (B, X ′2, π
′
2)) query, the simulator extracts x′2 from valid π′2,

computes DA and sets α = X(dA+x
′
2)pwA . After receiving SendSend(Ai, (β′, π′β)) and ex-

tracting a witness from π′β, the client instance Ai computes K = (β′g−x
′
2xpwA)x =

Xd′pw′x′2Y x′2(pw
′−pwA). Note that the value pw′ is obtained by dividing extracted

witnesses from the NIZK proofs pw′ = Ext(π′β)/Ext(π′2), while d′ comes from the

list Lh0 (see Fig. 5.4). In case of matching instances or a correct password guess

K = XdApwAx
′
2 , since pw′ is equal to pwA. If Y is real DSDH challenge, then the value

K will be computed as in G4. On the other hand, if Y is random and an incorrect

password guess is made, then K will be random, since x′2 6= 0 (check is performed in

protocol, see Fig. 5.2) and pw′ − pwA 6= 0 .

We now have to show that simulation is sound for any instance of B that generates

X2 and receives possibly simulatedX ′1 or α′. If any of two received values is not coming

from Ai, the simulator can extract witness from corresponding NIZK proof and check

whether password guess is correct or not. Moreover, if both received values are coming

from Ai and instances are non-matching, πα would be valid only if non-matching Ai

and Bj would compute the same base for α – meaning that Di
AX

′
2 = Dj

BX2. However,
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this event is discarded in the G3, and therefore there is no need to check password

guess in this case.

Since the reduction for the second part of proof in case of relevant server instances is

analogous, we get the following bound:

AdvAdvakeP4
(A) = AdvAdvakeP5

(A) + nseAdvAdvdsdhg,G (t′) . (5.10)

5.5.3 The Proof of Security for CRS-J-PAKE

Due to its very high similarity with the proof from Section 5.5.1, we will only show a

sketch of the security proof for CRS-J-PAKE. The main idea behind the proof is that

instead of knowing the discrete logs of H0’s output, the simulator knows the discrete

log of parameter U .

Theorem 5.3. Consider CRS-J-PAKECRS-J-PAKE (see Fig. 5.3) with a password set of size N

and fixed public value U . Let A be an adversary that runs in time at most t, and

makes at most nse, nex, nre, nte, nh0 queries of type SendSend, ExecuteExecute, RevealReveal, and TestTest.

It holds that

AdvAdvakecrs−j−pake(A) ≤ nse
N

+ O

(
(nse + nex)

2

q
+ (nex + n2

se)AdvAdvdtgdhg,G (t′)

+ AdvAdvdsdhg,G (t′) + 2nseAdvAdvddhg,G(t′) + (nre + nte)AdvAdvcompextR
(t′)

+ AdvAdvuzkNIZK(t′) + AdvAdvextNIZK(t′)

)
,

where t′ = O(t + (nse + nex + nho)texp) with texp being the time required for an expo-

nentiation in G.

Proof Summary. At first, the value of the public parameter U is fixed in the

initialization phase and its discrete log u is discarded. A first distinction with the

RO-J-PAKE proof occurs in game G2, where we do not need to avoid collisions on

the function H0. Then, in game G3, the initialization phase is changed as shown in

Fig. 5.5. This means that the discrete log u of the public parameter U is now saved

and can be used by the simulator during the protocol execution. Game G4 stays the

same as in the RO-J-PAKE proof.

After the initial four games, we come to the “reduction” games G5, G6, and G7,

where we use similar reductions from DSDH, DTGDH and DDH respectively (as in

RO-J-PAKE proof), but with a minor differences. In all three reductions, the value u

is used during the simulation to compute α andK values, instead of using dA as in RO-

J-PAKE. Also, in G6, the Z value from a DTGDH challenge tuple is inserted in place
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of U instead of being inserted as the output of H0. Similarly, the value Y that comes

from the DDH challenge tuple in G7 is inserted in place of U instead of in the output

of H0. This last change removes the security degradation factor nho which appears in

RO-J-PAKE’s bound. Finally, the public random string e, which is generated during

the initialization phase, allows us to set skP randomly in all instances in which K is

set randomly and to argue the computational indistinguishability between games G7

and G8.

Proof Sketch. We will keep the meaning of fully-matching instances as in the proof

of RO-J-PAKE. The value of the parameter U is fixed in the initialization phase and

its discrete log u is discarded.

Game G0 : (Original protocol) This game is faithful to Fig. 5.3.

Game G1 : (Simulation and extraction) Same as in Sec. 5.5.1.

Game G2 : (Force uniqueness and avoid collisions) In this game, collisions on

the partial transcript ((A, X1, π1),(B, X2, π2)) are avoided.

We do not need to avoid collisions on the hash function H0 as in RO-J-PAKE and

therefore

AdvAdvakeP1
(A) = AdvAdvakeP2

(A) +O

(
(nse + nex)

2

q

)
. (5.11)

Game G3 : (Keep the discrete log of public parameter) During the initializa-

tion phase, the discrete log u of the public parameter U is saved for future use.

At this point, the only change is made in the initialization procedure as in Fig. 5.5.

As a result, the simulator can retrieve the record (U, u) from LU during the protocol

execution, if necessary. Therefore,

AdvAdvakeP2
(A) = AdvAdvakeP3

(A) . (5.12)

Game G4 : (Check password guesses) If before a CorruptCorrupt query, A makes a SendSend

query to a non-matching instance containing α′ or β′ that corresponds to a correct

password guess, the protocol halts and A succeeds.

As in G4 from the RO-J-PAKE proof (see Sec. 5.5.1), by using the extraction

property of SSE-NIZKPoK, the simulator can check whether the password guess is
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Initial(1κ): Let G be a finite multiplicative group of prime order q, and g be a gen-
erator of G. Clients and Servers sets are well defined. The initialization procedure
is performed as follows:

? Rule Initialization(3)

Choose u← Z∗q. Compute U := gu and write the record (U, u) to LU .

Choose e← {0, 1}t.
For each A ∈ Clients: pwA ← PassPass.
For each B ∈ Servers: pwA,B = pwA.

Return G, g, q, e, A,B, U .

Figure 5.5: The initialization procedure

correct or not.

Game G5 : (Randomize session keys for wrong password guesses) In case of

an incorrect password guess to a non-matching instance, K is set randomly.

Main idea. In this game, as in RO-J-PAKE proof, we use the random self-reducibility

of DSDH to show that the adversary needs to solve DSDH in order to distinguish

between the two games. There is only a minor difference with the RO-J-PAKE

proof of G5. Namely, during the simulation, the value u is used instead of dA when

computing the α and K values.

As before, we split the proof in two parts. In the first part of the proof, we set K

randomly only in the non-matching client instances in case of a wrong password guess

– we will call those target client instances. We construct an algorithm D that given

a tuple 〈X, Y 〉, where X ← gx and Y ∈ G, attempts to break the DSDH assumption

(i.e. determine whether Y is random or Y = gx
2
) by running the adversary A as a

subroutine. The algorithm D simulates the protocol for A by setting K randomly for

all target client instances, and computing K normally for all other client instances as

follows.

Reduction. For a given DSDH instance 〈X,Y〉, any client instance A chooses a, b← Zq
and sets X1 = Xagb. When Ai receives a SendSend(Ai, (B, X ′2, π

′
2)) query, the simulator

extracts x′2 from π′2, and sets α = Xa(u+x′2)pwAgb(u+x
′
2)pwA . After receiving a SendSend(Ai,

(β′, π′β)) and extracting a witness from π′β, the client instance Ai computes K =

Xaux′2pw
′
gbux

′
2pw

′
Y a2x′2(pw

′−pwA) X2abx′2(pw
′−pwA) gb

2x′2(pw
′−pwA). Note that the value

pw′ is obtained by dividing the extracted witnesses from the NIZK proofs pw′ =
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Ext(π′β)/Ext(π′2), while u comes from the record LU (see Fig. 5.5). In case of matching

instances or a correct password guess K = XupwAx
′
2gbux

′
2pw

′
, since pw′ is equal to pwA.

If Y is a real DSDH challenge, then the value K will be computed as in the previous

game. If Y is random and an incorrect password guess is made, then K will be

random, since x′2 6= 0 (check is performed in protocol, see Fig. 5.2) and pw′−pwA 6= 0.

We now have to show that the simulation is sound for any instance of B that

generates X2 and receives a possibly simulated X ′1 or α′. If either value is not from

Ai, the simulator can extract a witness from the corresponding NIZK proof and check

whether the password guess is correct or not. Moreover, if both received values are

coming from Ai, the instances are matching otherwise πα would not be valid. Thus,

there is no need to check a password guess in this case.

Since the reduction for the second part of proof in case of relevant server instances

is analogous, we get the following bound:

AdvAdvakeP4
(A) = AdvAdvakeP5

(A) + AdvAdvdsdhg,G (t′) . (5.13)

Game G6 : (Randomize session keys for paired instances) In case of a match-

ing instance, set K randomly (with matching instances holding the same random K).

Main idea. In this game, in order to bound the difference in the adversary’s advan-

tage between G5 and G6, we reduce from DTGDH by using a hybrid argument in the

following fashion. First, we construct an algorithm D that for a given tuple 〈X, Y, Z,
DHg(X, Y ), DHg(X,Z), DHg(Y, Z), W 〉 attempts to break the DTGDH assumption

(i.e. determine whether W is random or W = gxyz) by running the adversary A as

a subroutine. The algorithm D chooses two random indexes i, j ← {1, 2, . . . , nse}
and simulates the protocol for A by computing K randomly for all lexicographically

previous instances of (Ai, Bj) that are fully matching, and setting K normally for all

lexicographically subsequent instances of (Ai, Bj).

Reduction. The client instance Ai sets X1 = X, the server instance Bj sets X2 = Y ,

while the value Z is embedded in place of U . In case of matching instances, Ai sets

α = (DHg(X,Z)DHg(X, Y ))pwA and Bj sets β = (DHg(Y, Z)DHg(X, Y ))pwA . If the

instance is fully matching it computes the shared secret as K = W pwA . If W = gxyz

then this simulates computing K normally. If W is random, then K is random since

pwA 6= 0.
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We now need to check if the simulation is sound for other possible queries to Ai

and Bj. If Ai (resp. Bj) receives non-simulated values X ′2 and β′ (resp. X ′1 and

α′), it can extract witnesses from the corresponding NIZK and check whether the

password guess is correct or not, and respond accordingly. If Ai (resp. Bj) receives

an X ′2 (resp. X ′1) value from the adversary and a simulated β (resp. α), the NIZK

proof πβ (resp. πα) would not be valid due to the labels lB (resp. lA). Conversely, if

after the first message flow the instances are matching (X1 = X ′1 and X2 = X ′2), but

α′ or β′ are from the adversary, the corresponding password guess will be incorrect.

In case a password guess is correct and the simulation continues, a CorruptCorrupt query

has been made due to G4. Since the simulator can extract x′1 or x′2 in case of an

impersonation attempt, the value K can be computed as the adversary expects it to

be. Therefore,

AdvAdvakeP5
(A) = AdvAdvakeP6

(A) + (nex + n2
se)AdvAdvdtgdhg,G (t′) . (5.14)

Game G7 : (Randomize α and β) If there was no CorruptCorrupt query, set α and β

randomly in all instances. In the case of a correct password guess to a non-matching

instance (after CorruptCorrupt query), compute K as the other party would have.

Main idea. Again the proof is split in two parts. Firstly, using a reduction from

DDH, the α values are set randomly. We construct an algorithm D that for a given

tuple 〈X, Y, Z〉 from a DDH challenger, attempts to break the DDH assumption (i.e.

determine whether Z is random or Z = gxy) by running the adversary A as a subrou-

tine. The algorithm D chooses a random index i← {1, 2, . . . , nse}, and simulates the

protocol for A by setting an exponent x1pwA (in the computation of α) to be random

for all client instances prior to Ai and computing α normally for all client instances

after Ai as follows.

Reduction. The client instance Ai sets X1 = X, while the challenge value Y is

embedded in place of U . After receiving SendSend(Ai, (B, X ′2, π
′
2)), the simulator extracts

x′2 to compute α = ZpwAXx′2pwA . It is obvious that if Z is random, α is random, too.

Also, if Z = DHg(X, Y ), α is computed as in G6. In case the adversary A succeeds

in the protocol (by guessing the TestTest bit b or the correct password), D’s guess to

the DDH challenger is b1
′ = 1, and b1

′ = 0 otherwise. Note that upon receiving β

which corresponds to a correct password guess (either from the adversary or from B),

the simulator is able to ensure that other instances of A compute the same key as
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the adversary or B would, even if α is random. This is possible since the simulator

can extract x′2, x
′
2pw

′ values from the received NIZK proofs and check whether the

password guess is correct or not, and complete the simulation of A accordingly.

We now have to show that the simulation is sound for any instance of B that

generates X2 and receives possibly simulated X ′1 or α′ from Ai: 1) if both values are

from Ai, set K randomly (due to G6); 2) if any of two received values is not from

Ai, the simulator can extract a witness from the corresponding NIZK proof, check

whether the password guess is correct (and satisfy G4) or not (and set K randomly

due to G5); 3) if an α′ that corresponds to a correct password guess submitted to an

instance of B is not from Ai and the execution of the protocol continues (a CorruptCorrupt

query has been made), the discrete log of X1 is known and the simulator can compute

the shared secret KB as A would.

The reduction for the second part of proof in case of relevant server instances is

analogous, so we get the following bound:

AdvAdvakeP6
(A) = AdvAdvakeP7

(A) + 2nseAdvAdvddhg,G(t′) . (5.15)

Game G8 : (Randomize session keys skP) Set skP randomly in all instances in

which K is set randomly (matching instances get the same skP).

Two games are computationally indistinguishable, since public string e and K are

random and H1 is a computational randomness extractor. This concludes the proof.

5.6 Efficiency Analysis

In theory, for J-PAKE and the two new variants, the modular exponentiations are the

predominant factors in the computation. Hence, the computational cost is estimated

based on counting the number of such modular exponentiations. Note that it takes

one exponentiation to generate a Schnorr NIZK proof and two to verify it [105].

Referring to the protocol specifications in Fig. 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, we summarize their

complexities in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: The efficiency comparison of J-PAKE, RO-J-PAKE and CRS-J-PAKE

Protocol Complexity

Communication Computation

J-PAKE 12× G+ 6× Zq 28|q|-bit exp

RO-J-PAKE 8× G+ 4× Zq 20|q|-bit exp + 2 H0

CRS-J-PAKE 8× G+ 4× Zq 20|q|-bit exp

In practice however, counting the modular exponentiations is insufficient, in particular

for RO-J-PAKE. This is because the true speed depends highly on how H0 - which

lands into the protocol’s underlying group - is computed. This is known to be less

efficient than just hashing into a set of bitstrings and sometimes tricky to implement,

especially in PAKEs. For instance, in protocols such as PAK [20], SPEKE [67] and

Dragonfly [61, 79], a password is used as an input to a hash function, which means that

the whole hashing procedure must be done in a constant time, otherwise side-channel

attacks are possible (i.e. timing attack). This is not the case with RO-J-PAKE, since

all the inputs to the hash function are public values, but we still need to address

the efficiency concern. Thus, we further discuss the computational complexity with

respect to two different instantiations. It is important to recall that for the security

proofs to be valid, G must be such that the DDH assumption is believed to hold,

see [17] for examples.

• SFF instantiation. Here, we assume that G is deployed as the q-order sub-

group of GF (p)∗, where p = rq + 1 and p and q are both prime. Thus, we have

|r| = |p|− |q|. Standard techniques implement H0 by first hashing into GF (p)∗,

which is truly cheap, and then exponentiating the result by r, which depends

on |r|. In particular Table 5.1, indicates that J-PAKE is more efficient than

RO-J-PAKE if and only if 28|q| ≤ 20|q| + 2|r|, i.e. if and only if 4|q| ≤ |r|. In

other words, J-PAKE is better than RO-J-PAKE provided that a single |r|-bit

exponentiation costs more than 4 |q|-bit ones. For example, given a 2048-bit

modulus and 224-bit exponents, one |r|-bit exponentiation costs a bit over 8 |q|-
bit ones. One sees the ratio getting much worse as the NIST-recommended [14]

parameters grow.

Since Table 5.2 shows that in general, |r|-bit exponentiations cost way more

than that, J-PAKE is definitely the better option when using SFFs6. Note that

6Table 5.2 contains some NIST-recommended parameters, but even in theory the situation seems
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CRS-J-PAKE performs significantly better than J-PAKE in this setting, having

8 group-sized exponentiations less than J-PAKE.

Table 5.2: Cost of an |r|-bit exponentiation compared to a |q|-bit one

|p| |q| |r| |r|/|q|
1024 160 856 5.35

2048 224 1824 8.14

3072 256 2816 11

• EC instantiation. Recall that the size of parameters used in EC setting is sig-

nificantly smaller than when working with SFF, while offering equivalent levels

of security. Intuitively, when looking at the structure of typically used elliptic

curve group and existing hashing algorithms [106, 63, 22], one would expect

hashing into elliptic curve to be more efficient that exponentiation operation.

In order to test this intuition, we carried out an experiment based on a Win7

64-bit operating system, with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-5600U CPU@2.60GHz and

8.0GB RAM. In our test, we assumed the EC is over prime field GF (p) with

|p| = 256, and took G to be an EC group of prime order q with |q| > 160. H0

was implemented using the recently discovered hashing algorithms of Brier et

al. [22]. We found that an exponentiation takes on average 0.001383 seconds,

while hashing a message into the EC group only takes 0.000086 seconds. (For

reference, the source codes are listed in Appendix A.) This shows that, on aver-

age, hashing is about 16 times cheaper than exponentiating. Hence, using ECs,

both RO-J-PAKE and CRS-J-PAKE are definitely more efficient than J-PAKE.

5.7 Implementation Notes

On one hand, in favor of the new protocols, both are most-likely patent-free, like

their big brother. Indeed, the structure of all three is essentially the same, having

nothing really to do with that of EKE [13] or SPEKE [67]. For instance, none of

the “J-PAKE”s perform any password-keyed encryption (like EKE) nor do they hash

the password to get a commonly agreed-upon base (like SPEKE). The password

hopeless. Indeed, from [17] we see that for the DDH to reasonably hold in an SFF, we actually need
10|q| > |p| = |r|, rendering the 4|q| ≤ |r| requirement unachievable.
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is not even encrypted, as is done in many PAKEs that are standard-model-secure,

e.g. [71, 69].

On the other hand, RO-J-PAKE and CRS-J-PAKE also have specific implemen-

tation issues to deal with for their security proofs to be of any use.

• The random oracle model. All three protocols’ theoretical security relies

on the random oracle model which is implicitly present in the security of the

Schnorr NIZK proofs. However, RO-J-PAKE uses it arguably more than the

other two, because of H0. This does not point to any particular weakness, but

care must always be taken when selecting the hash function in practice. It also

introduces a additional degradation factor in the security proof.

• The CRS. It is important to understand that CRS-J-PAKE’s security relies

crucially on the CRS U being generated randomly and such that logg(U) remains

unknown to attackers. This should be done in a trustworthy way [51]. For

instance, a trusted authority can be asked to generate U by selecting u at

random, setting U = gu, and throwing u away, or even selecting a purely random

string µ, and checking that µ encodes good U , without needing to “handle” u

at all. This is an option for large institutions trying to deploy this protocol

internally for employees. Another option would be for a predetermined set of

users to jointly compute U , with the drawback that any additional user would

have to trust the generated value.
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Chapter 6

Security Analysis of Dragonfly

6.1 Introduction

As we argued throughout this thesis, PAKE research is very active. New proto-

col designs are regularly proposed and analyzed, and PAKE itself has been subject

to standardization since at least 2002 [65]. Although it took some time for more

engineering-oriented security community to acknowledge the importance of formal

analysis when arguing about the security of newly proposed cryptographic protocols,

a recent join effort to develop a robust TLS 1.3 version [100] seams as a big step in

the right direction.

6.1.1 Problem

In 2008 Harkins proposed Dragonfly [60] specifically tailored for mesh networks.

A standalone variant of this protocol has been submitted for standardization in

IETF [61]. Additionally, the first round messages of the Dragonfly protocol (implicit

variant of Dragonfly) and its full version were incorporated into several different IETF

standards:

• IEEE 802.11 standard [64] for authentication between wireless devices includes

Dragonfly in the form of an authentication mode called SAE.

• It is also included in an authentication framework called Extensible Authenti-

cation Protocol (EAP), which is frequently used in wireless networks and point-

to-point connections. More specifically, Dragonfly is underlying authentication

mechanism in EAP-PWD [59].
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• In RFC6617 [56], Dragonfly is included as a secure pre-shared key (PSK) au-

thentication method for the Internet Key Exchange Protocol (IKE) when shared

secret is password.

• An implicit variant of Dragonfly was incorporated into TLS-like protocol called

TLS-Dragonfly that has recently been specified on the IETF [58].

Dragonfly’s design is similar to that of Jablon’s SPEKE [67]. In 2001, MacKenzie

has proved SPEKESPEKE secure in [83] in simulation-based model from Boyko, MacKenzie

and Patel [20]. However, even though two protocols are similar, Dragonfly protocol is

more complex than SPEKE having an additional scalar in exchange. As consequence,

SPEKE proof from [83] does not apply to Dragonfly. Thus, at the time, the security

of Dragonfly was not confirmed by any security proof.

6.1.2 Our Contribution

This thesis exhibits a proof of security in the random oracle model [11] for a protocol

similar to the version of Dragonfly that was up for standardization [61]. Thus, we

can at least assert that the scheme’s main flows - a Diffie-Hellman [38] variant with

a password-derived base - are sound. We followed [83]’s proof to structure ours.

However, unlike in [83], we incorporated forward secrecy into the analysis, and chose

to work in the Bellare et al. model [9]. To our knowledge, this is the first time a

protocol employing a password-derived Diffie-Hellman base is proven forward-secure

and analyzed using [9].

Shortly after the publication of our proof [79], the Dragonfly protocol has been

standardized in IETF in form of RFC7664 [57].

6.1.3 Previous Work

In previous chapter, we have already covered most of the relevant literature in PAKE

research. As for Dragonfly, the protocol specifications first appeared in [60]. The at-

tention it has received as an IETF proposal has led it to being broken by Clarke and

Hao [34], and subsequently fixed. As we mentioned earlier, the design of Dragonfly is

very similar to one from SPEKE [67]. This similarity has naturally appeared in the

security proof as well: as in [83], Dragonfly’s security is based on the Computational

Diffie-Hellman (CDH) and Decisional Inverted-Additive Diffie-Hellman (DIDH) as-

sumptions (see Sect. 2.7).
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6.1.4 Organization

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. First, in Section 6.2 we present the

description of the original Dragonfly protocol as specified in [61]. Section 6.3 contains

a description of the version of Dragonfly that we later analyze in Section 6.4, by

exhibiting the security proof. Finally, a detailed efficiency analysis of Dragonfly will

be presented in Section 6.5.

6.2 The Dragonfly Protocol

In this section we present that was submitted for standardization in IETF [61] and

eventually accepted as RFC7664 [57]. The cryptographic core of Dragonfly is a Diffie-

Hellman key exchange similar to the one used in SPEKE [67], where a function of

the password is the base for group values. A high-level protocol description of the

original protocol is shown in Figure 6.1.

Notation. Let the function Good(E, s) be true iff: (1) s ∈ [1 . . . q] and (2) E ∈ G.

We assume the existence of an efficient algorithm to perform the latter check; this is

important, as it prevents instantiation-specific attacks, like the small subgroup attack

in [34]. Let H0 be a full-domain hash mapping {0, 1}∗ to G. We also define a hash

function H1 from {0, 1}∗ to {0, 1}3κ.

Initialization. At initialization, the password is chosen at random from PassPass and

given to the client and server. Then, both parties compute a base or password element,

which is function of a shared password and identities of the protocol participants, by

running a “hunting-and-pecking” procedure for the corresponding group.

Protocol Description. In nutshell, the protocol runs in two rounds. In the first

round, each participant chooses a random exponent ri and mask mi, computes their

sum si ∈ Zq and the group element Ei := PW−mi , deletes the value of the mask from

memory, and sends the commit message (ID,Ei, si), where i = 1, 2. Upon receiving

this message, Good(Ei, si) is called to check its validity. If check is sound, both

participants derive the Diffie-Hellman value σ, which is equal to PW r1r2 in case of an

honest exchange. This is followed by a computation of a hash value (using the derived

σ value), parsed into three κ-bit strings: an authenticator for each participant and the

session key skP. Then, in the second round, the authenticators are exchanged. If the
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Client Server
Initialization

Public: G, p, q; H0 : {0, 1}∗ → G;

H1 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}2κ; H2 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}κ

Secret: pw ∈ PassPass; base := H0(C, S, pw, c)max,min; PW := H&P (base, l1)

m1, r1 ← Zq m2, r2 ← Zq
s1 := r1 +m1 s2 := r2 +m2

E1 := PW−m1 E2 := PW−m2

C,E1, s1

S,E2, s2

abort if ¬Good(E2, s2) abort if ¬Good(E1, s1)

σ := (PW s2E2)
r1 σ := (PW s1E1)

r2

kck|skPC := H1(σ, l2) kck|skPS := H1(σ, l2)

φ := H2(kck, s1, s2, E1, E2, C) τ := H2(kck, s2, s1, E2, E1, S)

τ̂ := H2(kck, s2, s1, E2, E1, S) φ̂ := H2(kck, s1, s2, E1, E2, C)

φ

τ

abort if τ 6= τ̂ abort if φ 6= φ̂

Figure 6.1: The Dragonfly protocol

received authenticator is valid, the participant accepts and terminates the execution,

saving session key skP. Otherwise, it aborts, deleting its state.

6.3 The Variant of Dragonfly Protocol

In this section we describe a variant of Dragonfly we will analyze in 6.4. A high-level

protocol description is shown in Fig. 6.2.

Initialization. At initialization, the password is chosen at random from PassPass and

given to the client and server. Then, both parties compute a base PW = H0(C, S, pw)

for Diffie-Hellman values, where C and S are ID strings.

Protocol Description. Our the protocol runs in four rounds. In the first round,

a client chooses a random exponent r1 and mask m1, computes their sum s1 ∈ Zq
and the group element E1 := PW−m1 , and sends the commit message (C,E1, s1) to a
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server. Upon receiving this message, the server calls Good(E1, s1) to check validity of

the first message. Then, if check passes, the server will sends similarly formed mes-

sage to the client, who will check its validity. At this point, the session IDs sidC and

sidS are set to (C, S, s1, s2, E1, E2) for each participant. Now, the client will derive

the Diffie-Hellman value σ = PW r1r2 . This is followed by a computation of a hash

value (using the derived σ value), parsed into three κ-bit strings: an authenticator

for each participant and the session key skP. Then, the client will send his authen-

ticator. Upon receiving the third round’s message, the server will similarly compute

the authenticators and the session key, and then check if the received authenticator

is valid. If this is the case, the server will accept, send his authenticator to the client

and terminate the execution, saving session key skP. Otherwise, it aborts, deleting

its state. Finally, upon receiving the server’s authenticator, the client will first accept

if check passes, and then terminate the execution, saving session key skP.

Client ServerInitializationInitialization

Public: G, p, q; H0 : {0, 1}∗ → G; H1 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}3κ

pw ∈ PassPass, PW := H0(C, S, pw)
m1, r1 ← Zq
s1 := r1 +m1

E1 := PW−m1 C,E1, s1

abort if ¬Good(E1, s1)

m2, r2 ← Zq
s2 := r2 +m2

S,E2, s2 E2 := PW−m2

abort if ¬Good(E2, s2)

σ := (PW s2E2)
r1

tr := (C, S, s1, s2, E1, E2)

φ|τ̂ |skPC := H1(tr, σ, PW ) φ

σ := (PW s1E1)
r2

tr := (C, S, s1, s2, E1, E2)

φ̂|τ |skPS := H1(tr, σ, PW )

τ abort if φ 6= φ̂

abort if τ 6= τ̂

Figure 6.2: The variant of Dragonfly protocol
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Remarks. We point out here the main areas where the presented protocol slightly

differs from the IETF proposal described in Figure 6.1. First of all, we do not model

the “hunting-and-pecking” procedure from [57] explicitly, but this is not a problem

here. As pointed out in the proposal, “hunting-and-pecking” is just one way among

others to deterministically obtain a base group element from a password. Thus,

simply using a random oracle taking as input the participants’ identities in addition

to the password is appropriate.

In practice, one needs to be very careful when implementing an algorithm that

maps the output of hash function to a group. The algorithm must run in constant-time

since computations depend on the value of the password and thus can be vulnerable

to side-channel attacks. Also, as we could see in 5.6, if G is deployed as the q-order

subgroup of GF (p)∗, which is one of the setting recommended in [57], hashing into

underlying group does not come cheap in terms of efficiency. Namely, for p = rq + 1,

the result of a hash function has to be exponentiated with the value of the cofactor r,

which, in chosen setting, is roughly 5 times more expensive than an exponentiation

with q. Note that in EC setting (also recommended in [57]) this is not an issue.

The procedure we use to compute the confirmation codes and the session keys is

not that of the proposal. In particular, our construction makes all of these direct

functions of the shared secret, both identities, the main protocol’s message flows,

and the password element. This is similar to the PAK and PPK protocols [20], for

instance, as well as in MacKenzie’s analysis of SPEKE [83]. In our view, it is more

prudent to follow this pattern, as either removing identities - or replacing them with

generic “role” strings - can lead to attacks, e.g. [84] and [1]. Thus, we recommend

adding the receiver’s identity in the IEFT proposal’s computation of the “confirm”

message.

Finally, the protocol could have been dropped to three flows, but we chose to keep

it four, for two reasons. First, it gives us tighter security reduction, and secondly,

despite reducing communication efficiency, four-flow PAKEs - in which the first two

flows commit to a shared password and the second two are proofs-of-possession of

the session key - are by design secure against many-to-many guessing attacks on the

server side, see [78].

6.4 The Security Proof

We now present a proof of security for Dragonfly using the FtG framework defined

in 3.3.1. In order to argue the security of our variant of Dragonfly protocol, we will
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again employ random oracle model from 2.5.1. We show that Dragonfly distributes

semantically secure session keys, provides mutual authentication, and enjoys forward

secrecy. We also adopt the convenient notations of [21].

Theorem 6.1. We consider Dragonfly as described in Section 6.3, with a password

set of size N . Let A be an adversary that runs in time at most t, and makes at most

nse SendSend queries, nex ExecuteExecute queries, and nh0 and nh1 RO queries to H0 and H1,

respectively. Then there exist two algorithms B and D running in time t′ such that

AdvAdvakedragonfly(A) ≤ T and AdvAdvmadragonfly(A) ≤ T where

T :=
6nse
N

+
4(nse + nex)(2nse + nex + nh1)

q2
+
n2
h0 + 2nh1

q
+
n2
h1 + 2nse

2κ
+

2nh1(1 + nse
2)SucccdhPW,G(B) + 4n3

h0

(
AdvAdvdidhg,G (D) +

n3
h1 + 3nse

q

)
(6.1)

and where t′ := O(t + (nse + nex + nro)texp) with texp being a time required for expo-

nentiation in G.

Proof. Our proof is given as a sequence of games G0, ...,G4. Our goal is to prove that

Dragonfly resists offline dictionary attacks, i.e. that A’s advantage is proportional to

that of the easily detected “dummy” online guesser. We define events, corresponding

to A attacking the protocol in game Gm and breaking semantic security, and c2sc2s and

s2cs2c authentication, for m = 0, ..., 4.

• SSm occurs if A returns b′ equal to the bit b chosen in the TestTest query.

• AuthAuthc2sm occurs if an Sj terminates saving skPS as a state without being part-

nered with some Ci.

• AuthAuths2cm occurs if a Ci terminates saving skPC as a state without being partnered

with some Sj.

Throughout the proof, we call A’s oracle query of the form H1(C, S, s1, s2, E1, E2,

σ, PW ) bad if σ = DHPW (m,µ) (where m = PW s1E1 and µ = PW s2E2), and

Good(E1, s1) and Good(E2, s2) are true. Also, we denote by pwC the value of the

password selected for C and by PWC,S the value of the base derived from it with

server S. The number of instances that A can activate and of hash queries that A
can make are bounded by t. In addition, in case A does not output b′ after time t, b′

is chosen randomly. Let us now proceed with a detailed proof.
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Game G0 : (Original protocol) This game is our starting point, with Dragonfly

defined as in Fig. 6.2. A may make SendSend, ExecuteExecute, RevealReveal, CorruptCorrupt, and TestTest queries

and these queries are simulated as shown in Fig(s). 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5. From Def. 3.1

we have

AdvAdvakedragonfly(A) := 2 Pr[SS0]− 1 . (6.2)

SendSend queries made to a client instance Ci are answered as follows:

• A SendSend(Ci, StartStart) query is executed according to the following rule:

? Rule C1(1)

Choose an ephemeral exponent r1 ← Zq and a mask m1 ← Zq, compute
s1 := r1 +m1 and E1 := PW−m1 .

The client instance Ci then replies to the adversary A with (C,E1, s1) and
goes to an expecting state EC1.

• If the instance Ci is in the expecting state EC1, a received SendSend(Ci, (S,E2, s2))
query is first parsed and Good(E2, s2) is called. If the check passes, the instance
continues processing the query according to the following rules:

? Rule C2(1)

Compute σ := (PW s2E2)
r1 .

? Rule C3(1)

Compute φ|τ̂ |skPC := H1(C, S, s1, s2, E1, E2, σ, PW ).

The instance Ci accepts, replies to A with φ, and goes to an expecting state
EC2. Otherwise, it terminates (rejecting), saving no state.

• In case Ci is in the expecting state EC2, a SendSend(Ci, τ) query is processed
according to the following rule:

? Rule C4(1)

Check if τ = τ̂ . If so, the instance terminates, saving skPC as a state.

If the equality does not hold, the instance terminates (rejecting), saving no
state.

Figure 6.3: Simulation of the Send queries to the client
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SendSend queries made to a server instance Sj are answered as follows:

• A SendSend(Sj, (C,E1, s1)) query is first parsed and then Good(E1, s1) is called.
If both values are valid, the instance continues processing the query according
to the following rules:

? Rule S1(1)

Choose an ephemeral exponent r2 ← Zq and a mask m2 ← Zq, compute
s2 := r2 +m2 and E2 := PW−m2 .

The server instance Sj then replies to the adversary A with (S,E2, s2) and
goes to an expecting state ES1. Otherwise, it terminates (rejecting), saving
no state.

• If the instance Sj is in the expecting state ES1, a SendSend(Sj, φ) query is executed
according to the following rules:

? Rule S2(1)

Compute σ := (PW s1E1)
r2 .

? Rule S3(1)

φ̂|τ |skPS := H1(C, S, s1, s2, E1, E2, σ, PW ).

? Rule S4(1)

Check if φ = φ̂. If so, Sj accepts, replies with τ , and terminates while
saving skPS as a state.

If the equality does not hold, the Sj terminates (rejecting), saving no state.

Figure 6.4: Simulation of the Send queries to the server

Game G1 : (Simulation and extraction) This is our first simulation, in which

hash queries1 to H0, H1 and H ′1 are answered by maintaining lists Lh0,Lh1 and L′h1,
respectively (see Fig. 6.6). The simulator also maintains a separate list LA of all

hash queries asked by A. Note that we assume that the simulator knows the discrete

logarithms of the outputs of H0 queries. The simulator also keeps track of all honestly

exchanged protocol messages in the list LP . We say that a client instance Ci and a

server instance Sj are paired if ((C,E1, s1), (S,E2, s2)) ∈ LP . We can easily see that

this simulation is perfectly indistinguishable from the attack in G0. Thus,

Pr[SS1] := Pr[SS0] . (6.3)
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An ExecuteExecute(Ci, Sj) query is simulated by successively running the honest simulations
of SendSend queries. After the completion, the transcript is given to the adversary.

As a result of the RevealReveal(U i) query, the simulator returns the session key (either
skPC or skPS) to A, only in case the instance U i has already computed the key and
accepted.

As a result of the CorruptCorrupt(U) query, if U ∈ Client the simulator returns the password
pwC , and otherwise the vector of passwords pwS = 〈pwS[C]〉C∈Client.
As a result of the TestTest(U i) query, the simulator flips a bit b. If b = 1, it returns
session key skPi

U to A. Otherwise, A receives a random string drawn from {0, 1}κ.

Figure 6.5: Simulation of the Execute, Reveal, Corrupt, and Test queries

H0: For each hash query H0(w), if the same query was previously asked, the simu-
lator retrieves the record (w, r, α) from the list Lh0 and answers with r. Otherwise,
the answer r is chosen according to the following rule:

? Rule H
(1)
0

Choose α← Zq. Compute r := gα and write the record (w, r, α) to Lh0.

H1: For each hash query H1(w) (resp. H ′1(w)), if the same query was previously
asked, the simulator retrieves the record (w, r) from the list Lh1 (resp. L′h1) and
answers with r. Otherwise, the answer r is chosen according to the following rule:

? Rule H
(1)
1

Choose r ← {0, 1}3κ, write the record (w, r) in the list Lh1 (resp. L′h1), and
answer with r.

Figure 6.6: Simulation of the hash functions

Game G2 : (Force uniqueness and avoid collisions) In this game, collisions

on the outputs of H0 queries and collisions on the partial transcripts ((C,E1, s1),

(S,E2, s2)) are avoided. Let list LR keep track of the replies generated by client and

server instances as answers to SendSend queries. We abort if a pair (E1, s1) generated

by a client instance is already in the list LR as a result of previous SendSend or ExecuteExecute

queries, or in the list LA as an input to an H1 query. Similarly, we abort in case a

pair (E2, s2) generated by a server instance is already in LR or LA.

? Rule C1(2)

Choose an ephemeral exponent r1 ← Zq and a mask m1 ← Zq, compute s1 :=

r1 +m1 and E1 := PW−m1 . If (E1, s1) ∈ LR ∪ LA, abort the game.

1The private oracle H ′1 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}3κ will be used in the later, starting from the G3.
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? Rule S1(2)

Choose an ephemeral exponent r2 ← Zq and a mask m2 ← Zq, compute s2 :=

r2 +m2 and E2 := PW−m2 . If (E2, s2) ∈ LR ∪ LA, abort the game.

Additionally, we abort in case of collisions on H0 outputs. This event’s probability

is bounded by the birthday paradox n2
h0/2q.

? Rule H
(2)
0

Choose α ← Zq. Compute r := gα and write the record (w, r, α) to Lh0. If

(∗, r, ∗) ∈ LA, abort the game.

The rule modifications in this game ensure the uniqueness of honest instances and

that distinct passwords do not map to the same base PW . So we have:

|Pr[S2]− Pr[S1]| ≤
2(nse + nex)(2nse + nex + nh1)

q2
+
n2
h0

2q
. (6.4)

Game G3 : (Private oracle, avoiding collisions and not guessing authenti-

cators) In this game, we first define event CorruptedCorrupted that occurs if the adversary

makes a CorruptCorrupt query while the targeted client and server instance are not paired.

From now on, if CorruptedCorrupted is false, instead of using H1 to compute session keys and

authenticators, the simulator uses a private oracle H ′1. The rules change as follows:

? Rule C3(3)

If CorruptedCorrupted is false, compute φ|τ̂ |skPC := H ′1(C, S, s1, s2, E1, E2). Otherwise,

compute φ|τ̂ |skPC := H1(C, S, s1, s2, E1, E2, σ, PW ).

? Rule S3(3)

If CorruptedCorrupted is false , compute φ̂|τ |skPS := H ′1(C, S, s1, s2, E1, E2). Otherwise,

compute φ̂|τ |skPC := H1(C, S, s1, s2, E1, E2, σ, PW ).

Then, since the shared secret σ and base PW are no longer used in above com-

putations in case the event CorruptedCorrupted is false, we can further modify the following

rules:

? Rule C2(3)

If CorruptedCorrupted is false, do nothing. Otherwise, compute σ := (PW s2E2)
r1 .

? Rule S2(3)

If CorruptedCorrupted is false, do nothing. Otherwise, compute σ := (PW s1E1)
r2 .
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? Rule C1(3)

Choose ψ1, s1 ← Zq and compute E1 := gψ1 . If (E1, s1) ∈ LR ∪ LA, abort.

? Rule S1(3)

Choose ψ2, s2 ← Zq and compute E2 := gψ2 . If (E2, s2) ∈ LR ∪ LA, abort.

Note that after the above modification the simulator can determine correct and in-

correct password guesses and answer perfectly to all queries using the ψ1, ψ2, and

α values and the lists Lh0, Lh1, L′h1, LA, LP , and LR. Also, the values s1, s2, E1,

E2 obtained after applying rules C1(3) and S1(3) are identically distributed to those

generated in game G2.

Now that the password-derived base is absent from protocol executions (in case

CorruptedCorrupted is false2), we can dismiss the event that A has been lucky in guessing

the right PWC,S without making the corresponding H0 query. Hence we abort the

simulation if the adversary A submits a H1(C, S, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗, PWC,S) query without

prior H0(C, S, pwC) query. The probability of this event occurring is nh1/q.

? Rule H
(3)
1

If w = (C, S, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗, PWC,S), ((C, S, pwC), PWC,S) /∈ LA, and CorruptedCorrupted is

false, abort. Otherwise, choose r ← {0, 1}3κ, write the record (w, r) in the list

Lh1, and answer with r.

Next, we avoid the cases where the adversary A may have guessed one of the au-

thenticators (φ or τ) without having made an appropriate H1 query (when CorruptedCorrupted

is false). A “lucky guess” occurs if A submits a SendSend(Sj, φ) query with the correct

authenticator φ to an unpartnered server instance Sj without previously submitting

a bad H1(C, S, s1, s2, E1, E2, σ, PWC,S) query. In this case Sj aborts, even though

it should have accepted. Similarly, if A submits a SendSend(Ci, τ) query with the correct

τ to an unpartnered Ci without having submitted a bad H1(C, S, s1, s2, E1, E2, σ,

PWC,S) query, Ci aborts.

? Rule S4(3)

Check if φ = φ̂. If so, check if ((C, S, s1, s2, E1, E2, σ, PWC,S), φ) /∈ LA, where

Good(E1, s1) is true, σ = DHPWC,S
(m,µ), and CorruptedCorrupted is false. If the latter

check is true, the server instance Sj aborts. Otherwise, Sj accepts, replies to

the adversary with τ , and terminates while saving skPS as a state.

2Notice that in case CorruptedCorrupted is true, a password-derived base is still used in H1 computations,
hence we can not apply the same argument.
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? Rule C4(3)

Check if τ = τ̂ . If so, check if ((C, S, s1, s2, E1, E2, σ, PWC,S), τ) /∈ LA, where

Good(E2, s2) is true, σ = DHPWC,S
(m,µ), and CorruptedCorrupted is false. If the latter

check is true, the client instance Ci aborts. Otherwise, Ci terminates, saving

skPC as a state.

Since the authenticators are computed using a private random oracle H ′1 (when

CorruptedCorrupted is false), we can argue that the adversary can not do better than a random

guess per an authentication attempt via SendSend query. Therefore, the probability of

“lucky guessing” is bounded by nse/2
κ.

Without the collisions on the partial transcripts and the “lucky guesses” on the

password-derived base and authenticators, one can see that A has to make the specific

combination of H0 and H1 hash queries for games G2 and G3 to be distinguished.

Let AskH1AskH13 be the event that A makes the bad query H1(C, S, s1, s2, E1, E2,

σ, PWC,S) for some transcript ((C,E1, s1), (S,E2, s2), φ, τ), where H0(C, S, pwC) has

been already made. Depending on how the transcript is generated, we distinguish

between four disjoint sub-cases AskH1AskH13:

• AskH1-PassiveAskH1-Passive3 : ((C,E1, s1), (S,E2, s2), φ, τ) comes from an honest execution

between Ci and Sj (via an ExecuteExecute(Ci, Sj) query);

• AskH1-PairedAskH1-Paired3 : ((C,E1, s1), (S,E2, s2)) comes from an honest execution be-

tween Ci and Sj, while (φ, τ) may come from A;

• AskH1-withCAskH1-withC3 : before any CorruptCorrupt query, A interacts with Ci, so (C,E1, s1) is

generated by Ci, while (S,E2, s2) is not from Sj;

• AskH1-withSAskH1-withS3 : before any CorruptCorrupt query, A interacts with Sj, so (S,E2, s2) is

generated by Sj, while (C,E1, s1) is not from Ci.

Since session key(s) are computed using the private oracle H ′1, the only way A can

break semantic security is via a RevealReveal query to honest instances that generated the

same transcript ((C,E1, s1), (S,E2, s2), φ, τ), a case we dismissed in G2. Thus,

Pr[SS3] :=
1

2
, |Pr[SS3]− Pr[SS2]| ≤

nh1
q

+
nse
2κ

+ Pr[AskH1AskH13] . (6.5)

Similarly - and as already previously mentioned - the authenticators are computed

using H ′1 as well, and due to G2, A cannot reuse authenticators from other instances.

Thus,

Pr[AuthAuthc2s3 ] ≤ nse
2κ

, Pr[AuthAuths2c3 ] ≤ nse
2κ

. (6.6)
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Game G4 : (Randomize session keys skP)In this game, we estimate the proba-

bility of the event AskH1AskH13 occurring and thus conclude the proof. Notice that the

probability of AskH1AskH1 occurring does not change between games G3 and G4. We also

have that

Pr[SS4] := Pr[SS3] , Pr[AuthAuth
c2s (s2c)
4 ] := Pr[AuthAuth

c2s (resp., s2c)
3 ] . (6.7)

Since all the sub-cases of AskH1AskH14 are disjoint, we will treat them independently:

The following lemma upper bounds the probability of AskH1-PassiveAskH1-Passive4:

Lemma 6.2. For any A running in time t that asks a bad query H1(C, S, s1, s2,

E1, E2, σ, PWC,S) for some transcript ((C,E1, s1), (S,E2, s2), φ, τ) that comes from

an honest execution between Ci and Sj, there is an algorithm B running in time

t′ := O(t+ (nse + nex + nro)texp) that can solve the CDH problem:

Pr[AskH1-PassiveAskH1-Passive4] ≤ nh1Succ
cdh
PW,G(B) . (6.8)

Proof. We construct an algorithm B that, for given random Diffie-Hellman values

〈X, Y 〉 such that X ← gx and Y ← gy, attempts to break the CDH assumption (i.e.

computes Z such that Z := DHg(X, Y )) by running the adversary A as a subroutine.

The algorithm B simulates the protocol for A with the modification of the rules C1

and S1 in case an ExecuteExecute(Ci, Sj) query was made:

? Rule C1(4)
exe

Choose ψ1, s1 ← Zq and compute E1 := Xgψ1 . If (E1, s1) ∈ LR∪LA, abort the

game.

? Rule S1(4)
exe

Choose ψ2, s2 ← Zq and compute E2 := Y gψ2 . If (E2, s2) ∈ LR ∪LA, abort the

game.

After the game ends, for every H1(C, S, s1, s2, E1, E2, σ, PWC,S) query the adversary

Amakes, where the values s1, s2, E1 and E2 were generated by honest client and server

instances (after an ExecuteExecute(Ci, Sj) query), the password-derived base is correct, and

the corresponding H0(C, S, pwC) query was made,

(σY −
ψ1
α X−

ψ2
α E2

−s1E1
−s2g−

ψ1ψ2
α g−s1s2α)α (6.9)

is added to the list LZ of possible values for Z = DHg(X, Y ). Equation 6.9 follows

from the fact that a base PW ::= gα is generated in such a way that the discrete
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logarithm α is known. Thus, the Diffie-Hellman values X and Y can be represented

as PW
x
α and PW

y
α , respectively. So we have:

σ := DHPW (E2PW
s2 , E1PW

s1)

= DHPW (PW
y+ψ2
α PW s2 , PW

x+ψ1
α PW s1)

= Z
1
αY

ψ1
α X

ψ2
α E2

s1E1
s2g

ψ1ψ2
α gs1s2α .

(6.10)

From the adversary’s view, the simulation B runs is indistinguishable from the

protocol in the game G3 up to the point AskH1-PassiveAskH1-Passive4 occurs, and in that case, the

correct DHg(X, Y ) value is added to the list LZ of size at most nh1. The running time

of B is t′ := O(t+ (nex + nro + nse)texp). Thus, Lemma 6.2 follows from the fact that

the probability of B breaking CDH assumption is at least Pr[AskH1-PassiveAskH1-Passive4]/nh1.

The next lemma bounds the chance of AskH1-PairedAskH1-Paired4 occurring:

Lemma 6.3. For any A running in time t that asks a bad query H1(C, S, s1, s2,

E1, E2, σ, PWC,S) for some partial transcript ((C,E1, s1), (S,E2, s2)) ∈ LP that comes

from an honest execution between Ci and Sj, there is an algorithm B running in time

t′ := O(t+ (nse + nex + nro)texp) that can solve the CDH problem:

Pr[AskH1-PairedAskH1-Paired4] ≤ n2
senh1Succ

cdh
PW,G(B) . (6.11)

Proof. The proof is similar to the previous one, except that the simulator needs to

guess the client and server instances whose execution is going to be tested. The

reason for this comes from the fact that the private exponents of all the instances

would be unknown to the simulator if we applied the same reduction as in the proof of

Lemma 6.2. The problem in the simulation could arise in case the adversary sends the

authenticator after making the CorruptCorrupt query. Therefore, if the simulator makes the

right guess, the given random Diffie-Hellman values will be inserted in the instances

that are fresh (no CorruptCorrupt query). The reduction goes as follows.

We construct an algorithm B that, for given random Diffie-Hellman values 〈X, Y 〉
such that X ← gx and Y ← gy, attempts to solve the CDH assumption (i.e. computes

Z such that Z = DHg(X, Y )) by running the adversary A as a subroutine. The

algorithm B chooses distinct random indexes b1, b2 ← {1, 2, . . . , nse} and simulates

the protocol for A with the modification of the rule C1(3) in case of a b1th SendSend(Ci,

StartStart) query and the rule S1(3) in case of a b2th SendSend(Sj, (C,E1, s1)) query:
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? Rule C1(4)

For the b1th query choose s1 ← Zq and set E1 := X. Otherwise, choose ψ1, s1 ←
Zq and compute E1 := gψ1 . In any case, if (E1, s1) ∈ LR ∪LA, abort the game.

? Rule S1(4)

For the b2th query choose s2 ← Zq and set E2 := Y . Otherwise, choose ψ2, s2 ←
Zq and compute E2 := gψ2 . In any case, if (E2, s2) ∈ LR ∪LA, abort the game.

After the game ends, for every H1(C, S, s1, s2, E1, E2, σ, PWC,S) query the adversary

A makes, where pairs (E1, s1) and (E2, s2) were generated after b1th and b2th SendSend

query, the password-derived base is correct, and the corresponding H0(C, S, pwC)

query was made,

(σY −s1X−s2g−s1s2α)α (6.12)

is added to the list LZ of possible values for DHg(X, Y ) of size at most nh1.

From the adversary’s view, the simulation B runs is indistinguishable until the

adversary triggers AskH1-PairedAskH1-Paired4. The probability that B will guess the correct

client instance, the correct server instance, and the correct Z value from LZ is at

least 1/(n2
senh1). The running time of B is t′ = O(t+ (nex +nro +nse)texp). Thus, the

Lemma 6.3 follows from the fact that the probability of B solving the CDH assumption

is at least Pr[AskH1-PairedAskH1-Paired4]/(n
2
senh1).

Before estimating the probability of AskH1-withSAskH1-withS4 occurring, we evaluate that of

CollCollS, which happens if A makes two explicit password guesses at the same server

instance. Since there are no collisions on H0 outputs, the only way forA to accomplish

this is if a collision occurs on the first κ-bits of two H1 queries made by A, with

PW1 6= PW2. The probability of this occurring is bounded by the birthday paradox

n2
h1/2

κ+1.

? Rule H
(4)
1

If w = (C, S, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗, PWC,S), ((C, S, pwC), PWC,S) /∈ LA, and CorruptedCorrupted is

false or if CollCollS event occurs abort. Otherwise, choose r ← {0, 1}3κ, write the

record (w, r) in the list Lh1, and answer with r.

Now, without any collision on H0 and H1 oracles, each authenticator φ coming from

A via a SendSend query corresponds only to one password pw. Therefore,

Pr[AskH1-withSAskH1-withS4] ≤
nse
N

. (6.13)
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To bound the probability of AskH1-withCAskH1-withC4, we first bound the probability of

CollCollC , which happens if A makes three implicit password guesses against the same

client instance. The following lemma gives such a bound:

Lemma 6.4. For any A running in time t that asks at least three bad H1 queries with

distinct values of PW for the same transcript ((C,E1, s1), (S,E2, s2), φ, τ), generated

in a communication between A and Ci, there exists an algorithm D running in time

t′ = O(t+ (nse + nex + nro)texp) that can solve the DIDH problem:

Pr[CollCollC ] ≤ 2n3
h0

(
AdvAdvdidhg,G (D) +

n3
h1 + 3nse

2q

)
. (6.14)

Proof. This lemma actually shows that the DIDH assumption prevents the adversary

from making more than two password guesses per online attempt on the client. We

reduce from DIDH as follows.

We construct an algorithm D that for given a triple 〈X, Y, Z〉, where X ← g1/x,

Y ← g1/y and Z ∈ G, attempts to break the DIDH assumption (i.e. determine

whether Z is random or Z = IDHg(X, Y ) = g1/(x+y)) by running the adversary A as

a subroutine. The algorithm D chooses pair-wise distinct random indexes d1, d2, d3

← {1, 2, . . . , nh0}, chooses random non-zero exponents u1, u2, u3 in Zq, and simulates

the protocol for A as follows.

The simulation will be running as in the previous game G3 until the selected H0

queries d1, d2, or d3 are made. The simulator will abort the game if the inputs to

three selected H0 queries do not satisfy following conditions : (a) the passwords pw1,

pw2, and pw3 are pair-wise distinct and different from the correct password pwC ; and

(b) the strings (C, S) in all three queries are the same.

If the selected H0 queries are valid, 〈X, Y, Z〉 values will be plugged in according

to the following rules:

? Rule H
(4)
0

For the d1th query set r := Xu1 . For the d2th query set r := Y u2 . For the d3th

query set r := Zu3 . For all three selected queries set α := ⊥. Otherwise, choose

α← Zq and compute r := gα. In any case, write the record (w, r, α) to Lh0. If

(∗, r, ∗) ∈ LA, abort the game.

The prerequisites for the CollCollC event to occur are: (1) valid d1th, d2th, or d3th

H0 queries are selected by the simulator; (2) a pair (E1, s1) is generated by an honest

client instance after a SendSend(Ci, StartStart) query; (3) the adversary generated a pair
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(E2, s2) and made a SendSend(Ci, (S,E2, s2)) query, where Good(E2, s2) is true and

E2 /∈ {X, Y, Z}; (4a) for each PWi, received from the selected H0 queries, at least

one bad H1(C, S, s1, s2, E1, E2, σi, PWi) query is made for the same transcript, where

i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. (4b) σi 6= 1.

After the game ends, for every H1(C, S, s1, s2, E1, E2, σ, PWi) query A made, where

PWi is equal to any of the plugged values {Xu1 , Y u2 , Zu3}, a pair

(
E2, (σ

ui
ψ1E2

−uis1
ψ1 PWi

−uis1s2
ψ1 g−uis2)

)
(6.15)

is added to the list Libad.

So, in the case of an H1(C, S, s1, s2, E1, E2, σ, Xu1) query, by stripping away

known values from σ, we may identify a guess at Ex
2 and place it in the list L1

bad

together with the E2 value. Remember that the client instance uses rule C1(4) to

compute E1, which can be represented with Xu1ψ1x. In order to extract the F1 = Ex
2

value we do as follows. Since

σ := DHXu1 (E2X
u1s2 , E1X

u1s1)

= Es1
2 X

u1s1s2E
ψ1x
u1

2 gs2ψ1 ,
(6.16)

we get

Ex
2 := σ

u1
ψ1E2

−u1s1
ψ1 PW

−u1s1s2
ψ1 g−u1s2 . (6.17)

The same goes for H1 queries where the values Y and Z are plugged, in which case the

corresponding F2 and F3 are computed, respectively. At the end of the simulation,

D checks if for any E2 value there exist pairs (E2, F1) ∈ L1
bad, (E2, F2) ∈ L2

bad and

(E2, F3) ∈ L3
bad, such that F1F2 = F3. If there exist three such pairs, then D will

output b′ = 1, and otherwise b′ = 0.

Now let us analyze the probability that D returns a correct answer. Suppose first

that Z is random. The algorithm D will return a wrong answer if by chance equation

F1F2 = F3 holds. Since the ui values are random, the probability of this happening

is at most n3
h1/q by the union bound. Now suppose that Z = IDHg(X, Y ). The

probability of aborting in case E2 is equal to X, Y or Z is at most 3nse/q. If the

adversary triggers CollCollC , then D will correctly answer with b′ = 1 only in case it

correctly guessed d1, d2, and d3 from {1, 2, . . . , nh0}, which happens with probability
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of 1/n3
h0. Therefore, the probability of D returning a correct answer is at least

Pr[b′ = b] ≥ Pr[b′ = 1|b = 1]Pr[b = 1] + Pr[b′ = 0|b = 0]Pr[b = 0]

≥
(

Pr[CollCollC ]

n3
h0

− 3nse
q

)(
1

2

)
+

(
1− n3

h1

q

)(
1

2

)
.

(6.18)

Thus,

Pr[CollCollC ] ≤ 2n3
h0

(
AdvAdvdidhg,G (D) +

n3
h1 + 3nse

2q

)
. (6.19)

From the adversary’s view, the simulation D runs is indistinguishable unless CollCollC

event occurs. The probability of this happening is bounded by (6.19). D’s running

time is t′ := O(t+ (nex + nro + nse)texp) and thus Lemma 6.4 follows.

Now, without any collision on the H0 and H1 outputs, A impersonating the server

to an honest client instance can test at most two passwords per impersonation at-

tempt. Therefore,

Pr[AskH1-withCAskH1-withC4] ≤
2nse
N

. (6.20)

Thus,

Pr[AskH1AskH14] ≤
3nse
N

+
n2
h1

2κ+1
+ nh1(1 + n2

se)Succ
cdh
PW,G(t′) + Pr[CollCollC ] . (6.21)

By combining the above equations the bound for semantic security follows. The

bound for the mutual authentication is derived in a similar way, by noting that from

Def. 3.4 we have AdvAdvmadragonfly(A) ≤ Pr[AuthAuthc2s0 ] + Pr[AuthAuths2c0 ].

6.5 Efficiency Analysis

The communication and the computation complexity of Dragonfly, as specified in

Figure 6.1, are presented in Table 6.1. As pointed out by Clarke and Hao in [34],

the Dragonfly protocol is susceptible to an offline dictionary attack in case the group

membership validation (Good) is omitted3. The cost of such validation is equal to

one modular exponentiation in the size of q per user.

As in the case of RO-J-PAKE (see Section 5.6), Dragonfly’s “hunting-and-pecking”

procedure involves hashing (H0) into the protocol’s underlying group4. Thus, the

3The client has to validate the ephemeral value E2, while the server has to check E1.
4Notice that in case of Dragonfly, the server (in some applications also client), may store the

value of the password element PW, thus running “hunting-and-pecking” operation only once. This
is not possible in case of RO-J-PAKE since the hash is computed over the ephemeral values.
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Table 6.1: The efficiency study of Dragonfly

Protocol Complexity

Communication Computation

Dragonfly 2× G+ 4× Zq 6|q|-bit exp + 2 memb + 2 H0

same analysis as in 5.6 applies. Table 5.2 is again relevant, since recommended groups

for Dragonfly and J-PAKE are the same. Therefore, if G is deployed as the q-order

subgroup of GF (p)∗ (SFFs), the cost of single H0 invocation will be approximately

5|q|-bit exponentiations when |p| = 1024 and |q| = 160. This value will grow to

around 8|q|-bit exponentiations when |p| = 2048 and |q| = 224. This fact brings

Dragonfly, in terms of required computation for the first set of parameters, very close

to CRS-J-PAKE (18 vs 20 |q|-bit exp). As argued in Section 5.6, EC instantiation of

H0 should not be a problem in terms of computation complexity (hashing into elliptic

curve is about 16 times cheaper than exponentiating).
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this chapter, we offer a brief summary of the results included in this thesis and

discuss how those results contribute to the discussion on the security of PAKEs.

Lastly, we present possible directions for the future study.

7.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, the objects of our interest were Password-Authenticated Key Exchange

(PAKE) protocols. Considered as well-studied cryptographic objects in academia,

PAKE protocols are just starting to appear more widely as building blocks in com-

mercial real-world applications. They are typically used to generate keys that will

grant two (or more) parties means to subsequently establish some type of secure chan-

nel between them. More specifically, the secret key derived from a PAKE execution

is typically used to authenticate and/or encrypt some data payload using symmetric

key protocols.

Composition Result. It is unfortunate that most PAKEs of practical interest,

such as [13, 12, 84, 4, 79, 1, 80] (including three protocols analyzed in this thesis),

are studied and proven secure in game-based models that do not necessarily provide

composition guarantees. Therefore, to substantiate the expected security properties, a

new security proof would need to be exhibited for the entire composed protocol from

scratch. As a result of Theorem 4.1, a modular design of more complex protocols

is possible: One can obtain the secure protocol that would consist of RoR-secure

PAKE protocol followed by a secure symmetric key protocol, without any additional

analysis1.

1This is not completely true, since one needs to make sure that a public matching algorithm exist
for PAKE component. In other words, an eavesdropping adversary should be able to deduce partner
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Note that our result applies to any construction that includes an implicitly au-

thenticated PAKE and a key confirmation method which – when composed – satisfy

RoR definition. As an example of such composition that is not covered with our

composition result, we mention two recently proposed TLS-style PAKEs: TLS-EC-

J-PAKE [35] and TLS-Dragonfly [58]. The reason for this is that both of them use

the key confirmation method (based on “Finished” message) that does not provide

indistinguishable keys and thus is insecure in game-based models (both RoR and

FtG).

Looking at our result from a different angle, recall that the RoR model was initially

introduced by Abdalla et al. in [3] so that they could prove the security of a three-

party PAKE generically constructed from two runs of a two-party PAKE. In addition,

they prove that RoR security is better than FtG security for all PAKEs. Our work

further validates the latter claim. Indeed, RoR, in PAKE setting, allows us to prove

some composability in a way that seems difficult to adapt to FtG.

Protocol Analysis. Although many different protocols that accomplish PAKE

have been proposed over the last two decades, only a few newcomers managed to

find their way to real world applications - albeit lacking an intense and prolonged

public scrutiny. As a step in the direction of providing one, this dissertation has con-

sidered the security and efficiency of two relatively recently proposed PAKE protocols

- Dragonfly [57] and J-PAKE [54].

In particular, we prove the security of a very close variant of Dragonfly employ-

ing the standard Find-then-Guess (FtG) model of security that incorporates forward

secrecy, unlike Mackenzie’s analysis [83] of SPEKE2. Thus, our work confirms that

Dragonfly’s main flows are sound. The Theorem 6.1’s statement indicates that the ad-

versary may successfully guess up to six passwords per send query. Using a much more

complex analysis, most likely we could replace the constant 6 in the non-negligible

term by 2, and count per instance rather than per send query, but this would be at

the cost of readability of the already intricate proof. Also, by virtue of the contents

of Lemma 6.4, 2 is certainly the best we could do with this particular analysis.

Furthermore, we contribute to the discussion by proposing and examining two

variants of J-PAKE - which we call RO-J-PAKE and CRS-J-PAKE - each making

use of two less zero-knowledge proofs than the original protocol, at the cost of an

additional security assumption. We highlight the importance of using labels in NIZK

instances just by observing the network. However, as we mentioned before, this property is fulfilled
for all relevant PAKEs.

2It is highly probable that SPEKE is forward secure as well.
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proofs, as they offer a new way to improve the tightness of the reduction3. Their func-

tion in J-PAKE-style protocols is to link two message rounds in one protocol session

together, thus taking away from the adversary one degree of freedom when trying to

inject or modify messages. This renders the use of a random oracle for the confirma-

tion code computation in the original J-PAKE [54] obsolete. In terms of efficiency, our

work reveals that CRS-J-PAKE has an edge over J-PAKE for both standard group

choices: subgroups of finite fields and elliptic curves. The same is true for RO-J-

PAKE, but only when instantiated with elliptic curves. We believe our results can

be useful to anyone interested in implementing J-PAKE, as perhaps either of these

two new protocols may also be options, depending on the deployment context. As a

concluding remark regarding Section 5, we stress that EC version of PAKE protocols

generally brings significant efficiency gains due to smaller parameters: this includes

faster computations and smaller keys. These advantages are especially important

in environments such as IoT where processing power, storage space, bandwidth, or

power consumption are possibly constrained.

Assumptions. One needs to be aware of shortcomings of the provable security

approach in the ideal model (2.5.1) and the trusted setup model (CRS) while looking

at these security reduction results. On the bright side, in case of RO-J-PAKE a

password is not used as an input to a hash function modeled as RO. Therefore,

concerns around constant time implementation of such algorithm are not an issue. In

some practical scenarios, CRS assumption may not be appropriate since trust must be

placed on an entity that will select such public string: in the case of CRS-J-PAKE this

is a (random) group element for which discrete logarithm must stay unknown. CRS-

J-PAKE is not by any means an exception in this regard: SPAKE2 [4], KOY [71], and

GL [46] all use such setup assumption. A possible scenario of CRS-dependent PAKE

use would be within a large organization where such PAKE could be utilized as a

secure authentication mechanism for employees’ login. In this case, the organization

would be responsible for CRS generation, hence this public string could be hard-wired

into the protocol’s implementation.

Note that the proof which indicates that Schnorr signatures [105] are in fact SSE-

NIZKPoK (see 2.6.3), assumes algebraic adversary in the random oracle model. More

generally, those proofs using that sort of the adversary exclude only a class of possible

attacks (see Section 2.5.3).

3Abdalla et al. [1] were first to include labels in NIZK proofs used in J-PAKE, and we followed
their lead. Unfortunately, neither of two internet IETF drafts that provide J-PAKE’s specifications
[41, 35] include labels in NIZK proofs.
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As a final word of caution, there are classes of attacks that game-based security

models do not cover, such as various side channel attacks (e.g. timing attacks, differ-

ential fault analysis, differential power analysis). Nevertheless, the security reduction

results are of the great importance since they provide a very good indication that

the higher-level protocols do not have significant design flaws. More concretely, they

show that no attack on the protocol is possible without exploiting a weakness of the

underlying hardness assumptions, idealized primitive or limited adversary.

7.2 Summary of Contributions

Bearing in mind the importance of valid security guarantees, we see our results as

a valuable contribution that can help to increase the confidence in the security of

PAKE protocols. More specifically, the main contributions of this thesis are:

• The analysis of the compositional features of the game-based PAKE models

revealed that PAKE protocols – secure in the sense of the game-based Real-

or-Random (RoR) definition of Abdalla et al. [3] – allow for automatic, secure

composition with arbitrary, higher-level symmetric key protocols under condi-

tion that the public matching algorithm (see 3.3.3) exists for underlying PAKE

protocol. However, we emphasize that to the best of our knowledge, for nearly

all published PAKEs this is always the case.

• In Section 5, we proposed two new variants of J-PAKE by introducing additional

assumptions (RO and CRS) and showed that the security proof from [1] can

be adapted to cover our proposals. Also, we compared the overall efficiency of

all three protocols when instantiated with ECs or SFFs and concluded that our

proposals indeed offer significant improvements in terms of computational effort

and communication cost.

• Finally, we proved the security of a very close variant of Dragonfly in the random

oracle model. The proof shows in particular that Dragonfly’s main flows - a kind

of Diffie-Hellman variation with a password-derived base - are sound. In our

analysis we employed the Bellare et al. [9] security model, which incorporates

forward secrecy.
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7.3 Future Research

In recent years PAKE protocols have been getting more attention of security commu-

nity [104]. Even though PAKEs have been around for quite a long time, the problems

from a practical and implementation perspective have not yet been entirely solved.

Namely, since some of the computations within PAKE protocols may include low

entropy password, side-channel attacks are of great concern. On the other hand,

additional theoretical work is required regarding PAKE protocols - especially those

considered for a wide-scale use. Therefore, we propose new directions for further

research related to PAKE through some open problems:

• As future work, it would be interesting to adapt the study in [25] to the

password-based case. This study, among other things, aims to take into account

the incorporation of certain specific session-key-dependent messages (such as the

“Finished” message from TLS). This would be vital for the protocols recently

specified on the IETF [35, 58].

• Another observation worth making is that formally, our composition result could

certainly be adapted to the case of any authenticated key exchange. Specifically,

the use of the RoR model in order to avoid degradation in Lemma 4.2 could

be potentially useful to conduct a study similar to this one or that in [26] for

other key exchange authentication mechanisms the security of which - in the

game-based setting - can only be guaranteed up to a certain non-negligible

value.

• Since RO-J-PAKE using SFFs – the protocol we proposed in Section 5 – is

the least efficient when compared with J-PAKE and CRS-J-PAKE due to the

application of the hash function H0, it would be interesting to see if it can be

proven secure using a large SFF (and therefore, a “small r”), all while using a

short-exponent-type complexity assumption (e.g. as in [86]).

• In the case of Dragonfly, there are several questions that remain open: Firstly,

the main flows of the Dragonfly have been integrated into several different proto-

cols/standards [57, 56, 59, 58, 64]. Since specifications of Dragonfly vary across

considered protocols, it would be interesting to have a comprehensive analysis

of all these standards. The analysis could be modular: each specified variant

of Dragonfly would first need to be analyzed using RoR model, after which

one could investigate if our composition result from Theorem 4.1 applies to the
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higher-level protocol. Secondly, it would helpful to see if the Dragonfly proof

that we exhibited can be made tighter. In particular, while it helps readabil-

ity, the technique of using private oracles as in [21] that we follow in our proof

seems less fine-grained than the systematic “backpatching” of, e.g. [84]. Finally,

it would be interesting to show if the security of Dragonfly (and SPEKE) could

be based on an assumption other than DIDH.

• Following Bader et al. [6], obtaining tighter security bounds for PAKEs would

be fruitful, since a loose reduction, in turn, implies larger security parameters.
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Appendix A

Experiment Source Codes from
Chapter 5

// . / t e s t s /TestAddMul x 80 23 7
#de f i n e N TESTS 1
//#de f i n e DEBUG 1

// s t r ing s t r eam
#inc lude <sstream>

#inc lude ” P la in t ex t . h”
#inc lude ”DoubleCRT . h”
#inc lude ”Ciphertext . h”
#inc lude ”NTL/ZZ pX . h”
#inc lude <NTL/ vec to r . h>

#inc lude ”SHA1. hpp”

#inc lude <time . h>
#inc lude ”FHE−SI . h”
#inc lude <vector>

// time co s t
#inc lude <ctime>
std : : c l o c k t s t a r t ;
double durat ion ;

//ns time t e s t
#inc lude <chrono>
typede f std : : chrono : : h i g h r e s o l u t i o n c l o c k Clock ;

#inc lude <NTL/ZZ p . h>
#inc lude <NTL/ZZ . h>
// http ://www. shoup . net / n t l /doc/ZZ . cpp . html
// http ://www. shoup . net / n t l /doc/ZZ p . cpp . html

i n t l en =256;
i n t TIMES=1000;

ZZ p ;
ZZ p a , b ;
ZZ p Px , Py ;

void CurveGen ( ){
//ZZ p ,
//ZZ p a , b ;

//gen p
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GenPrime (p , len , 8 0 ) ; //prime with 2ˆ(−80)
whi l e ( rem(p , 3 ) !=2)

GenPrime (p , len , 8 0 ) ;
// cout<<”p:”<<hex<<p<<endl ;

ZZ p : : i n i t (p ) ;

//gen a , b
random( a ) ;
random(b ) ;

//gen a random point , not n e c c e c a r i l y on the curve
//From P12 ”Generation Methods o f E l l i p t i c Curves”
// the whole computation o f G and v e r i f y i n g i t s order

// i s o f b i t−complexity O( log ˆ4(p ) )
random(Px ) ;
random(Py ) ;

}

void Pgen1 (ZZ m){
ZZ tp3 ;
ZZ p u , v , x , y ;
ZZ p tp1 , tp2 , tp4 ;

//u=hash (m)
// sha−1
// https : // github . com/ j a s i nb / sha1/blob /master /main . c
conv (u ,m) ;

//embed message
//compute v
mul ( tp1 , a , 3 ) ;
power ( tp2 , u , 4 ) ;
sub ( tp1 , tp1 , tp2 ) ;
mul ( tp2 , u , 6 ) ;
d iv (v , tp1 , tp2 ) ;

power ( tp1 , v , 2 ) ;
sub ( tp1 , tp1 , b ) ;
mul ( tp2 , u , u ) ; // uˆ6/27=(uˆ2/3)ˆ3
div ( tp2 , tp2 , 3 ) ; // tp2=uˆ2/3
power ( tp4 , tp2 , 3 ) ;
sub ( tp1 , tp1 , tp4 ) ;

mul ( tp3 , p , 2 ) ;
sub ( tp3 , tp3 , 1 ) ;
d iv ( tp3 , tp3 , 3 ) ;

power ( tp1 , tp1 , tp3 ) ;
add (x , tp1 , tp2 ) ; //x

mul ( tp1 , u , x ) ;
add (y , tp1 , v ) ; //y

// cout<<”x:”<<hex<<x<<endl ;
// cout<<”y:”<<hex<<y<<endl ;

}

// po int add i t i on in Jacobian
void AD(ZZ p& X1 , ZZ p& Y1 , ZZ p& Z1 , ZZ p X2 , ZZ p Y2){

ZZ p A, B, C, D, E, F , G;
ZZ p Z2 ;

conv (Z2 , 1 ) ;

A=(X1∗power (Z2 , 2 ) ) ;
B=(X2∗power (Z1 , 2 ) ) ;
C=(Y1∗power (Z2 , 3 ) ) ;
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D=(Y2∗power (Z1 , 3 ) ) ;
E=(B−A) ;
F=(D−C) ;

G=power (Z2 , 2 ) ;

X1=(−power (E,3)−2∗A∗power (E,2)+power (F , 2 ) ) ;
Y1=(−C∗power (E,3)+F∗(A∗power (E,2)−X1) ) ;
Z1=(Z1∗Z2∗E) ;

}

// po int doubl ing in Jacobian
void DB(ZZ p& X1 , ZZ p& Y1 , ZZ p& Z1){

ZZ p A, B;

A=(4∗X1∗power (Y1 , 2 ) ) ;
B=(3∗power (X1,2)+a∗power (Z1 , 4 ) ) ;

Z1=(2∗Y1∗Z1) ;
X1=(−2∗A+power (B, 2 ) ) ;
Y1=(−8∗power (Y1,4)+B∗(A−X1) ) ;

}

// us ing m∗P f o r po int hashing
// us ing Jacobian coo rd ina t i on
// i f sha−1, m i s 160−b i t ?
void Pgen2 (ZZ m){

ZZ p X1 , Y1 , Z1 ;
ZZ p tp1 ;

X1=Px;// suppose MSB of m=1
Y1=Py ;
conv (Z1 , 1 ) ;
f o r ( i n t i=len −1; i>=0; i−−)
{

DB(X1 , Y1 , Z1 ) ;
i f ( b i t (m, 0 ) ) //LSB

AD(X1 ,Y1 , Z1 ,Px ,Py ) ;
m=m>>1;

}
tp1=inv ( power (Z1 , 3 ) ) ;
Y1=Y1∗ tp1 ;
X1=X1∗Z1∗ tp1 ;

// cout<<”X1:”<<hex<<X1<<endl ;
// cout<<”Y1:”<<hex<<Y1<<endl ;

}

ZZ stringToNumber ( s t r i n g s t r )
{

ZZ number = conv<ZZ>( s t r [ 0 ] ) ;
long l en = s t r . l ength ( ) ;
f o r ( long i = 1 ; i < l en ; i++)
{

number ∗= 16 ;
number += conv<ZZ>( s t r [ i ] ) ;

}

r e turn number ;
}

i n t main ( i n t argc , char ∗argv [ ] ) {
ZZ tpm ;
vector<ZZ> m;
SetSeed ( to ZZ ( time ( 0 ) ) ) ;

//Curve Gen
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CurveGen ( ) ;

//Message Gen1
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < TIMES; i++)
{

RandomBits (tpm , l en ) ;
m. push back (tpm ) ;

}

//hash 1
//”How to Hash in to E l l i p t i c Curves”
s t a r t = std : : c l o ck ( ) ;

f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < TIMES; i++)
{

Pgen1 (m. back ( ) ) ;
m. pop back ( ) ;

}

durat ion = ( std : : c l o ck ( ) − s t a r t ) / ( double ) CLOCKS PER SEC;
cout<<”HASH1:”<< durat ion /TIMES <<’\n ’ ;

//Message Gen2
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < TIMES; i++)
{

RandomBits (tpm , l en ) ;
m. push back (tpm ) ;

}

//hash 2
//m∗P
s t a r t = std : : c l o ck ( ) ;

f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < TIMES; i++)
{

Pgen2 (m. back ( ) ) ;
m. pop back ( ) ;

}

durat ion = ( std : : c l o ck ( ) − s t a r t ) / ( double ) CLOCKS PER SEC;
cout<<”HASH2:”<< durat ion /TIMES <<’\n ’ ;

}
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